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Art. I.—PREACHING TO THE CONSCIENCE.

By Rev. Thomas Nichols, Queens, L. I.

Hugh Miller in his “ Schools and Schoolmasters” tells of a

certain Scotch stone-cutter, Donald Eraser by name, famed the

country through for his astonishing feats in the line of his trade.

Two or three times as much work as from any of those who
wrought by his side, and equally well done, would come from

under his hand in a day. And the explanation the narrator

finds is “an extraordinary capacity which the man possessed for

conceiving the finished work within the rough material, so that

he cuts upon the true figure at once, avoiding the indirect

approaches, and the endless repetitions of work common to

others.” A distinguished American author (Prof. Shedd, Hist,

of Doctrines, vol. 1, p. 5,) relates a similar story of Michael An-

gelo, and illustrates by it the advantage of method in any pur-

suit. “ Such is the bold, yet safe power, of a mind that works

by an idea, and methodically.” Even so. To know how to work

is the secret of success. We see it in every branch of human
industry

;
among all the trades and the learned professions : in

the case at once of artist and artisan
;
in the highest departments

of mental effort, and in the modest forms of manual labor. Herein

precisely lies the difference between skilled and unskilled talent.

Only the man of method is master in his calling.

And of nothing is this more true than of labor in the gospel

ministry. The preacher has his work before him, a work for

souls
;
the thing is to find out just how to accomplish it

;
just how

to approach the soul which he would benefit
;
just what kind of
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an edge to put upon the truth, that it may make the deepest in-

cision
;
just how to strike, with the “hammer of the word.” The

law here is the same as in other similar affairs. The opinion

may prevail, so peculiar is the work, that ordinary rules do not

hold with regard to it
;

especially the dependence upon Divine

power is supposed to render it altogether exceptional. Many
perhaps have entered upon it under this persuasion, but only to

meet disappointment. God himself respects laws, and in the

spiritual, no less than in the material kingdom, works with and

through them. Burning zeal, except it leads to the true method,

will not compensate for the want of it
;
shining talents will not;

profound erudition will not. The preacher must know how to

work, or work but feebly, and with partial success. Doubtless

much of that labor which leaves no lasting impression, and

produces no permanent results, is to be accounted for in this

way.

What then is the true method ?

Conscious of our incompetency to speak on such a subject, yet

strong in an authority which we believe to be beyond dispute,

we desire to show that this method is that of an appeal through

the truth, to the consciences of men. We undertake, that is to ad-

vocate, preaching to the conscience, as that specific kind of

preaching which is best adapted to the work which every true

ambassador for Christ has at heart, the work of saving and

sanctifying souls.

We get our idea from the language of that master workman
Paul, in 2 Corinthians iv. 2 :

“ By manifestation of the truth,

commending ourselves to every man’s conscience in the sight of

God.” And we mean by it that method in unfolding and apply-

ing the Divine word, in which the moral element in man is looked

upon as the prominent and central one, in which the person ad-

dressed is regarded primarily as the subject of moral govern-

ment, in which the eye discerns, conspicuous among man’s en-

dowments, the knowledge of right and wrong and the sense of

obligation, and in which the endeavor is to reach and move him

through these
;

to enlighten the conscience, to arouse the con-

science, and to convince and persuade the soul through the

action of the conscience. The leading thought is, man is made
for righteousness

;
not for self-gratification, not for a merely pru-

dential course, not chiefly for aesthetic discipline, nor for the ex-
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ercise of the speculative understanding, but for righteousness.

The law which he is under is the law, not of pleasure, nor of ex-

pediency, nor of taste, nor of rigid and naked logic, but of duty.

The business of the preacher is to keep before him the true end

of existence
;

it is to win and bind him to allegiance to the

supreme law
;
it is to make him see and do what is right.

It is evident that in no preaching which is worthy of the

name, can this idea be entirely lost sight of. And yet it is un-

deniable that it often fails of the prominence which is here as-

signed it. The effort of the pulpit is, now to convince the reason

of men, now to draw out their affections, now to enlist their

sympathies, now to work upon their fears, now to dazzle their

imaginations, and only in about the same proportion to appeal to

the moral element. It is not to be denied indeed that regard is

to be had in the presentation of the truth, to each of these other

constituents of human nature. Preaching to the conscience

does not consist in ignoring them. But it does consist in recog-

nizing the supremacy of the moral element, and in aiming to

work primarily through this. Says Prof. Shedd again, (Bib-

Sac. 1859, p.730): “When the Eternal Judge addresses the crea-

ture upon the subject of religion, upon the duties which he owes
and the liabilities under which he stands, he speaks first of all

not to his imagination, or his taste, or his hostile heart, or his

perverse will, but to his moral sense and sentiment. When God
begins the work of conviction, and in order to this throws in an
influence from his own holy and immaculate essence, he first

shoots a pang thiough this part of man’s complex being. This,

like Darien, is the isthmus of volcanic fire that both divides and
joins the ocean.” And a kind of preaching on man’s part, which
shall be in accordance with this principle, the human instrument

putting itself into connection thus with the great Divine Agent,
is what we mean. The volume by the author just named en-

titled “ Sermons to the Natural Man,” may be instanced as an
excellent specimen of this style of preaching, and the preface to

this volume is a masterly plea for it, though not advocating it

by name. One sentence in that preface condenses the thought,
“ Conscience needs to become consciousness.”

This may be called legal preaching also, if one choose
; we

will not quarrel with the term, and yet it is not legal preaching

as that term has been used, but is involved in the right preaching
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of the gospel. It is the unfolding of the covenant of works and
the covenant of grace, in their mutual relations

;
it is telling man

both how he is lost, and how he maj be saved. In both these

processes conscience is concerned, and in the one not less than

in the other.

I. This is the method of the Bible.

The Bible gives us our cue for preaching by looking at man as

first of all a moral being, and addressing him as such. It pre-

supposes the moral element all along, and works towards it and

upon it, and with it. Its necessary correlate is conscience. It

is here the contrary is often supposed to be the case. Religions

which throw off the authority of the Bible, do it by appealing to

natural ethics. So rationalism is set forth on the pages of such

writers as Mr. Froude and Mr. Lecky. The weapons with which

these men assail Christianity are forged, they claim, upon the

anvil of conscience. Their great complaint is, the outrage which

revealed religion offes to the moral sentiments. But allowing

this school credit for a lofty system of unbelief because of its

ethical spirit, by what right after all does it claim a monopoly of

conscience ? If it appeals to conscience against the Scriptures,

Christianity appeals to it through the Scriptures. And if it be

true that this appeal is in vain, that the law in the heart is ulti-

mately against the written law, then Christianity must give way.

"We cannot hold a system which contradicts and antagonizes our

moral sense. But this is a claim which we do not allow for a

moment. The Scriptures not only appeal to conscience, but ap-

peal to it triumphantly. This is their strength. They fit into

the moral sentiment of men like a tenon into its mortise. At

any rate the appeal is there, and so plainly as to be characteris-

tic of the sacred volume.

It is not simply that the sermons which are there on record

have this peculiarity, that if one preaches as the “ preachers ” of

the Bible were wont to, he will make his address to the moral

faculty, though this is true
;
but let one take up any part of the

volume, New Testament or Old, a Gospel, an Epistle, a Psalm,

a book in the “ Law ” or the “ Prophets,” a section even of the

purely historical portion, and how immediately will he find it

speaking to the ethical element within him, awakening him

to his moral relations, opening his eyes to the claims of God, and

urging him, under the stern inspirations of duty, to meet them.
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Surely no one needs to be reminded how the influence of Sinai

pervades the Old Testament, and no one ought to be ignorant

that it is carried over with equal vigor into the New, where no

jot or tittle of the law is suffered to pass away, until all is fulfilled.

Of no part is this intense ethical spirit more characteristic

than of that which is central to the whole, the personal teachings

of Christ. From beginning to end, these are instinct with the

idea of righteousness. The doctrines of responsibility, of sin, of

repentance, of judgment, and of redemption, as Christ pro-

claimed them, are sufficient witnesses to this. And these are his

principal themes. They are presented in endless variety, it is

true, and with unrivalled adaptation to persons and circum-

stances
;
we are charmed with the wealth and beauty of the

illustration, the delicacy and skill of the application
:
yet the

great thought is always present and unmistakable. Ever he has

come to call sinners to repentance—to seek and to save that

which was lost. Dr. John Young says of the doctrine of man’s

spirituality: “Underneath all Christ’s teachings this doctrine

lies, .closely interwoven with them, directly suggested by

them, often conspiciously standing out from them.” The
truth could not be more admirably expressed in regard

to the doctrine of righteousness. In fact, to cite all that

Christ has said in this spirit, would be to rehearse the

most striking of his parables, to gather together the most

pointed and searching of his detached sayings, and almost to

transcribe his connected discourses. We grant and insist upon

all the love, all the tenderness, which any one can find in these

Divine utterances, but we affirm that the moment that they are

dissociated from the doctrine of righteousness, they are robbed

altogether of the character which Christ imparted to them. They
are no longer his. The salt has lost its savor.

Jesus thus is the most direct and faithful preacher to the con-

science who ever opened his lips in man’s behalf. The very

approaches and appeals to this faculty which have so long

characterized pulpit discourse, and agamst which the mildness

and forbearance of the Master are now quoted by the so-called

liberal school, find their inspiration in him. He, whose way of

dealing with the soul must of necessity be the model to all time,

deliberately chose this one, and worked it to the end, without

flinchiDg. There can be no question about the Bible, if he will
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judge it by the part directly contributed by Christ. The same
thing might be said of the teachings of those after Christ, from

whom the Bible most largely receives character—as of Moses
in the old dispensation and Paul in the new.

But take the Bible as a whole, and the impression is not

different. This unity of the book needs to be emphasized. It

has not many authors, only one author. It is not many com-
positions, but one composition—one sermon in fact. And as such

what is it throughout, but a sermon to the conscience ? It

comes to the creature made in the divine image, made for

righteousness, to teach righteousness, to put his feet into the

straight and narrow way. Righteousness is the controlling idea
;

it is inscribed on every chapter
;

it impresses itself on every

page
;

it inspires every utterance
;

it pervades and surrounds as

with a halo the entire revelation
;
it even redeems from the charge

of grossness and immorality, those portions which might other-

wise seem to provoke it, so evidently is righteousness taught in

them. This compels our recognition in the very title we bestow

upon the book— “ The Holy Bible.” Take the “ holiness” away
and the Bible itself is gone. Every one must concede this.

Every intelligent student of the Divine Word must find there

what John Wesley found. Even before the doctrine of justifica-

tion by faith—the doctrine of righteousness
;
and no one, in fact,

can find the former, except upon the basis of the latter. The
Bible lets a man know that he has a conscience, if he never

knew it before. It makes him know it. This is just where it

lays hold of him, in the moral part of his being. While other

affairs lose their importance under its treatment, the great ques-

tions of duty, of obligation—what man was made for, and what

he ought to do—expand in vastness, and tower aloft in majesty,

until they crowd out and overshadow every other.

This may not be regarded as a recommendation, and by some

we know it is not. On the contrary, it is declared one of the

infirmities of the sacred volume. This is where the book is

manifestly human—in this rigid, narrow, ascetic spirit. By this

mark alone the very type of humanity which produced it can be

pointed out. It represents, Emerson tells us, the Oriental mind.

It is the child of that peculiar temper by which the Shemitic

race has always been distinguished—true Jew throughout. We
could expect nothing else from Palestine. But recommendation

or not, it is a fact. The Bible preaches to the conscience.
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And lie who preaches to the conscience will preach the Bible.

He will be drawn to the book. His culture will be biblical
;
his

material will be derived from this source, rather than from

philosophy or Belles Lettres; his quotations will come from the

sacred essayists and poets, rather than from Carlyle or Tenny-

son. He will be infused with the spirit of the Bible. He will

make its cardinal truths the staple of his discourse, handling the

great themes with which prophets and apostles were engaged '»

he will follow the example, and employ the very language of its

inspired writers
;
sympathy with its object will cause him to

draw out its very marrow and substance in his ministrations

;

nothing else will make him such, a David, an Elijah, a Paul and

a John.

II. This is the method of nature.

Man is an ethical being, “ built up around a conscience if a

rational being, still an ethical one, and as much rational because

ethical, as ethical because rational. The two elements are never

separated
;
reason culminates in conscience

;
the speculative

faculty runs up into the moral. If the soul is what spiritualizes

the man and lifts him above the mere animal, it is the ethical

principle which spiritualizes the soul—which “ converts Psyche
into Pneurna.” Conscience thus is supreme within us. A much-
admired writer has said that “ we should not speak of having

souls, but of having bodies”—the soul is the self. So we do not

so much have conscience as belong to it. To be endowed with this

faculty is to receive it for master, to be subject to its authority,

to be under law to its inspirations. To give it a seat in any soul

is to enthrone it there, and thenceforth, in every approach to

that soul, it must receive homage. In accordance with this, even

God governs man through the conscience. And if it be objected

that he sometimes requires of us that which we would not know
to be duty, were it not for the direct divine mandate, thus vaca-

ting the authority of conscience for the time being, the fact

remains that it is under the form of duty that the commandment
has binding power, while it is conscience itself that bids us obey

and put implicit confidence in God—shall not the Judge of all

the earth do right ?

And we would hold the eye to this point. This inherent

supremacy of conscience is really decisive in our favor. To be-

gin with, we will noc talk about religion. Suppose that we wrould
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urge upon man magnanimity toward one who has wronged
him, kindness to a fellow being in distress, fidelity to his coun-

try in her hour of trial, rigid regard for his pecuniary obliga-

tions—is not the plea which first suggests itself in favor of these

things, that they are right? Is not this the plea demanded of

us by the very nature of man ? Are we not degrading him, if we
lay the main stress upon any other ? And now we will talk of

religion. Must we not, at least, proceed upon the same principle

with regard to it that we do in regard to these lesser things?

The truth is, no question in which conscience has not the chief

concern, can be of supreme consequence to man, and to claim

that religion is of such consequence, is to concede at once that

it is primarily a moral question, and is to be urged primarily

upon moral grounds. Otherwise it drops at once to its inferior

place.

And we see by this how utterly mistaken is that view which

locates religion in a sphere apart from conscience, or by supposi-

tion superior to the moral one
;
which talks of getting beyond

conscience, when the soul has been brought face to face with

God. For how is this sphere superior to the moral one ? Is it

not a contradiction in terms ? There are those who conceive of

ethics as bearing the same relation to religion that tyranny does

to a free government, or the Jewish economy to the Christian ;

as something temporary, and adapted to a low stage of existence

—to ignorance and barbarism; and of course to pass away as

these are outgrown. But it is an utter misconception. It requires

forgetfulness of the very nature of man, in whom everything

is under conscience.

But religion preeminently must address the moral faculty

because it is impossible without obedience to it. It not only shows

the relation to this faculty which all other important matters

sustain. It has relations of its own. It is the stream of which

conscience is the fountain
;

the life of which conscience is the

centre
;
the movement of which conscience is the spring. Relig-

ion is consciously and heartily giving to the moral element in us

the supremacy which belongs to it
;

it is determining to live,

and living, as conscience requires
;
it is determining to walk, and

walking in the light of holiness
;

it is surrendering the soul first

of all to this one supreme idea of right, and consenting to be

borne by it withersoever it may lead : “Lord I will follow thee”

—it is taking “right” for master, guide, portion and all.
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Nor is this reducing religion to mere ethics, and putting con-

science in the place of Jehovah, since the very first dictate of

conscience is that we love and serve God
;
since in making con-

science supreme, in that very act we make Jehovah supreme,

and can do so in no other way, because righteousness is, first of

all things, acknowledging and bowing down to him. It is not, as

some allege, setting conscience above the Bible, since it is one

thing to assert the supremacy of the moral principle, another to

assert the infallibility of the particular moral judgments without

the guidance of God’s word and spirit. On the other hand, we
are at a loss to discover how even the authority of the Bible is

to be felt, if not through the moral nature
;
and we confess that

we tremble when we see this lowest foundation of revealed

religion undermined. Religion and ethics are not antagonistic
;

they are not independent
;
they rest on the same basis, and cover

the same ground. God has not given us conscience that it may
divide with him the empire of the soul, but that it may secure

this empire for him. It is by reason of this endowment that we
have the religious nature, and are capable of the practice of

religion.

On this very account we cannot lose ethics in religion. We
cannot blot out the supremacy of conscience, and transform it,

as the sensational philosophers would do, into a mere synonym
for the revealed will of God, and the teachings of experience.

God’s will in order to be binding must come to us through our

conscience. The truth at this point, we confess, is liable to

abuse; it runs out into the proud and false doctrine of the auto-

nomy of conscience
;
and so even its friends have sometimes

held it but irresolutely. The admirable Bampton Lectures

for 1867, (chap. 10), furnish an instance. While the true doc-

trine is not formally surrendered, there is still a disposition to

put dogma in the place of the intuition
;
and recent English

speculations in ethics are supposed to bo greatly in advance of

the “immutable morality” of Cudwortb, and the “categorical

imperative” of Kant. But the loss is greater than tho gain.

We can never save the supremacy of God by denying the supre-

macy of conscience
;
rather in so doing we destroy the divine

supremacy and the divine righteousness together. Conscience

represents the divine righteousness, and God is supreme to

us as a Lawgiver because conscience is and must be as a faculty.
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We are made in the image of God in this particular, because only

so can we perceive his moral claims, and meeting these, render

a true spiritual service to him.

Religion thus is meeting the claims of God. This is its very

essence and nature. It is the service of God
;

it is life under

Divine moral government
;

it is the accountable creature meet-

ing his obligations to the Being to whom he is accountable. It

has other elements, of course, but these are the central ones. It

can no more be constructed out of the activities of the soul

without the moral sense to breathe life into them, than intelli-

gence and personal consciousness can be constructed out of the

motions of matter, or than the energy of a free spirit can be cor-

related with mechanical forces. Any other conception breaks

down at the vital point. Schleiermacher’s profound attempt to

base religion on the mere feeling of dependence fails, not

more because it locates the movement in the sensibilities,

to the exclusion of the intellect and will, than because it

neglects to take account of the part which conscience plays

in it
; because of the ignoring of the ethical principle, which

is always characteristic of the pantheistic tendency. Even
“ moral levity” such as Strauss ascribes to the Greeks (it is hard

to say whether in condemnation or otherwise) is an atmosphere

in which piety cannot live. The gay pastimes which that

pleasure-loving people invented for themselves and called reli-

gions were so far less in reality than in name.

But, it is objected, religion is not so much being and doing

what God requires of us, it is being and doing what he inspires

in us, in all the endless variety of ways in which his excellent

and glorious nature takes hold of our own
;
or, which comes to

much the same thing, religion is loving God. “ Thou shalt love

the Lord thy God with all thy heart and with all thy soul, and

with all thy strength, and with all thy mind,” and that is the

whole of it. With this view, however, we have no real contro-

versy
;
rather we incorporate it into our own. For when we

speak of the claims of God, we do not mean simply what he asks

in words, but the obligations which arise from his nature and

character, from all our relations to him, and from all his deal-

ings with us. These things are the foundation of the claim, and

their tendency to produce this or that feeling in the heart, con-

stitutes the claim. God is all-excellent, all-glorious, and full of
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love to us
;
therefore we ought to love him

;
his mercies to us

are infinite, therefore we ought to be beyond measure grateful.

And yet the whole truth is not told when we say that religion

is loving God. There stand the words of Christ, “Thou shall

love the Lord thy God.” Have we ever thought how the in-

fluence of the duty must enter into the nature of the affection

—

of the difference between a love that is solicited and a love that

is claimed. It is said, we know, that duty is cold and cheerless

;

affection only has warmth and sweetness
;
that love cannot be

commanded—“ the verb has no imperative mood.” But Christ

says it has. And this is what religion consists in according to

his own definition—affection with a moral element, affection

which springs up in response to the obligation of which the

character of God is the ground
;
not a legal and mechanical

movement only, but as free and spontaneous, while at the same
time voluntary, as any exercise of the soul

;
yet not the affection

of the lover for his mistress, or of the brother for his equal, even

though of a David for a Jonathan, but a reverential, a dutiful,

an obedient affection
;
the affection of the child for its parent, of

the subject for its sovereigu, of the creature for its Creator and

Divine Benefactor. It is meeting the Almighty’s claim for love,

the response of the soul, in which the moral element is central

and regnant, to the voice of its Maker; loyalty of man to God.

Jehovah will not accept of any other affection than this. Satan

is content with the will divorced from the ethical principle
;
God

will have the will under the supremacy of this principle or not at

all
;
man must serve him through the conscience. The same

thing appears from further considerations :

1st. Beligion, practically one side of it at least, and for man
as we find him, is repentance for sin. And by repentance we
mean forsaking of sin because of its intrinsic evil nature. But it

requires conscience to show this. Conviction comes by consider-

ing the religious life as duty, and the want of it as failure in duty.

This in fact is just where rnaD has gone astray. It is disregard

of conscience, which changes him from a holy into a sinful

being
;
and the more utter the disregard, the more extreme the

sin. Wickedness keeps equal pace, always, with a man’s treason

to his moral nature. The giants in iniquity are only those who
have more completely thrown off the restraints of the inward

monitor. And so the only way of bringing the soul back to the
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true course, is by bringing it back to allegiance to conscience.

This in other words is the only true repentance. Appeal to

self-interest, work upon the feelings, excite the fears as much
as we will,—the character is as corrupt as ever until moral

principle has been infused into it, and conscience has begun
again to bear sway.

2d. Religion is the hearty acceptance of the Lord Jesus

Christ, with appropriation of his sacrificial work. Even repent-

ance is not enough
;
there must be an interest in atoning blood.

This is necessary both in order to justification, and also, as

might be shown, in order to holiness, to the commencement in

the soul of that life of love and obedience which would have

been the substance of the Divine requirement, had we never

sinned. And if this is so, then again, by the very nature of the

case, preaching must be to the conscience. That central reality

in the Christian system, the cross of Christ, demands it. The
death of the Son of God, as the only method by which sins can

be forgiven, demands it. The sinner must feel his sin
;
he must

feel it on that side of it to which the piacular work of Christ is

related, and which it is intended to remedy
;
he must feel the

guilt of sin. And for this conscience must be aroused
;

it must

give in its testimony
;

it must preach its sermon it must charge

home upon the sinner the iniquity which he has committed, and

make him understand the condemnation which hangs over him.

If he already feels this, then, by an application to the conscience,

feeling must be pacified
;
the appalling storm of guilt confront-

ing and horrifying the soul’s inner vision, must be washed away.

The Gospel purely as “ Gospel,” is a message more to the moral

nature, than to any other element in man. It is the guilt-smit-

ten conscience that craves the blood of Christ. But first the

craving must be awakened
;
for the sinner hides his guilt from his

own eyes just as long as possible. The attitude of large classes

of men in theoretical unbelief is a protest against the doctrine of

guilt. Universalism is such a protest. Unitarianism is such a

protest, the real animus of which is a denial, not so much of

the divinity of Christ, as of his piacular work
;
and behind

this still, of that which calls for such a work—-guilt. The prac-

tical rejection of Christ by so many, is this denial in another

form. Men will not acknowledge their guilt. They must then

be awakened to it
;
to which end we must preach to the con-
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science. It matters not how this is done, whether directly, by

preaching the love and the holiness of God, or indirectly,' by
preaching the Cross

;
but in some way it must be done. And

this is the reason : because there is sin to be forgiven
;
because

there is guilt to be covered ;
because there is reconciliation to be

affected between rebellious man and the outraged justice of God.

There is no clearer witness to the truth which we are urging,

than the central fact of Christianity—the atoning work of Christ.

III. This method gathers around and incorporates into itself

whatever is excellent in other methods, while avoiding the ex-

tremes into which they often run.

It includes the appeal to reason, but avoids rationalism.

There must be an appeal to reason on such a subject as reli-

gion
;
and this is taken for granted, in the appeal to the con-

science. This affords us the only intelligent starting-point. To
put faith underneath all knowledge is to turn philosophy upside

down; it is to put the pinnacle at the foundation. It destroys

faith itself, as an intelligent act, leaving it nothing to build upon.

Reason acquaints us with the God whom conscience binds us to

obey
;
Reason authenticates for us the revelation which con-

science binds us to listen to. Thus the appeal to conscience

goes ever hand in hand with the appeal to reason. The duties

required, rest on the basis of intelligence. And when we are

endeavoring most earnestly to fasten upon the soul the convic-

tion of sin, or to stir it up to righteousness, we are proceeding

with it most emphatically upon principles of reason. “ Come
and let us reason together,” is the word. We do not set aside

in this scheme the thinking part of man
;
we utilize it in the

very way that God designs. Aud we must do so, or we are im-

mediately brought to a stand. Reason may appropriate justly

the language of the great Teacher :
“ Without mo ye can do

nothing.”

But when reason goes beyond her bounds, when she leaves

no place for faith, when she determines to reject everything that

is beyond her comprehension, then conscience is the power that

holds her back. No doubt the moral faculty exerts an impor-

tant influence, simply in helping the mind to just conclusions

on all the deeper problems presented to it
;
(and so far as the

Kantian doctrine elevates this influence into prominence, it con-

tains a deep truth
;
though we believe the antagonism in which
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it sets the moral to the speculative faculties to be a grave mis-

take.) But passing this, one thing is certain : conscience holds

reason to its legitimate conclusions, and insists upon closing the

debate when such conclusions have been reached. And con-

science, more than auy other faculty, teaches reason its limits

—

that it must not aspire to solve all mysteries, nor claim to be the

sole arbiter of truth. There may be unanswered difficulties in

the argument for a personal God, but conscience bids us disre-

gard them. God may speak in other ways than through reason,

and conscience bids us listen whenever his voice is heard . The
inspired Word may contain revelations which reason can only

wonder at, and conscience binds us to receive them. It wel-

comes the appeal to reason, but will not tolerate rationalism.

This method includes also an appeal to the fears, but avoids

terrorism. And this is no small recommendation. For the

mere appeal to fear is something against which the soul natur-

ally revolts. It is not only offensive to pride—about which we
need not be greatly troubled, and to taste—whose protest is bet-

ter worth listening to, but is after all not decisive—it is of-

fensive also to the judgment. Intelligence refuses to conceive

of the moral government of God as a “ Reign of Terror”—the

counterpart of the government of Robespierre and his com-
panions in the French Revolution. Moreover, this appeal fails

of its object. It is related of the late Dr. McClelland of New
Brunswick, that, being alone one day with an acquaintance, he

endeavored with all the earnestness which he could summon to the

task, to set before him the danger of an irreligious life. And at

the time he seemed to be successful ; deep anxiety was depicted

upon the countenance of the listener, and the solemnity of the

Judgment day seemed to hang over him. But when next this

person was met, all traces of this feeling had vanished
;

his

countenance had resumed its usual serenity
;

and his very

first salutation was :
“ Oh, Dr. McClelland, what an awful scare

you gave me the other day !
” So little permanent effect

is produced by an excessive appeal to the fears of men. Others

have observed the same thing. Dr. Hodge remarks that per-

haps no one text has been more perverted than that favorite one

with so many—“ Knowing, therefore, the terror of the Lord, we
persuade men.” Hence the conclusion of many that appeals to

the fears are altogether out of place
;
that we should either con-
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strain men by duty, or win them by love—a conclusion which, in

its extreme form, we find in such utterances as that of Dr. W.
H. Murray—“ You can’t scare men into religion ; there is no

surer wray of driving them from it
;

it only disgusts them.”

But we maintain even on other than biblical grounds (and

the Bible certainly is conclusive at this point) that there is a

legitimate and effectual appeal to fear. Such an appeal is that

which enforces the demands of conscience. Though the ex-

hibition of endless punishment simply by itself may never be

the means of converting men, and the “ fanatic’s hell ” maybe
the object of their unstinted scorn, yet these terrors founded

on the just consequences of sin are a different thing. Men can-

not be disgusted with them in this connection, because their

moral natures sympathise with the representation and confirm

it. It must be so. This makes a government of God’s system

of dealing with his creatures, and not a mere process of persua-

sion. Sin and penalty belong together. Punishment as the

sanction of moral law, even endless punishment, cannot be

laughed at as a “ great scare.” Preaching, which includes this

feature, will arouse men
;
they will respect and fear it

;
it will

increase their sense of guilt, which we then first begin to realize,

when we measure it by the penalty which it incurs. “ Preach-

ing to the conscience ” then incorporates this element at its best.

It is not identified with it
;

it simply employs it, as the Bible

does, leaving to those of a totally different spirit, if they choose,

to devote themselves to the naked attempt to terrify.

This method also includes the appeal to the affections, while

it avoids sentimentalism.

It has already been seen that there is no antagonism between

presenting the claims of God, and presenting the excellence and
glory of his character, the wisdom and goodness of his works.

How can there be ? Rather there is the most intimate com-
munion. We cannot show men that they ought to love God,

without showing them that God is lovely
;
we cannot constrain

them to gratitude except by presenting the grounds of it in in-

numerable loving kindnesses and tender mercies. To set before

them the infinite perfections of Jehovah, as displayed in all his

works, is the true method for inspiring them to adoration and
praise. The exhibition of God which is calculated above all

others to move the ethical sentiment—God in his unparalleled
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sacrifice for our salvation—is the exhibition of him which takes

the strongest hold upon the sensibilities—which has supremest

power to “ dissolve the heart in tenderness,” and to agitate it

with uncontrollable emotion. To look at man as a moral being,

is to see everything else that is good and noble and glorious in

him
;

it is to see the full image of God. To preach to him as a

moral being is to preach to intellect, affections, taste, imagina-

tion—everything that God has put within him under the su-

premacy of righteousness. While the preacher’s unalterable de-

termination may be, and ought to be, “ by manifestation of the

truth to commend himself to every man’s conscience in the sight

of God,” he need yield to no man in proclaiming the Divine love.

Rather it is the peculiar prerogative of such a one to declare this

love in all its extent and intensity—that “ God so loved the

W'orld that he gave his only begotten Son ” for it. Such a one

preaches the Cross, and the Cross stands for law and for love at

the same time. The appeal is as directly to the emotional na-

ture as it can be made. We do not set up duty as a machine,

that it may grind out affections to order. We ask meu to love

God as their own hearts should prompt them to, and as they were

made to love. This is preachiug to the conscience, and it is im-

possible without the appeal to the affections.

But it avoids sentimentalism. It avoids that weak and shal-

low method of attempting to move men in which the tender-

ness of the Divine Father is divorced from his righteousness,

and the authority of the moral principle is entirely set aside. It

avoids especially making aesthetics superior to ethics, presenting

Christ as one who is forever talking about sparrows and lilies,

one “ who came bringing only flowers,” as we have recently

heard it put, and attempting to revolutionize the character of

man by truths that scarce prick the surface of the heart. It

avoids putting the main reliance upon poetry aud the imagina-

tion, and a mere superficial play of feeling—a reliance which will

as certainly betray us, as truth is truth and God is God. This

is goirig back two thousand years, and to Hellas, not to Pales-

tine. The beautiful Phryne, it is said, when she was queening

it at Athens by her personal charms and accomplishments, was

brought to trial by that “ very rf ligious” people, for impiety.

The case beiug likely to go against her, her advocate bethought

him of an expedient which proved successful. Pausing in the
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midst of his argument, he suddenly tore away the covering

which concealed from view the most beautiful bosom in Greece
;

whereupon a shudder of religious awe went round the room, and

the court hastened to bring in a verdict of acquittal, lest it

should be guilty of sacrilege in presuming to condemn such a

manifest impersonation of divine beauty.

Geo. H. Lewes, in his “Autobiography of Goethe” repeats

this story, and holds it up as a reproach against Christianity,

that, under the civilization which it has fostered, such an expe-

dient would be without avail, so thoroughly has the ethical idea

mastered every other. Precisely. There is no touch of any

such paganizing sentiment in our religion. We do not worship,

though we can admire beauty of form or feature. We leave to

the classic soil from which they sprang, those gods which the

author of the “ Ten Great Religions” has described as “ not so

moral as those of Buddhism, but vastly more interesting.” We
leave to the people who bowed down to these gods, that confu-

sion of ideas which resulted as has been well remarked in but a

single term, “ To ua\ov,” for the good and the beautiful. Elijah

felt no religious aioe in the presence of Jezebel
;
John felt none

in the presence of Herodias
;
Knox none in the presence of

Mary. And in the same way the ethical principle, pervading

the gospel message, effectually excludes undue elevation of aes-

thetics, effectually excludes sentimentalism.

Still further, this method includes the orderly and systematic

presentation of truth, but avoids scholasticism.

For the sympathy of ethics with profound and thorough views

of truth is indisputable. This in fact is one objection to it, with

minds which lack depth and penetration. But thorough views

of truth require thorough treatment, and a systematic method is

their natural outgrowth. The mind that grasps an idea thor-

oughly will present it in the same manner. On the other hand,

when argument and abstraction claim undue consideration, when
everything is run into a logical mould, and the syllogism fairly

tyrannizes over common -sense, no surer corrective can be found

than the conviction of man’s moral dignity and responsibility.

The preacher who sees a conscience before him to be aroused and
won, will not allow himself to be occupied with endless hair-

splitting. He has too solemn and important business on hand.

He must push past all mere speculative refinements, to give

2
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the truth practical power. Thus scholasticism, that curse of

so much pulpit-discourse, is ruled out. The gospel is no subject

for elaborate trifling.

IV. It only remains to observe that the method which we ad-
vocate is the one which has proved most effectual. The history

of preaching, that is, tells the same story. When the truth has
been driven home with greatest power upon the conscience, then

it has produced the greatest results. It has not always
been successful then. Paul preaching to the “gossiping
philosophers” at Athens, that “God commandeth all men
everywhere to repent, since he hath appointed a day wherein

he will judge the world, by that man whom he hath ordained,”

won only a handful of converts; and “reasoning of righteous-

ness, temperance and judgment to come,” he left Felix still wait-

ing for a more convenient season, though he trembled. But this

is the method in which the gospel has been preached more suc-

cessfully than in any other. It was when the Jews were told

plainly that they had “ crucified the Lord of Glory,” and were

“pricked in their heart”—sharp work
;
pierced through the con-

science, not melted in the affections—that they “received the

truth and were baptized, three thousand of them.” It was when
“ great fear fell upon as many as had heard these things” that

“believers were the more added unto the Lord; multitudes,

both of men and women.” “ Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou

me,” was the arrow which brought the proud Jew of Tarsus to

his knees
;
and his wonderful success in gospel work grew out of

the fact that he filled his quiver with the same weapons, deter-

mined to “know nothing among men save Jesus Christ, and him
crucified.” And we believe it to be true, that ministers who do

not preach to the conscience, cannot feel at home in the company
of Paul. He preached a Saviour indeed, acceptance with God,

forgiveness of sins, but it was to souls guilty and perishing
;
not

Christ as the evidence that God is more merciful than just, and

the atonement only a “ perpetual benefaction,” but “ Christ and

the atonement as the evidence that he can both be just, and the

justifier of every one that believetli.”

This too was the character of all the early evangelism—the

work that extended the church so rapidly during the first three

centuries. “ Good news to sinners,” was the message
;
“ peace

on earth,” but not where there neither was nor could be peace ;
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only to believing, contrite hearts. We get a false notion of

what we sometimes hear styled the fresh, joyous, hopeful piety

of the primitive church, if we imagine that this rested on any

other foundation than that of a conscience satisfied.

Follow the work fuither. What other message than one to

the conscience would have taken such strong hold of that inflex-

ible ethical spirit, which had its representative in the Roman char-

acter? Would the men who venerated law above all things, have

set any value upon a doctrine that submerged law under license,

and was addressed only to the sensibilities? Would the gospel have

passed by Greece, to win its mightiest triumphs in the imperial

metropolis, if it had been mainly aesthetic or poetic in character?

And what was the system which awoke the most impassioned

response in the rugged North-African. Yes, in the whole Latin

heart? was it Pelagianism, preaching love only, or Augustinian-

ism, preaching that grace reigns through righteousness? Then,

what was the Reformation if not awakening of the conscience?

Can one know anything about the preaching of that time,

preaching which burst the bonds of the Papacy over half Eu-
rope, and more—which broke the fetters of sin from innumera-

ble souls—the preaching of Zwingle and Luther and Calvin and
Knox, who does not confess that it went straight to the moral

nature of men, and by arousing and satisfying that, resulted in

faith, repentance and holiness ? Look at the doctrine around

which everything centered then ! It is not love; it is not faith,

simply
;

it is justification by faith
;
and the only element in man

which wants any such doctrine is the ethical.

Then there was the preaching of the Puritans in England, and of

the Covenanters in Scotland, and the preaching that was stronger

than Philip’s armies in the Netherlands—preaching that made
martyrs by thousands, and godly men by tens of thousands

—

what was it if it was not preaching to the conscience? England
grew dull and sluggish, and Wesley aroused it by preaching to

the conscience. New England went the same way; and the

voice that startled it from its slumbers was the voice of Edwards,
preaching to the conscience. The unparalleled ingathering of

A. D. 1740 in this country was due under God to this method of

presenting the truth; for so preachers did present it everywhere.
And this review might be brought down further, even to the pre-

sent generation. AH the conspicuous movements in the Church,
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not simply down to the times of Edwards, as has recently been

claimed, but for a hundred years thereafter, had this origin. All

the conspicuous and influential names in the Church were names

that represented this principle. But not to particularise, this

at least deserves notice—the preaching that has resulted most

in revivals of religion—and we believe that this is the best type

of preaching
;
we believe that we must have revivals, frequent,

extensive, general, long-continued, the Church growing perma-

nently into that state which prevails in periods of great awaken-

ing, before the world will be converted; that the work will never

be accomplished at the scanty, pitiful rate of increase which

now rules—the preaching which has resulted most in revivals of

religion is preaching to the conscience. A “ revival ” is an

awakening of the moral sentiment in man.
.
So far as those

brought into the Church are concerned, it is conviction of sin,

repentance for sin, and true holiness through faith in Christ, and

the complete surrender of the soul to God. And the preaching

which precedes and accompanies it, is addressed to the moral

sentiment. The appeals to the conscience are intensified. God,

the Lord of the conscience, seems greater
;
disobedience to Him

seems viler
;
the judgment seems nearer, and a deeper solemnity

falls upon souls. Prof. Phelps, of Andover, in his interesting

volume, The New Birth, tells of a minister who confessed that

his style of presenting the truth was was not adapted to revivals.

What a confession ! But no man’s is, whatever may have been

the particular defect in this case, which is not preaching to the

conscience. This testimony, then, may be added to the rest in

favor of this method—it is the method that produces revivals,

the method that is prompted and used by the Spirit of God.

The readers of the Bevtew will probably have no difficulty in

seeing the bearing of this discussion. No observing mind can

have failed to note the changes which have come over pulpit-

work within even the last decade. Not only may we remark the

irresolution, the want of directness, of much of the preaching of

the day, its failure to go straight to the mark, its disposition to

be occupied with side issues, to attack outworks rather than to

storm the citadel, but our modern ministry, in many of its re-

presentatives, lays itself open to criticism of a much more serious

character. The sinner is by many put upon good terms with him-
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self. He is flattered and soothed. His self-love is fed and pam-

pered. Instead of being awakened he is sung to sleep. His eyes

are shielded from all the strong, piercing light
;
his feet are lifted

over all the rough and set on all the slippery places
;
his soul is

sheltered from all the tempests. The old doctrines are held, per-

haps, but they are not preached. Or they are held as a philosophy

rather than as a religion—a distinction the absurdity of which

many fail to see. Hume’s criticism upon Berkeley is glibly ap-

plied to them. “ They admit of no answer, but produce no con-

viction,” and so they are unceremoniously set aside. Sins are

rebuked, but not sin
;
immorality, but not the natural indiffer-

ence of the heart to religion. Such indifference is denied or

ignored. Some good exists in every heart
;
the thing is to un-

cover and develop it. Christianity thus is culture—the culture,

that is of what is naturally within man, in distinction from a re-

newing work, for there is, of course, a good sense in which this

term culture may be employed. “ Manhood” is the ideal to be

set before our congregations, the manhood which the bearer, at

any rate, construes into a substitute for a work of grace. And
all this is paraded as a great improvement. A leader of opinion

says :
“ The world has come (alas, that it should be at so late a

day
!)

to a comprehension of what the founder of our religion

intended by it.” ... “ The modern preacher, instead of re-

garding Christianity solely as a system of belief and faith (as if

any one ever did that
!)

and making himself the narrow ex-

pounder of a creed, broadens into a critic and cultivator of human
motive and character. His object is not so much to save men,

as to make them worth saving.”

In short, the tendency is to preach not to the conscience, but

to the imagination, the taste, the manly instincts, the generous

side of human nature. We do not mean that pulpit utterance

is generally of this character
;
but there is a leaning in this di-

rection, and increasingly so.

And what we have to say of such alleged improvements is,

that they are not the gospel. The change is not one of form,

while the substance remains; the substance itself is taken away.

The picture of the human heart which this style of preaching

presents, is not the truthful delineation of its apostacy and tur-

pitude, which tho pencil of inspiration furnishes. The cross

which it holds up is not “ the cursed tree on which the Lord of
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Glory hung and suffered, to satisfy the demands of eternal jus-

tice, but a mere decorative ornament, like that on the breast of

'Belinda, ‘which Jews might kiss and infidels adore’—the beau-

tiful symbol of divine indifference and forbearance, while there

is a studious avoidance of all judicial aspects and relations.”*

The appeal which this preaching makes is not calculated to sub-

due the natural heart, and bring the sinner to the Saviour in

genuine faith and repentance. It does not set forth the sub-

stance of the Christian system, and is not in sympathy with the

word of God.

A young ministerial friend of ours who thinks he knows what

he is about, tells us that the popular preachers are those who
send away “ glad congregations”; and so he intends to send

away glad congregations too. But how? By preaching the

good news of salvation for sinners? If so no one will object.

But it is another thing if the sin and condemnation are covered

up, in order that the soul may have gladness. And we contend

that no one can send away a soul with gladness from a faithful

presentation of Christian truth, except as it is through a sense

of sins forgiven, and of reconciliation with God through Christ.

A “glad coDgregation” on any other basis than this, is a congre-

gation of infatuated people.

And we find occasion to say something also about the way

in which this style has been apologized for. We have little

patience, we confess, with the idea that a man’s mental habits

and sympathies are an excuse for his preaching an emasculated

gospel
;
and none at all with the doctrine that in order to concil-

iate men to the truth, we must feed them with error. If a man
is fitted to proclaim the gospel, the poetry in his nature will

glorify it, it will not alter it
;
and while nothing but the truth can

do the work of the truth, so there is nothing like plain dealing

to win the respect and confidence of men.

Besides, if any man supposes that the natural heart can be

made to love the evangelical system, he is sadly mistaken. It

can be made to believe it, to respect it, to feel its deep need of

it, to tremble before it, but not to love it, except by renewing

grace. The words of Christ should warn us :
“ If ye were of

the world, the world would love his own,” and we should be on

* Sermons to the Nat. Man, preface, p. vii,
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our guard lest that which worldly men are so fond of, may be

itself worldly. Speaking the truth in love is the only legitimate

course. He who goes about to soften the gospel wins no one
;
he

only makes the tasks of the faithful ambassador all the harder.

The recent language of Professor Christlieb will perhaps be

quoted to us :
“ It must be confessed that the church theology

of the last century deserves the chief blame for the general apos-

tacy which then began from the Christian faith.” But we are

not shaken
;
though we greatly admire Professor Christlieb.

And we doubt if the learned professor himself would feel greatly

flattered to see this language applied to the support of “ liberal”

Christianity.

We deny then that men are just ‘‘coming to a comprehension

of Christianity,” and believe it more truthful to say that they

who talk thus are losing it. We deny that the pulpit is just

learning how to preach
;
rather they who say this are forgetting

how. We deny that the preacher of the past has regarded Chris-

tianity solely as a system of belief and faith, and has made him-

self the narrow expounder of a creed. We deny that the preach-

er now for the first time, broadens into a critic and cultivator of

human motive and character. The profoundest criticism of hu-

man motive and character is that of the New Testament itself,

and of the New Testament preaching throughout the centuries.

Modern preaching, so far as it differs from this, is mere sciolism

in comparison. We deny that change is needed in the general

“ proportion of faith” in presenting the truth which the church

has followed for eighteen hundred years. The mere outward

and rhetorical style of preaching may change, with changing

times, and must, in order to efficiency
;
but not the method as

respects rightly dividing the word of truth. If the gospel

preached as the Apostles, fathers and reformers preached it, is

not the true gospel, it is hardly worth our while to inquire what

that gospel is.

A further thought is—the encouragement which the gospel

minister may have in prosecuting his work according to the true

rule. This method, faithfully followed, will bring success. Men
may dislike it—they do dislike it. They dislike to be probed

with the truth, to have duty so fearlessly set before them, to bo

told so plainly of sin, and to have to face so constantly the holi-

ness of God. And this may bring temporary discouragement.
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Opposition may arise. “ Waning congregations,” as Spurgeon

says, may be the result. The preachers to self-love may draw

the crowds. And yet there is that, after all, in this old message,

which holds men like a spell, which draws them within the cir-

cle of its influence in spite of themselves
;
while to those whom

it reaches it will do good, and it is the only thing that will. Let

us cling to it. This will set new currents of life flowing in our

congregations
;
for it is the method prompted and used by the

Divine Renewer and Sanctifier
;
this will win for our utterances

something more than the admiration which mere eloquence in-

spires—interest, anxious, solemn interest in the truth itself.

Religion will revive
;
the waning congregations will wax strong

again, and the supremacy of conscience will be restored.

Art. II.—1THE MODERN THEORY OF FORCES.

By B. B. Welch, LL.D„ Union College.

In this article we purpose to examine the modern theory of

forces in the light of its owd definitions, its consequences and its

confessions
;
leaving to the future the examination of the theory

in the light of consciousness, reason, and revelation.

The theory of force is as old as the process of speculation.

But the theory of forces as applied to the great questions of

physics and philosophy is of modern origin.

This proposes not only to explain the phenomena of nature,

but to solve the problem of being—to tell us what is, and how it

is—what is primitive and what derivative—where the process of

derivation began, and how, and how it proceeds, including with-

in its range, not only matter and mind, but problems of life and

liberty, and morality and religion.

Wide as is this range, it is to be penetrated everywhere by the

light of science, which is to guide the explorer in every direction

to the desired solution. In this bold venture science claims to

be positive, and to rest solely upon demonstration.

The canon proclaimed as regulative, at least theoretically reg-

ulative, is : “In positive science nothing can be assumed.”
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How this canon is observed, and this claim is maintained bj

the modern theory of forces, will the better appear as we ad-

vance.

Observation and experiment have ascertained the convertibil-

ity of heat, light, electricity, magnetism, chemical affinity, etc.

Hence has been deduced the principle of the correlation of

forces. And, as these forces are only transmuted, not destroyed,

by this correlation, another principle has been deduced—the

conservation of energy, or the indestructibility of force. Inde-

structibility relates to the quantity of force
;
convertibility re-

lates to the quality of force.

For ourselves, we are ready to admit that there is a theory of

forces which is both ultimate and unquestionable—that there is

an equivalence and a correlation of forces which the world has

been only too slow to recognize—that the conservation of force

is a principle which science may well maintain—that the persist-

ence of force, if properly explained* must commend itself to uni-

versal acceptance, and that the doctrine of evolution, if relieved

of absurdities, is valid. But this conclusion turns, mainly, upon

the conception of forces and the scope of their correlation, and

involves the essential question, whether life and mind are forces,

a question which runs through the entire discussion.

It will be remembered that Prof. Grove, among the first to in-

troduce the terms correlation and conservation, speaks of forces

as related to matter, and the conservation and correlation of

forces as confined within the range of material nature. (See his

Lecture, 1842, quoted approvingly by himself in later lectures.)

M. Faraday, who regarded the conservation and correlation of

forces as the highest law hitherto discovered in physics, also

employed the term force as related to matter, and applied corre-

lation and conservation of forces within the range of material

nature.

We are ready not only to accept but to maintain this view of

the correlation and conservation of forces as presented by
Grove and Faraday, and other earlier advocates of the theory of

forces.

But within the last decade the notion of force has been en-

larged, and the scope of correlation has been extended far be-

yond the realm of matter.

Although the general principle is correct, viz. : Conservation
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and Correlation
;
jet, the theory of forces, amplified as it is, and

diverse and contradictory as we shall see, shows how immature

are many of the notions on this subject, and how easy it is in

the enthusiasm of scientific speculation to fall into error in ap-

plying the general principle.

Let us examine this theory in the light of its own definitions.

While these definitions should be clear they should not be con-

tradictory. They should mark at once the precise and the per-

manent limit to the application of the theory. It is preposte-

rous to talk of the correlation of forces without understanding

what force is. It is still more preposterous to talk of forces as

affections of matter without understanding what matter is

—

whether force is matter, and whether mind, as some affirm,is the

most highly concentrated force.

In the slightest hazard we cannot submit to guidance which

does not know its own way. A fortiori we can not commit our-

selves to unwitting guidance, when the very nature of matter and

mind are involved, when our own origin and destiny, the very

origin and destiny of thought and being, are involved.

According to Mr. Grove, force, though so subtle as to elude

the senses, is real and causal—the producer or cause of motion;

passim.)

While this definition may apply in dynamics, it is evidently

inadequate in statics, as Mr. Grove himself admits, “in the case

of equilibrium of two arms of a balance”; and so, wre may add,

in every case of statics where balanced forces of indefinite degree

may produce static repose in any degree.

Dr. Mayer, of Heilbroun, in his paper on “ The Forces of In-

organic Nature,” p. 251, says :
“ The term force conveys the

idea of something unknown and hypothetical.”

On the other hand he tells us, p. 252, that “forces are inde-

structible, convertible, imponderable objects.”

Dr. Bray, in his Anthropology, etc., p. 164, declares with

scientific enthusiasm : “Force is everything.” And, doubtless,

to be more explicit he says on p. 220, “ The scientific idea of

force is the idea of as pure and mysterious a unity as the one of

Parmenides. It is a noumenal integer phenomenally differen-

tiated into the glittering universe of things.”

It is a relief to turn from this dazzling definition to the milder

utterance of Faraday :
“ What I mean by the word force is, the

cause of a physical action.”
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As this restricts the effect to the limit of physics, so it would

seem to restrict the cause—though the statement is indefinite.

Dr. Bastian, in his labored work on “Force and Matter,” I.

p. 4, explains force to be a mode of motion, differing again from

all that precede him in regarding force as neither effect nor

cause, but as the mode of an effect.

Herbert Spencer, First Princ., p. 266, says :
“ Force, as we

know it, can bo regarded only as a certain conditioned effect of

the unconditioned cause, as the relative reality, indicating to us

an absolute reality by which it is immediately produced.” And
Prof. Barker, as if deliberately to increase the confusion, says in

a lecture devoted to the elucidation of this subject: “By actual

energy as contradistinguished from potential energy is meant

motion. It is in this latter sense that we shall use the word

force in this lecture.” (Correlation of the Vital and Physical

Forces, p. 7.)

This is a sample of definitions which could be greatly ex-

tended. And, yet, under threat of censure from this school of

“ more advanced thinkers,” as Prof. Barker styles them, we are

required to adopt their theory of forces.

From these confused and contradictory definitions of force, we
turn to the view of matter as presented by this modem theory.

Does it distinguish or identify matter and force ?

As we have already seen, Mr. Grove says, “ Forces are the af-

fections of matter,” thus distinguishing between the two
;
while

Faraday declares, “matter is force,” thus identifying the two.

Faraday reached this decision, as we learn from his “ Life and

Letters,” after the maturer experience of a life spent in scien-

tific observation, pushing his analysis to the ultimate conclusion

that the “ atoms of matter are centres of force.”

Winslow says, p. 70, “ Matter is of itself a mere vehicle. Its

fundamental nature is to possess and hold force as a bladder

holds water
;
a sack, meal

”

Balfour Stewart, in his very recent work on “ The Conserva-

tion of Energy,” says, p. 133, “ Matter is essentially dynamic.”

Bastian, one of the most radical supporters of the modem
theory of forces, says “Forces are the qualities of matter”; while

Bray, no less radical than Bastian, says “ Matter is force.”

Professor Spiller, (see Popular Science Monthly, Jan. 1874, p.

351), asserts that “ no material constituent of a body, no atom,
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is in itself originally endowed with force, but that every such

atom is absolutely dead and without any inherent power to act

at a distance.”

He fundamentally distinguishes matter and force, and goes on

to shoAV that force is an entity having an existence substantial

and independent of matter.

And among the latest utterances in the same direction, Prof.

Stallo (P. S. Monthly, p. 351), condemns both the hypothesis of

“corpuscular atoms” as advocated by Spiller and others, and

the hypothesis of “ centre of forces” as advocated by Faraday

and others
;
and to complete the confusion in regard both to

force and matter, affirms that there is no force without matter,

and no matter without force, but that neither of these elements

has any reality as such.”

We confess our inadequacy to adopt these contradictory defi-

nitions, as well as our growing suspicion of a theory built upon

such a foundation.

Like disagreement prevails among this school of scientists in

regard to Life.

“What is its origin,” Prof. Tiedemann declares, “is beyond

the range of experiment.” Dr. Bastian declares life to be “ the

result of molecular combination,” and together with his coterie

vociferously teaches archebiosis—the old theory of Needham
and Redi, and older still of Ovid and Lucretius, that “ living

things can take origin from non-living materials.”

While another coterie as vociferously deny archebiosis and

teach panspermism—the theory of Spallanzani and Bonnet, etc.,

that the atmosphere bears with it everywhere the germs of infu-

sorial animalculae and of other organic forms, from which gene-

ration proceeds, generation apparently but not really sponta-

neous.

“ Life,” says Schelling, “ is the tendency to individuation.”

Herbert Spencer says, “ Life is the continuous adjustment of in-

ternal relations to external relations.”

Dr. Meissner, who informs us that he had “ succeeded in di-

rectly producing life in inanimate bodies,” and therefore ought

to know, says “ Life is but motion.”

We had supposed it neither difficult nor uncommon to trans-

mit motion to inanimate bodies
;
but this error Dr. Meissner

would promptly correct by the oracular announcement, that

“ motion is an actual tangible substance.”
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Prof. Owen says :
“ Life is a sound expressing the sum of liv-

ing phenomena.”

Now, we are arrested by the advocacy of epigenesis, with

the rallying cry from its supporters :

“ Omne vivum ex ovo,”

with an occasional modification :
“ Omne vivum ex vivo.” Anon,

the adverse claims of heterogenesis gain the ascendant
;
and,

now, homogenesis increases the confusion. Discord becomes

contagious as the scientific coteries concentrate upon their favor-

ite and diverse issues—biosis and archebiosis, spontanicity and

heredity, homogenesis and heterogenesis and epigenesis and

pangenesis.

Dr. Bastian concluded that he had produced “ truly organized

plants and small ciliated infusoria” out of inorganic matter. But
Schultz and Dalle claimed to correct the hasty conclusion by
their failure to vitalize lifeless matter, organic or inorganic.

Dr. Bray declares that life proceeds only from life
;
while Mr.

Crosse, it will be remembered by the readers of “ The Vestiges

of Creation,” by a solution of silex in water, created the late

lamented insect, so precocious that it promptly became a shining

mark for death, but winch during its brief and brilliant life re -

ceived the name of its fond Creator—Acarus Crossii—the first,

alas, I believe, the only one of his spontaneous offspring.

On the one hand are arrayed “the advanced thinkers” from

Lamarck and Burdach to Bastian and Pouchet.

On the other hand are arrayed “ the advanced thinkers” from

Schwrann and Schultz to Pasteur and Duthiers.

But this discord is aggravated by the special disagreement of

what were deemed friends in the larger strife. Even Pouchet
cannot agree wdth Bastian, nor Burdach with Lamarck.

Pineau in 1845, as he tells us, actually watched, step by step,

the heterogenetic origin and development of one microscopic

fungus, the penicilium glaucum, and of two infusoria, a vorticella

and a monas lens !

!

While the materialistic Buchner says of life :
“ The final re-

sults are separated from the original causes by siich a number
of intermediate links that their connection is not easily es-

tablished.”

And Bray, one of the most advanced of “ the more advancod
thinkers,” says, “ Life, so far as we yet know, proceeds only from
life”

; and he quotes in confirmation the statement of Prof.
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Huxley, that “constructive chemistry could do nothing without

the influence of pre-existing living protoplasm.” (Bray, p. 34.)

But we need not multiply instances of disagreement and con-

tradiction among these modern theorists on life and matter and
force.

Vagueness in the general statement allows apparent agree-

ment
;
and verbal legerdemain serves the double purpose of re-

lieving the initiated, and deceiving the uninitiated.

It is under the cover of such indefiniteness that an illicit pro-

cess has crept in which would forsooth clandestinely commit us

all, and all things, to a vague theory of the correlation and con-

servation of forces. It is because of this very indefiniteness of

terms that so many vagrant and diverse theorizers can be clas-

sified as members of this modern school of scientists. Precision

would greatly check the enthusiasm of their support and their

mutual admiration. And, yet, with a charitable profession that

would hide a multitude of faults, and at the same time prevent

scrutiny from without and from within, Prof. Youmans indus-

triously heralds the new scientific brotherhood with this an-

nouncement :
“ It is now an axiom that not he who guesses is to

be adjudged the true discoverer, but he who demonstrates the

new truth.”

This confusion would be comparatively harmless and insigni-

ficant, like the play at blind man’s buff, did it concern only the

players. While this theory confined itself to the material field,

if not helpful, it was at least harmless. Although it could not

agree upon a definition of force, nor of matter, nor of forces—
now distinguishing and now identifying that which it had just

distinguished, and so plunging itself and those who relied upon

it into inextricable confusion
;
yet the speculative and the prac-

tical thinker remained unaffected—accepting the conclusions of

this theory, and disregarding its verbal contradictions—as hither-

to, so now, applying forces freely and converting them into each

other as occasion demanded.

But overstepping this limit and applying its hypothesis to life

and thought, this modern theory of forces by its rough play of

confused definitions and eager generalizations, and scientific

dogmatizing, can but work mischief
;
for, though it cannot tell

what force is, nor what is matter, nor what are forces; yet, it

declares that vitality and thought, life and mind, are the same as
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matter—forces tlie same in kind as physical forces—thus de-

stroying all fundamental distinctions
;
correlating thought with

heat, choice with physical compulsion, and life with the sweep

of a lever
;
correlating, confounding, human morality with mate-

rial mechanism, freedom with fate, moral government with natu-

ral necessity
;
in a word, making life and mind material, the

same in kind as a stock or a stone, imperiling, at once, moral

government, human responsibility and individual freedom.

Such is the scope of the theory logically implied and openly

avowed.

That I do not overstate this, a few references will abundantly

prove.

Dr. Maudsley in his “Physiology and Pathology of the Mind,”

styles mind “ the highest development of force,” where it appears,

in its most compressed form as consciousness.

Dr. Hammond in his “Physics and Physiology of Spiritual-

ism” says : “Mind is a force, the result of nervous action.

”

Dr. Bray in his “Manual of Anthropology” says concisely;
“ Mind is force.” In the same category he places heat, light,

electricity, chemical affinity, life and mind, as forces known to

us only in their modes of motion
;
and, as we have already seen,

characterizes heat as the most diffuse, and mind as the most con-

densed form of force. “Therefore mental philosophy becomes

.

a pure system of dynamics or measuring of forces.”

Prof. Youmans, after enumerating the forces manifested in the

living system—mechanical, chemical, thermal, luminous, electric,

nervous, sensory, emotional, and intellectual, asserts: “That
these forces are perfectly coordinated. . . . does not admit

of doubt.” And, kindling with enthusiam, he exclaims :
“ This

law of force spans aU others of existence, not only governing the

motion of planets, but ruling the actions and relations of men.”

(Correlation, etc., p. xli.)

Moleschott declares :
“ Thought is a motion of matter.”

Buchner, in his work on “Force and Matter,” clamorously

avows blank materialism and proposes to establish the identity

of the laws of thought with the mechanical laws of external na-

ture, and concludes with this materialistic quotation :
“ The

senses are the source of aH truth and of aU error, and the human
mind is the product of the change of matter.”

Carl Yogt courageously pressing the modern theory of forces
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to its logical materialistic limit, asserts that thought is a secre-

tion of the brain, that “just as the liver secretes bile, so the

brain secretes thought.”

Herbert says :
“ Those modes of the unknowable which we

call motion, heat, light, chemical affinity, etc., are alike transfor-

mable into each other, and into those modes of the unknowable

which we distinguish as sensation, emotion, thought
;
those in

their turns being directly and indirectly re-transformable into

the original shapes.”

Prof. Youmans does not, indeed, claim that this has been

proved, only that “ it seems abundantly evident.” As if willing

to set logic at defiance, he argues thus :
“ If the forces are cor-

related in organic growth and nutrition, they must be inorganic

action
;
and thus human activity in all its forms is brought

within the operation of this law”—the correlation of forces.

Even the logic of the most modern science must rebuke the

rashness of such a defence. Apparently rebuked by his own re-

flection, he offers this apology :
“ From the great complexity of

the conditions, the same exactness will not, of course, be expect-

ed here as in the inorganic field.”

We would say—the greatness of the issue involved demands
at least equal exactness. We commend to the careful considera-

tion of the professor, his own axiom marked with his own em-
phasis :

“ Not he wdio guesses is to be adjudged the true discover-

er, but hewho demonstrates the new truth.”—p. xvi.

Prof. Barker supplements the want of demonstration by this

appeal :
“ Can we longer refuse to believe that our thought is in

some way correlated to the natural forces ? And this,” he signifi-

cantly adds, “ and this even in face of the fact that it has never

yet been measured.”

Really the refusal does not seem to us difficult; indeed, ac-

cording to the axiom of popular science announced by the Amer-
ican editor, it seems to us obligatory. Yerily, the supporters of

the modern theory of forces exhibit remarkable facility of belief

in this direction.

Their readiness to adopt the modern theory awakens the sus-

picion of a zeal not according to knowledge. They may mode-
rate their zeal by reflecting upon the involuntary confession of

Prof. Tyndall ! “The passage from the physics of the brain to

the corresponding facts of consciousness is unthinkable ”; or,
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upon the friendly warning of Dr. Bray :
“ There is no bridge

from physics to metaphysics—there is no road that way
;
the

only road is from metaphysics to physics.”

It is not at all surprising that Prof. Barker, in view of the dif-

ficulty in his line of advance, should prefer appeal to demonstra-

tion. An authority on this point whom Prof. Barker will neither

gainsay, nor suspect of unfriendly prejudice, Dr. Bastian, frankly

admits that “ however probable it may be that what we know

as sensation and thought are as truly the direct results of the

molecular activity of certain nerve-centres, as mechanical energy,

is the direct result of a muscle, this cannot he proved.” (The

Beginnings of Life, I. p. 46.)

While Herbert Spencer, for whose authority Prof. Barker will

entertain no less regard, favorably discussing this very question

(Princs. of Psychology, 1869, p. 194), asserts: “There is no

fixed or even approximate quantitative relation between the

amount of molecular transformation in the sentient centre

and the peripheral disturbance originally causing it. Be-

tween the outer force and the inner feeling it excites, there

is no such correlation as that which the physicist calls equiva-

lence—nay, the two do not even maintain an unvarying propor-

tion. Equal amounts of the same force arouse different amounts

of the same feeling, if the circumstances differ. Only while all the

conditions remain constant is there something like a constant

ratio between the physical antecedent and the physical con-

sequent.”

At this essential point the case requires, and we demand, a

precise statement of the correlation if it exist, and an exact

quantitative estimate of the relation assumed by this theory.

On the contrary, we are met by the admissions of Barker, and
Bastian, and Bray, and Spencer, and Tyndall, that it is a hope-
less attempt to establish anything like a quantitative estimate.

Thus the modern theory of forces breaks down of its own
weakness at its very entrance upon this disputed field. "Viewed

in the light of its own definitions and consequences and confes-

sions, it is inevitably condemned
;
awaiting greater condemna-

tion, as we shall see, when viewed in the higher light of con-

sciousness and reason and revelation.

It may well be questioned whether this modern theory of

forces* would ever have received the advocacy of such confessors,
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were not tbe theory supposed to be serviceable to another, dear

as a nursling to this school of thinkers—a theory of evolution.

But it is quite illogical and imprudent to support a fallacy in

order to maintain a dependent hypothesis. A fallacy can be

serviceable only in maintaining a fiction, like this counterfeit

theory of evolution—for there is a theory of evolution that is

true.

If, we ask, the modern theory of forces proves so defective and

treacherous on the very margin of this disputed territory in esti-

mating the quantitative equivalent of the nervous system, “be-

cause the manifestations of this activity are so subtle and

eluding,” what must be its more disastrous failure when the

complication is increased by the addition of other factors no less

elusive, such as muscular activity mingling with nervous, and

physical nutrition mingling with both, and yet other factors no

less elusive and still more subtle—consciousness and volition

and conscience and reason !

Art. III.—THE BUDDHIST AND CHRISTIAN IDEAS OF
HELL.

By Rev. John Ogden Gordon, Rensselaerville, N. Y.

It is quite refreshing to hear some, who look upon the com-

mon orthodox opinion of the condition of the wicked in the world

to come as simply horrible, praising Buddhism as a mild system

of faith and practice. Mild, it is, in many respects. There are

few of us who cannot learn many things from its high-toned

morality. “ The Modern Buddhist,” the work of a Siamese no-

bleman, is worthy of our admiration, and well repays careful

study. But, while in it we find a lofty, and, in many cases, pure

feeling, there are some Buddhist teachings which are, to even

the most severe orthodoxy, simply horrible in their declarations

in reference to hell, and the terrible punishments there inflicted.
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He who turns from the Bible because of its doctrine of punish-

ments, can find no comfort in the Buddhist Scriptures. It is

like the change from Solomon to Rehoboam. In place of being

chastised with whips, its victims are scourged with scorpions.

Dante wrote on the portal of his hell

:

“ All hope abandon ye who enter here.”

Buddhism calls one of its hells “ no intermission.” Dante

passed through the abodes of the lost, and after, as he walked

the street, men shuddered as they passed him whose very face

marked him as the man who had been in hell. No wonder that

the horrors he imagined left their mark upon his face
;
but he

thought out nothing so fearful, as the woes that the Buddhist

Scriptures foretell, for those who here live wicked lives.

Dante, after passing through such dreams, was still, though

marked, a man. He who goes through the Buddhist Inferno,

passes out, not in the likeness of a man, but “ under the form of

some great, crawling creature, which gropes along on its belly.”*

No wonder ! Such sights, and scenes, and sufferings are surely

enough to change man into a worm ! Afterwards it is born as “ a

human creature, either deaf or blind, or leprous
;
during five

hundred generations ever diseased and miserable.”

The accounts of the sufferings in their numerous places of

punishment are such as only the ingenuity of China and India,

long famous for their skill in punishment, could bring forth.

Italian skill in the art of torture has nothing to teach these gen-

tle Orientals. The Holy Office of the Inquisition might wT
ell

have gone to school to them. Doubtless it did.

The Eastern mind is fond of large numbers. When it invents,

it invents on the grand scale. And it doubles and multiplies

results, until in a few moments it reaches a product altogether

staggering to our more prosaic minds. It counts its hells by the

hundred thousand. The term of existence in the first of them
seems to us to be the greatest that can by any possibility be

imagined
;
and then to our astonishment the next one is double

that number, and the next doubles again, and then they multi-

ply, and before one knows it he arrives at a product that it is

awful to think of simply writing out. De Quincy tells of the

* “ A Catena of Buddhist Scriptures, from the Chinese,” by Samuel Beal. Lou-
don : Triibner & Co. From which this account is mainly drawn.
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granite pillar in Ceylon, whose existence measures the duration

of the world. So long as it lasts this earth is to exist. “ The
pillar measures” he says, “six feet by six, i. e. thirty-six square

feet, on the flat tablet of its horizontal surface, and in height

several riyanas, (which are Ceylonsese cubits of eighteen inches

each.) Once in every hundred years an angel visits this granite

pillar. In his soundless flight across it, he suffers the hem of

his impalpable robe to sweep the surface as softly as a moon-
beam. And that is all the attrition which this sacred granite re-

ceives in the course of a century
;
and this is all the progress

which we, poor children of earth, make towards the exhaustion

of our earthly imprisonment.”

The period during which the pillar is wasting away is called a

“kalpa.” It cannot be measured by years, and so they make
comparisons in order to show its extent. Now, it would seem as

though this were enough in the way of time. But when they

compute the time that a very wicked man must stay in hell, com-

parisons are not equal to the occasion, and so they turn to their

arithmetic and multiply kalpas by kalpas, and then by numbers.

There are two kinds of kalpas, the great, and the small, which

bear somewhat the same relation as our prophetic days, which

stand for years, and our ordinary days. When one speaks of

“great kalpas,” he disposes of time far more expeditiously than
“ seven league boots” do of space. Now, if a man “ has trans-

gressed in the worst particulars,then his sufferings shall endure for

eighty-four thousand great kalpas." That certainly does not come

far short of the “ for ever and ever” of the Bible. Surely that is

long enough for any one to suffer. But no. That is only part

of his punishment. He undergoes suffering so long as that in

the “ Avitchi” hell. When that term of years expires, he looks

forward to other hells in which he must live. He must pass into

at least one of the “ cold hells.” If he is so fortunate as to enter

the one which lasts for the shortest time, he will only be forced

to remain during the time that it would take to carry off a pile

containing twenty pecks of hemp-seed, it being understood that

a man may only carry off one of these seeds every hundred

years ! !

!

Somebody has computed the number of years in a kalpa. The

computation cannot, for obvious reasons, be perfectly accurate,

but in the large amounts with which we are dealing, a few mil-
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lions or billions of years one way or another make but little dif-

ference. A great kalfa is computed at about 134,403 myriads

of years.

A particularly bad man at the moment of his death is led

away to hell. If he does not pass through other hells first, and

is consigned to “Avitchi,” there he remains in suffering for

eighty-four thousand great kalpas. Reducing to years it amounts

to 84,0C0 x 134,400 x 10,000, which gives a row of fifteen figures

as the number of years there spent; or, one may say, it lasts

112,896 billions of years. Then, for his next punishment one

must add in the term of years represented by the pile of hemp-
seed. And then one adds 8,000,000 years for a time spent in

black darkness where he sees nothing. And the product is the

number of years punishment may last for a man. Perhaps in

place of the periods just spoken of there may be a great number
of such ages.

And yet “ the forever and ever” of the Bible is hard of belief

!

Higher mathematics may recognize a difference between infinity

and this term of years, but really it would seem that in the eyes

of most of us, the doctrine of the Buddhist punishment differs

but little in point of duration from that of the Bible. “But it ends

some time,” they say. But in what a condition it leaves a man,
bringing him back to this earth a crawling creature

;
and, after

that stage of existence has worn itself out, leaving him blind, or

deaf, or leprous, and miserable, and diseased for long genera-

tions. “And then?" What happens then, depends.

It is a great mistake to imagine that nothing happens to a

man during all this time. When one remembers how the very

men who praise Buddhism most highly, shudder at the thought .

of the lake burning with fire and brimstone, and how they doubt
revelation because of its teachings in regard to the sufferings of

the wicked, one cannot but think that in turning to this highly

lauded religion, they almost literally jump from the frying pan
into the fire. If any one draws back at the “ torment that never

ceaseth” he can find but little comfort in Buddhist promises. The
death of our Saviour was awe-inspiring, terrible. The cheap
colored lithographs of that event that we sometimes see in

shop windows are merely frightful. And that is the term that

applies to the Buddhist tortures. They are frightful.

Probably the great work of Dante is the most foarful pic-

ture of sufferings painted by any Christian. The lake of boil-
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ing pitch
;

the fate of those immersed in filth and mire; the

suicide flying the fangs of black and fearful mastiffs
;
the cove-

tous crushed by heavy weights
;
the poor victims hanging heads

down, while on their feet
—“from heel to joint glided the

flames the poetic retribution of false prophets, whose faces

reversed, forbid their looking forwards, and force them ever to

walk backwards
;
the hypocrites with their caps overlaid with

gold, but “ leaden all within,” and then the cold circle where,

“ Blue pinched, and shrined in ice, the spirits stood,

“ Moving their teeth in shrill note like the stork:”

—it all gives the most terrible picture of sufferings we know of.

Christianity refuses to receive it as other than poetical. The
Bible enters into no such details.

But in the Rev. Mr. Beal’s “ Catena of Buddhist Scriptures,”

there are translations from their sacred books that far out-

Dante, Dante. When a bad man arrives at the last moment of

bis life, “ he sees the infernal lictors brandishing their cruel

maces, scowling at him, accusing him ! Handcuffed they lead

him away ! He hears the sounds of his own piteous cries for

mercy ! He sees the rivers of fire, the scalding boilers, the

spiked hills, the trees covered with knives—every misery in

succession which he must endure.’' In the “burning hells,”

the tortures are fiendish. The poor wretches consigned to them
“ are lashed with burning iron wires, their limbs hacked with

iron hatchets, their bones slowly sawn asunder with iron saws.”

Some have “ their bones and flesh crushed by the falling of

mountains upon them
;
iron elephants stamp others to pieces

;

others are bruised in iron mortars, until their blood and secre-

* tious flow out.” Others are cast into red-hot pans “ and roasted

and fried over and over again.” Some of the guilty are cast

into burning lakes, whence great spikes on which they are im-

paled prevent their escaping. Poisonous blasts, fearful scourg-

ings, copper dogs, monsters belching forth fire, bubbling filth,

all lend their terrors to the scene. But even this is not the

worst. Par from it. Their imaginations simply reached their

limits, and words failed them, so it is coolly announced that

“ the miseries of Avitchi are thousands of myriads of times worse

than those of the former seven hells,” whose comparatively mild

code of punishment has just been referred to ! ! ! With an in-

genuity well known to the benign institution of the Inquisition,

and we had supposed to that alone, some of “ the modes of tor-
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ture are so arranged that each miserable victim stretched out

on the rack, beholds thousands of others undergoing still more

excruciating torments, which await him in turn.”

One of Dante’s most famous descriptions is that of those

poor wretches so heavily weighted with stones that, bent almost

double
—“it seemed

“ As he wlio showed most patience in his look,

“ Wailing exclaimed, ‘ I can endure no more.’
”

Buddhism rivals even that intensity of expression as it tells of

those who are slowly being hacked in pieces, their flesh torn,

their bodies little by little cut away, until at last, stretched on

the ground with cold winds sweeping over them, and death

damps on their brows, with joy they hail the approach of death,

and think themselves almost freed from their torments. “ The
unhappy wretches had thought within themselves : Now, then,

life is over at last.” But their infernal tormentors with joy as-

sure them that they are still alive. Practically there is no end

to their sufferings. Not only are there “ burning hells,” there

are also “ cold hells,” through which the wicked' pass. In the

first the cold is so intense “ it causes the body to break out in

sores.” Another is so cold that “ the whole body is scarified.”

In another the teeth are constantly chattering. In the next the

tongue chatters and makes a noise. In still another there is

such a terrible temperature that the breath makes a noise. In

one the flesh is covered with patches like the blue lotus
;
in

another the cold brings out on the body spots of the color of the

red lotus ; and in another hell, the spots are as the wdiite lotus.

But what need of going further ? This is the beautiful and

mild system of faith and practice to which men are driven by
the harshness of Scripture ! From all such things, from Budd-
hism and its hells, we would pray in the language of the Litany,
“ Spare us ; deliver us.” And this is what it promises, not only

to murderers and robbers, but also to those who are guilty of

hatred, of envy, of anger
;

to those who are disrespectful to

father and mother, to Buddha and the priests
;
to those who

roast animals for food
;
and to all who reject that which is good

and turn to evil. Almost everything denounced in our Scrip-

tures is denounced by the followers of Buddha.
It is always well to look at both sides of a subject, and at this

time, when we hear so much of the beauty of this system, we
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should also be acquainted with some of its deformities. It may
be said that the educated, advanced minds in Siam and India

have passed beyond such beliefs, and are not responsible for

them
;
that they have cut off these repulsive features from the

system. But that is much as though some Buddhist writer were

to (as he might in good faith) apologize for the teachings of the-

Bible, by asserting that the most advanced and liberal men of

Christian lauds, such as Strauss and Benan, have now elimi-

nated all objectionable features from Christianity. But we, who
receive and believe the Bible as it has been handed down to us,

must judge Buddhism as we do Christianity, by its entire canon.

Although it may be said that this is only a part of the system, yet

it is necessary to have it clearly before us, in order to form a

correct estimate of the whole.

How incomparably inferior all this is to our simple Bible

teaching !
“ These shall go away 'into everlasting punishment

but the righteous into life eternal.” It foretells “ indignation,

and wrath, tribulation and anguish.” It tells of “ the fire that

never shall be quenched,” and “ the lake which burnetb with

fire and brimstone.” It prophecies an “ outer darkness, where

there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth.” But that is all.

No petty tricks for stage effect. No dragons to scare children.

It does not draw the veil that hides from our eyes the sufferings

of that place of torment. Its language is “ terrible as an army

with banners,” but, withal, “ clear as the sun.” How different

from the fearful minuteness of Buddhist writings ! How in

every way to be preferred !

The weak point of this Oriental religion is in its teachings as.

to the future. It inculcates a very high morality
;

it is very par-

ticular about purity of life
;

it is in many respects kind and af-

fectionate
;
but when its speculations pass beyond the world of

sense, to those who have read the Bible they seem very weak.

Its whole power is in this„world. When it speculates about the

future it loses its high character and its beauty, and peoples space

with giants, and monsters, and elephants, and snakes, and
dragons, and mountains, and winds. It requires a revelation

from God to reveal anything high or noble in regard to the fu-

ture. Most assuredly Buddhism fails to impart any majesty to

its conception of hell.

Nor does it know any more perfect blessing than “ Nirwana.’
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What “ Nirwana” is is still a questioo. Whether it it is extinc-

tion, or annihilation, or rest, or “indifference to joy and pain, to

good and evil, an absorption of the soul into itself,” is still matter

of inquiry. In the Siamese life of Buddha it is simply spoken

of as “ the jewelled realm of happiness
;
the immortal Nirwana.”

We should be thankful that the Orientals have taken no such

liberties with the condition of the truly blessed as those which

they have taken with the lost.

Art. IV.—THE ANOINTMENT OF JESUS BY MARY
OF BETHANY.

PART SECOND.

Matt, xxvi: C -13. Mark xiv: 39. Johnxii: 1-8.

By a Layman.

The historical value of this transaction consists in its showing-

Mary’s expectation of Jesus’ death founded on his own and

other divine predictions.* Besides its use in impressing upon

us by an extreme case the Supreme importance of the faith im-

plied by her act, Mary’s expectation, so founded, is the central

connecting link in chains of evidence tending to prove that the

gospels contain a revelation from God. It not only teaches the

value and duty of faith in God’s word, but goes to show where

that word is to be found.

* We are much gratified to find such eminent authority as that of Dr. Crosby in

faxor of the opinion that Mary acted in expectation of Jesus’ death. In his Life of

Jesus, page 377, after quoting our Saviour’s language he says, “ This was not only

a rebuke to the murmurers but a testimony to the clear faith of Mary, who seems

to have been the only person living who comprehended our Lord’s humiliation

and looked for his death.” In a seimon preached by Dr. Crosby in 18fi5 we under-

stand that he said: “ She knew that a scene of agony was approaching. She was

assured that that sacred body was to be bruised and broken, and that in this fear-

ful calamity the wrork of salvation was to be wrought. Jesus in her eyes was not

merely a Divine Teacher, but a heavenly victim, and a dying friend. She would
pour oil upon the sacrifice, she would anoint the body for its burial. . . . He
recognized in that act a faith far beyond that of the Apostles.” We regret that we
did not know of these utterances in time to refer to them in the proper place.
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The three narratives whose drift we undertook in the first

division of this article to show, abound, as there interpreted, in
<c oblique and undesigned coincidences ”* with each other and

with other parts of the New Testament, especially of the gospel

histories, showing not only the correctness of the interpretation

but the truth of the statements. We now propose to point out

some of these coincidences, rather as specimens than as an ex-

haustive enumeration.

We shall not dwell on such less oblique but still undesigned

coincident inferences from these accounts and from other parts

of the history, as the following : Jesus was no ascetic; the Jews

set a high value on perfumery
;

they reclined at table so that

the feet could be reached from behind; the feet were bare;

women wore long hair
;
women were not secluded

;
they were

respected
;

the manners and customs of the Jews were unlike

those of modern Orientals : 300 denarii was a large sum for or-

dinary people
;
the family of Bethany were well-to-do; Jesus was

intimate with them
;
Jesus and his disciples were in the habit

of giving to the poor
;
Martha was stirring

;
Mary was pious

;

Judas was covetous
;
the dead were perfumed for burial but not

embalmed in the present sense of that word.

Nor shall we dwell on proprieties of expression implying the

knowledge by one historian of circumstances described or im-

plied only in other histories, such as the following:

Mark says “ some had indignation within themselves ” rather

to or among themselves accidentally, not intending to express it

to Jesus. Matthew says “ when Jesus understood it,” literally

“ Jesus knowing it,” implying the same thing. If the indignation

and murmurs had been more open Matthew would have natur-

ally have said “Jesus hearing it.”

Matthew and Mark say the supper was at the house of Simon.

John says Martha served and Lazarus sat at table, which

would have needed no mention if it had been at their own house,

and intimates or is consistent with their being at some other

house.

But we do rely upon latent coincident inferences from state-

ments and implications scattered through all the histories, made
in connection with other subjects, evidently in utter unconscious-

See Paley’s Horaa Paulin®.
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ness of their bearing upon this, and upon each other, such as

the following :

All the gospel histories state that Jesus publicly foretold his

death. We infer that Mary his intimate friend must have known
it. From her preparations for his burial we infer the same

thing.

Faith being the usual measure of our Saviour’s commendations,

as we learn elsewhere, we infer from his extraordinary com-

mendation and order that Mary had extraordinary faith. We
infer the same thing from her simple reception of his pre-

dictions as shown by her actions. This agrees with what Jesus

said when she sat at his feet.

From the honor done to Mary above the apostles we infer

that her faith was superior to theirs. We infer the same thing

from her acceptance of what they would not understand.

From other accounts we know of notorious want of faith in

the apostles. The severity (usually in proportion to unbelief)

of Jesus’ tone on this occasion implies the same thing.

Jesus said he should die by persecution, implying the absence

of a public funeral suitable to the Messiah. Mary prepared for

a private funeral.

Jesus’ home, so far as he had any in later times, seems to have

been with the family of Bethany. We infer that as near friends

they were proper persons to provide for his funeral. Mary did

provide for it.

The nervous anxiety of Mary Magdalen and other women to

honor the dead body of Jesus, implies that great importance at-

tached to such honor. Mary’s preparations and actions show
the same thing.

The Jews, from whose persecution Jesus was to die, gave up the

dead to their friends. Mary expected Jesus’ body to be given

up when she kept the perfume to anoint it for burial.

From Mary’s relations with Jesus we infer that she must have
heard his recent announcement that he should be crucified by
the ltomans. From their usages we infer she could not in that

case expect to recover his body. From her paying the burial

honors before death, we also infer that she knew of this an-

nouncement, and did not expect to recover the body.

Jesus predicted his crucifixion during that visit to Jerusalem.

Mary’s anticipatory preparation for burial showed that she ex-

pected it then.
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Mary was likely to hear this announcement of his crucifixion

as soon as he arrived. As far as we can judge she anointed him
as soon as possible after his arrival for fear she should lose the

opportunity.

From Jesus’ habit of enforcing great truths reluctantly re-

ceived by something startling, we infer that such truth was to

be enforced by his startling announcement on this occasion.

From its emphasis we infer that it probably referred to faith.

From Mary’s act we also infer just that phase of faith best calcu-

lated to teach the lesson.

We learn elsewhere that simple reception of the divine testi-

mony as true is the one thing that pleases God. We learn the

same thing from this account.

Mary anointed Jesus for burial. We infer that the unction

was not confined to one part. Accordingly one historian men-

tions that she anointed his head, another his feet, and another
“ down upon him, down upon his head,” suggesting all over

him.

While in each of the foregoing cases the correctness of the in-

ferences is all but certain, and while these coincidences are too

close and numerous to be accidental, or to be found in an ac-

count written from tradition, long after the events, the absence

of design in producing the coincident inferences from different

parts of the history is quite clear. The facts thus doubly infer-

red are now here directly stated. For instance, it is not said

that Mary heard Jesus’ predictions or that she had faith, though

both after examination appear certain. The coincident infer-

ences are from circumstances remote from each other, gathered

from scattered passages in different histories, each a part of

something else, mentioned in entirely different connections and

on different occasions as they arose, often in the most indirect,

incidental and circuitous way, always in utter unconsciousness

of any coincidence or relation with each other.

In most cases the common inferences are not directly from

particular facts, but from the general thread of the history, or

from combinations of circumstances, or from usages inferred

from other instances. Sometimes the inferences are not directly

from facts at all but from other inferences.

In several cases the coincidence is so recondite that, as far as

we know, it has never been perceived. Coincidence from de-
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sign would never have been so concealed that nobody would be

likely to see it, and it would therefore be likely to fail of its ob-

ject.

It is necessary to apply the foregoing considerations separate-

ly to each of the coincidences we have mentioned, in order to

appreciate their weight.

After all this kind of evidence is so subtle that it is difficult to

show why it does and should convince. To feel its force we

must examine it in detail.

All these coincidences, as well as nearly all the other instruc-

tion from the incident we have been considering, recognized by

our Saviour as one of the most important in his history, are

missed by the usual understanding of it*

But if we are right, the facts and implications connected with

that incident are found so to fit into and match each other, and

other parts of the New Testament history, and that not by the

contrivance of the historians, that we feel that it must be an ac-

count of real facts, and that the gospel history is true. If true,

it must be as it all along claims to be, a revelation from God.

Not only is Mary’s expectation of Jesus’ death, founded on his

own predictions, an important link in the chain of evidence

tending to prove the gospel history in general, it also furnishes

some proof of the great doctrine of the atonement.

This expectation, so founded, proves that the death of Je3us

was not an accident but a material feature of his plan. It shows
that the alleged purpose of his death, afterwards so prominent a

part of Christian teaching, was not an afterthought to account

for his death and the apparent failure of his attempt to set up a

kingdom.

A devoted teacher may voluntarily die when some extraor-

dinary crisis calls for it, but to make his own ignominous death

a part of an announced plan persisted in for several years is un-

precedented in human experience, and shows some higher pur-

pose than any mere human being ever aimed at.

The mere fact of Jesus’ death does not of course establish any

* Strauss in his new Life of Jesus, vol. 2d, page 297, assumes that tho three dif-

ferent but connecting remarks of Jesus in justification of Mary, are only one sin-

gle expression put into his mouth, and that John’s way of stating makes it almost

unintelligible ! It is thus that men attempt to disprove the Bible by critical dis-

section, without even taking the trouble to inquire into its meaning.
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doctrine. Its previous announcement shows some great purpose

but alone does not determine what. But Jesus himself explain-

ed from the first that the purpose of his death was to atone for

the sins of mankind, and this purpose was part of that plan of

the announcement of which so much proof is furnished by Mary’s

action.

The resurrection of Jesus once proved, proves the truth of

any doctrine he might teach or authorize. Hence the great im-

portance attached by the Apostles to the proof of that fact. The
evidence we propose to point out from the announced plan is

distinct from and additional to that from the subsequent teach-

ing verified by the resurrection.

The first prediction we adduce of the atonement by Jesus’

death is the exclamations of John the Baptist, evidently accepted

by Jesus, “ Behold the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin

of the world.”* The only way in which a lamb could have been

conceived as taking away sin was by dying for it. Bemoval of

sin by such substituted death, had always been a familiar idea

among the Israelites. This was therefore a prediction that Jesus

should die for the sins of the world.

Any single statement in history may be controverted even

when the history generally is admitted to be true. It may be

considered a fiction intentionally introduced, or a legend mixed

up with the traditions from which the history may be supposed

to be written. But if the fact stated is so fitted into the rest,

implies and is implied by many other things that the coincidences

cannot be accidental, and if it is evident from the latency and

obliquity of the evidences that they could not have been con-

trived to make fiction appear like truth, then we have circum-

stantial evidence of the truth of the statements more convincing

than direct testimony. Such is the evidence in regard to these

and the other predictions of Jesus death, and its object showing

that the accounts are neither fictions nor traditions.

The expression “ Lamb of God” or “ the Lamb” was not in

vogue among the Christians in New Testament times, as it has

become since, for no New Testament writer uses it as a title ex-

cept John. He so uses it more than twenty times. From this

it seems probable that some circumstances had impressed it

* John i : 29, 36.
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strongly on bis imagination. Sucb a circumstance he himself

parnts among the pictures which he gives us of two of his early

(probably his earliest) interviews with Jesus at each of which

John the Baptist made this exclamation. The old man fondly"

dwells on the recollections of his first six days acquaintance with

his Saviour-friend, and describes the incidents graphically and

minutely.* It was natural that so remarkable an expression asso-

ciated with a scene so vividly impressed on his imagination

should be a great favorite in his old age.

Now it will hardly be suspected that the incident was invented

to account for the frequent use of the expression, or that the

frequent use of the expression was suggested to some forger by

the account of the incident. The narrative does not state that

one of the two disciples who followed Jesus was John, as it

would if written to account for the expression, though all the

expressions and circumstances imply that it was. If the phrase

had been put into a writing bearing John’s name for the purpose

of showing a prediction of Jesus dying for sin, the forger would

surely have gone farther and represented the expression as in

common use, or at least have made John use it in all his writings.

So far as the incident and the use of the expression verify each

other, i. e., so far as the frequent use of the expression raises a

probability that it was from such circumstance, they must be

regarded as proof, for the agreement is surely not the result of

design.

We give the independent evidence that this prediction that

Jesus should die for sinners was really made, because it tends

to show by an instance the character of the predictions proved

by so many undesigned coincidences to have been known to

Mary.

“As Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness even so

must the son of man bo lifted up.”t “ Lifted up” as shown by
the way the historian explains it, and the way the Jews under-

derstood it,| meant that he should be put to death. The object

was “ that whosoever believeth in him should not perish but

have everlasting life.” Here we have an announcement of

Jesus’ death and of its object, early in his public career. The
same expression with the same meaning was used afterwards.

§

* John i : 19-51
;

ii : 1-14. f John iii: 14. f John xii : 31, 34. § John viii:

28 ; xii : 31-34.
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If Jesus really said this, he announced the atonement as the

object of his death, and that from the first. If he had not said

it, but if it was invented to account for his death and create a

coincidence, the writer would hardly have left the language so in-

definite that we must go to a distant part of the history to hunt

up its meaning, though that meaning once found by bringing all

the information together is unmistakable. Jesus told the peo-

ple* that their life depended on eating his flesh and drinking his

blood. Flesh cannot be eaten till made ready by killing, blood

cannot be drank till shed. Jesus therefore announces his death

and its object. He says he would give his flesh, that is he

would die, “for the life of the world.” It is not material to this

argument whether we take the Protestant or Roman Catholic

view of eating his flesh, both involve the atonement. There can

be no doubt about the meaning of the prediction, but did he

really make it ? A prediction written afterwards to account for

his death, and teach the doctrine adopted by the Christians,

would have been more direct, would not have been gratuitously

involved in so much obscurity, and it would not have fitted so

naturally into the narrative.

Jesus saidf that he was the good shepherd, who “giveth his

life for the sheep,” that he would “ lay down his life for the

sheep” and that he did this voluntarily.

Jesus said he should “ give his life a ransom for many.”:): He
should die,and his life would be the price of redeeming many. It

is conceivable that this was afterwards written to support the

doctrine of the atonement, but it comes so naturally into the

narrative, and it answered the immediate purpose so well, that it

is difficult to suppose it was not said on that occasion and for

that purpose.

The visit of the Greeks to Jesus§ suggested the imminence of

those sufferings by which he was to redeem Greek as well as

Jew. We catch glimpses of the terrible internal struggle that

then agitated his human soul. In the near view of the coming

horrors he exclaims “ the hour is come !” Then came reflections

calculated to reconcile him to his fate; Then the impending

calamity looms up near and dreadful, and he exclaims, “ Now is

my soul troubled,” “ what shall I say,” or as our exclamation

* John vi : 48-56. f John x : 11-18. { Matt, xx ; 28. Mar. x : 45. § John
xii : 23-28.
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would be “ What shall I do.” Shrinking from suffering like any

other human being he exclaims “ Father save me from this

hour,” not the expression of his wish but of his agony, for he

adds, “ for this cause came I unto this hour,” showing that the

very object of his life was to suffer what now impended. Then

he seeks consolation from the honor God would receive. Then

comes another overwhelming view of what he had under-

taken, and he exclaims, “ Now is the crisis of this world,” show-

ing hat the fate of mankind depended on his endurance of the

coming sufferings.

Though this last incident occurred after Mary anointed Jesus,

and therefore this particular announcement of his death was not

one of those that she acted on, yet it explains and colors previous

predictions and intimations. The agony in the garden and the

announcement at the last supper also throw back their light upon

the past, and show the meaning and general character of earlier

and more obse -re announcements of his death and its object.

There may have been earlier exhibitions of the same state of

mind.* There are many utterances where some great calamity

is vaguely foreshadowed.

No writer of a fictitious narrative could have invented or

would have inserted these strange accounts of Jesus’ internal

struggles, for there could have been no prospect of their answer-

ing their purpose.

Jesus dwelt on the Old Testament predictions of his death.

Those predictions generally explain the object
;
so doubtless did

Jesus’ comments on them. He calls the two disciples on the

road to Emmaus “fools,” for not believing those predictions.

He strongly asserts in form of a question that the Christ “ ought

to suffer,” that is, that it was necessary, and that they should

have perceived the necessity.

This reprimand shows that he was accustomed to explain to

them not only the Scripture teachings as to his death, but also

as to its object.

It may be objected, that even admitting that Mary expected

Jesus’ death on the ground of his predictions, it does not follow

that she had heard or he had made these explanations of the

object of his death.

* See Matt, xx : 22 ;
Luke xii ; 50.

4
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These explanations and the direct predictions of the atone-

ment, and the circumstances that show the object of his death,,

are found in the same histories and stated on the same authority

as the others. If we find one part of a statement true, we pre-

sume the rest is so unless the contrary appears. Mary’s act so

far as it proves one, raises a presumption in favor of the other.

According to these histories Jesus announced from time to

time that he should die for sinners, not only during the period

in which he made the other predictions of his death, but during

the whole of his previous public career. Mary was even more
certain to hear these than the others. Her early and unique ex-

pectation of his death, is most easily accounted for on the sup-

position that she had heard, and felt the necessity of the coming

atonement.

If these explanations and announcements were not really

made, the accounts of them must have been artfully written so

as to appear incidental and yet to coincide with the after teach-

ing of the Christians, and so that the coincidences should appear

oblique and undesigned. If we can exclude the suspicion of

such design the proof is complete that Jesus made the explana-

tions in connection with the predictions, so that Mary’s expecta-

tions prove both, and thus prove that the atonement was part of

Jesus’ plan from the first.

The coincidences between these different statements, implica-

tions and teachiugs respecting the predictions of Christ’s death

and its object are so oblique and complex, that if not real, no in-

genuity could have produced them. They are scattered about

in so many places and connections, in so many remote aud par-

tial statements, and each is so incomplete unless put together,

as to show a mutual fitting that no art could imitate. These al-

lusions and coincidences are often so recondite that they are

only discovered at long intervals. Forgery would have made
them more obvious.

These coincidences are not only between facts and inferences,

between predictions of facts and explanations of their objects,

but between both and other doctrinal explanations, so that this

proof of the facts about Jesus’ expressed intention to die for sin,

goes far to prove the great doctrine of the atonement.

It is conceivable, though scarcely possible, that a half insane

enthusiast might announce years beforehand that he would die
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to atone for the sins of the human race, persist in his declara-

tions to the last, and actually bring about his own death. We
do not insist that the predictions shown by Mary’s actions to

have been known to her that Jesus should die for sinners, alone

prove that his death really availed for that purpose. But these

predictions coming from a wise, moderate, and holy man, rescues

them from any suspicion of delusion or insincerity.

But if these frequent accounts of the coming atonement were

made during the whole of Jesus’ public ministry, why did they

make so little impression? We reply that the followers of

Jesus having during that whole period a firmly fixed conception

of his coming reign inconsistent with such mode of atonement,

it was natural that the announcements should receive some
other construction, or be simply unintelligible. We have a parallel

case in the very portion of history we have been considering.

If the gospels were fictions, or if they had been tampered with,

the forger would surely have avoided this difficulty.

The evidence furnished by the coincidences which cluster

around Mary’s preparation of Jesus for burial, so far as it goes,

is incomparably more valuable than ordinary confirmations of

Bible history
;
for it -tends to prove, not merely the external facts

now seldom denied, but the facts that involve doctrines and

imply divine revelation. It does not merely show us the outside

of the nut in which some may doubt whether there is any kernel,

it shows the kernel itself.

The merely intellectual belief impressed upon us by the un-

designed coincidences is not the best, but it is better than

nothing, and may lead to faith of higher kind.

A sti iking proof of the truth of the Bible is found in the con-

trast in respect of these undesigned coincidences, between it and
the conjectures and assumptions which tradition has heaped
upon it. These often confounded in the public mind with Bible

statements, are not only devoid of such coincidences, but full of

contradictions. It is they that bring about the conflicts between

tho Bible on ono side, and history and science on the other. The
New Testament does not depend for its evidence on the tradi-

tions of the church, but on its own interior features.

The innumerable latent, oblique, undesigned and delicately ac-

curate coincidences in the New Testament histories, and not only

tho absence of such coincidences, but the abundant contradic-
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tions of tradition, show that those histories were not written

from tradition long after the events, as writers of the Strauss

and Eenan school assume, but that they were written by or on

the testimony of original witnesses, and in the generation that

saw the events, and that the miracles and predictions were not

mere legends but real facts.

Whether there is a personal God, and if so what are his attri-

butes and requirements, cannot be known by misty reasonings

from misty assumptions involved in abstractions and technicali-

ties so convenient for concealing fallacy and want of definite

meaning
;
nor can it be settled by physical science, whose re-

searches are in a field so foreign to the inquiry. But it can be

known by proof perfectly and level to human reason, that the

accounts of the miracles and fulfilments of prophecy that attest

a message from such a God, contain evidence of their truth on

their face. If there be a God, there may be miracles. Whether

or not there have been, must be settled by evidence. The kind

of evidence we have adduced is of the highest. It is independent

of and additional to the credibility of the witnesses.

If we have arrived at the truth in the foregoing investigation

the wisdom and goodness of our Saviour are strikingly shown in

giving such prominence to this transaction, so catenated to teach

the value of faith, the greatest lesson man has yet to learn
;
and

so abounding in incidental evidence of the truth of the cardinal

doctrine of the atonement.
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Art. Y.—THE TRUE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF
EDUCATION.

By D. S. Gregory, D. D.

The great problems of Higher Education are by no means
new. Long ago they tasked the powers of such men as Roger

Ascham, Francis Bacon and John Milton. Still it is probably

true that the last fifty years has called forth more of intelligent

and vigorous thinking and writing on the nature, principles and

methods of Higher Education than all the preceding part of

human history. In this vast amount of thinking and writing

brought within this narrow compass, the careful observer can

scarcely fail to see the persistent struggling up of an age of in-

creasing intelligence toward the one true theory and practice of

Education. The immediate object of the present brief paper is to

sum up the main truths brought out into clear relief in the course

of that struggle. At the same time it has in view the more impor-

tant ultimate aim of provoking, both by its brevity and its pos-

itiveness, to clearer and more vigorous thought and to more

intelligent work some of those who have the practical control of

Education in our higher institutions.

That there are certain Principles of Education that have been

made clear and placed almost beyond dispute_by the thorough

and fundamental discussions of the past years, no truly intelli-

gent man will be inclined to deny
;
but it is nevertheless true

that these principles need to be more clearly enunciated, more

firmly grasped and more carefully applied by educators. And
doubtless the call for a clearer articulation and a stronger em-
phasis of such principles is the more imperative just at present

for the reason that the shallow empiricism, which has advocated

method without sense and mental discipline without a mental fur-

nishing of truth, has driven many able men to the opposite and

scarcely less absurd extreme of advocating sense without method

and furnishing without discipline. Any clear statement of the

true principles of Education will show that the truth lies

between the two extremes, that it is not from method as such that

the present contempt of method has arisen among the higher

educators, but from the false and shallow method of which so

much has been said among the lower educators.
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1. It is a first principle that the aim of Education is twofold :

to discipline the mau to the full power of a true manhood, and
to furnish him with the material of truth requisite for his work

in life.

The developed power to work and the material with which to

work are both essential. “ Did the Almighty,” says Lessing,
“ holding in his right hand Truth, and in his left Search after

Truth, deign to tender me the one I might prefer,—in all humil-

ity but without hesitation I should request Search after Truth."

It is rather true that both the disciplined power and the varied

knowledge ought to be found in the educated man. Without the

varied knowledge the disciplined mind would often be compara-

tively powerless. Paul of Tarsus, however mighty of intellect

or strong of will, could never have given the Gospel to the Gen-

tile world of his day without his thorough mastery of Jewish,

Greek and Roman learning. John Milton, however grand his

genius, could never have written Paradise Lost without the vast

stores of knowledge, Classic, Romantic and Gothic, which he had
at his commaud. Alexander Yon Humboldt, however universal

his powers, could never have produced the Cosmos without such

a grasp of the facts of the world as probably no other man ever

had.

Education does not finish its work of development until it

has brought out the full power of the complete man, body and

soul. It must not slight the body since that is at once the home
of the soul and the instrument of its work. It aims to train the

body to be the perfect instrument of the soul in all its acquisition

of knowledge and flow of sentiment and direction of power. It

aims to train the soul, as the chief element in the manhood, to

know the True, the Beautiful and the Good in all their aspects,

from their lowest embodiment in earthly things up to their

highest in God himself
;
to train it to feel them in all their forms,

to choose them as ends and to direct all the activities in view of

them. Thus only can it lift man up to the full height of his

being.

In pursuing such an aim the Higher Education should furnish

the man with the material of facts and truth in all that wide

range of knowledge requisite for the fulfilment of the mission of

the noblest manhood.

2. It is a second principle that Education, in developing the
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powers of man, must follow that method ichich is intelligently con-

formed to the exact nature of man.

This is merely a special application to Education of that law

of fitness of means and ends by the use of which every success-

ful work in life is accomplished. In Education alone this law

has been neglected and men have attempted to do their work

blindly. The true theory was stated in crude form by Pesta-

lozzi, more than a century ago. There is such a thing as a human

nature with w'hich man is born . It has in it the germs of all that

the man can be and ought to be, as well as the germs of much
that he ought not to be. There are well-defined laws of human
development. They are fixed in human nature itself. They
depend upon its powers and order of development. They are to

be investigated and discovered, and not arbitrarily assumed and

proclaimed. They are to be faithfully followed,—for though
“ beasts may be drilled at pleasure into external observances,”

“ human beings must be educated and developed with reason

and to reason, according to the laws impressed by God upon

human nature.” It is just as absurd for an educator to disre-

gard these great principles in his work for the youthful mind, as

it would be for those who do the material work of the world to

refuse to take into account the laws of gravitation.

These fundamental truths suggest two cardinal questions: Pre-
cisely what is Human Nature in its elements and laws? and,

What method of Education conforms to these ? The answers

to these questions in their application to the entire being of man
would require too wide a range for the limits and scope of the

present article. Since Intellectual Education is at the basis, and
since this will illustrate the principle just as well, the discussion

must be narrowed dowm to that.

(1.) What then is that Intellectual Nature of man which is to

be developed by Education ?

Taking first its Elements,—there is comprehended, (1) the

power of acquiring knowledge of objects material and spiritual, by

External and Internal Perception
; (2) the power of retaining

and recalling that knowledge for use, by means of Memory
;
and,

(3) the poiver of Thought, by which man is able to generalize,

judge, reason and construct systems of truth. It is manifest that

the powers of Acquisition and of Memory are subordinate to the

higher Powers of Thought. They furnish the materials with
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which Thought reaches its grand results. While therefore alt

these elements of the Intellect furnish the germs to be developed

by Education, it is clear that the power of Thought must receive

the chief attention.

There are, moreover, certain Laws of Development which are

as important to the Educator as are the germs to be developed.

These intellectual germs are all susceptible of indefinite development,

if the work be attempted in the right way; but may be dwarfed

and stunted, if attempted in the wrong way. Exclusive use of

the mechanical Memory destroys the Thinking Power, by making
it subordinate. The same result follows the undue exaltation of

the Powers of Perception. But if the Thinking Powers are given

their true place, the Powers of Perception and Memory at once

take their proper places as helpful servants, and become rational

and philosophical rather than mechanical in their workings,

—

and then no limit can be set to the increase of all the Intellectual

Powers. These germs can be developed only by exercising them

in their due order and subordination. The law of exercise

governs the soul as truly as it governs the body. The frequent

use of the Perceptive Faculties in a rational way begets facility ;

frequency and facility result in increased power
;
and, by fixing

themselves in habits, in permanently increased power. The same
law controls in Memory, and in a higher degree in Thought

;
ex-

ercise begets facility, power, fixed and permanent power in habit.

In order to the best development of these germs the exercise must

be vigorous and persistent. Sluggish exercise dissipates rather

than disciplines power
;
begets stupidity rather than acuteness.

These germs of intellect are best developed by intelligent exercise.

The exact working of each power must be known and the precise

means for bringing out its energies must be made use of. Every

departure from this law must hinder the development and mar

the results. Moreover life is too short to furnish the time for ex-

periments in the dark in this all-important matter of Education.

Still further, these intellectual germs are best developed only

when the exercise is made in the highest degree a self-activity on the

part of those who are being educated. This only can save the

whole process from becoming an intolerable drudgery
;
this cer-

tainly will insure its becoming a pleasurable activity.

(2.) If the intellectual nature of man be such in its Elements

and in its Law of Development, it is easy to ascertain what is the

Educational Methol which conforms to that Nature .
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The true Educator must first thoroughly grasp the correct system

of Practical Psychology. Without this he can neither know pre-

cisely what he is to do nor the means by which he is to do it ;

his work must be unintelligent work, and that is always poor

work and oftenest worthless work. With a complete grasp of

the constitution and workings of the Intellect, he is prepared to

make the most of his own powers in developing to the fullest ex-

tent the powers of those who are in process of education. The
true Educator must, in his work, Tceep in view, secondly, the true

order and relation of all the different powers of mind. The train-

ing of the Powers of Acquisition is at the foundation. If that

be done systematically and thoroughly there will result that

power of analytic attention to things internal and external, which

is the best aid to the Memory until the discipline of Thought
lifts it up and makes it philosophic Memory. With the Powers

of Thought the beginning must be made with the process of

Generalization, or the formation of General Conceptions, keep-

ing ever in mind the law that the Power of Generalization can

only be developed by practicing the process. This lays the

foundation, through definition and division, for clear and distinct

thinking. A like work must be done in developing the Powers

of Judgment and Reasoning, and the result is reached in con-

nected thinking. But the highest of all the Thought Powers, and

that to which the Educator must give chief attention, is the

System-making Power, including the Scientific and Artistic Fac-

ulties. For the very reason that it is the highest power, the Ed-
ucator that neglects it must be fatally defective. It is in this

more than in anything else that a true and complete theory dif-

fers from all others
;

it makes its last and highest work—the work
it always keeps in view—to be the development of the Power
which gathers up into system the true, the beautiful, and the

good. Since thought is so intimately connected with Language
and so largely dependent upon it, it is obvious that the true Ed-
ucator must, thirdly, train those who are in process of education to

a power of expression corresponding to the growing poioer of thought.

To be the best aid of thought and its perfect instrument, the

power of language must keep pace with the power of thought.

The fully developed intellectual man will be not a chance ac-

companiment but a certain and inevitable result of such an
intelligent conforming of the processes of training to the nature

to be developed.
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3. It is a third principle that the results of Education depend

more upon the method of 'presenting subjects than upon the subjects

presented.

Herbert Spencer, in his essays on Education, would dissuade

from the study of everything but Physics and the Social Sciences.

His argument is in effect twofold : these are the Sciences which

enable man to satisfy his wants; and, good instruction in the

Physical Sciences educates while poor instruction in the Classics

does not. He must be a narrow man who can accept of this

reasoning as conclusive.

The Physical Sciences are oftenest taught as mere aggrega-

tions of facts illustrated by brilliant experiments. They become

Inductive Sciences without Induction. There may be some in-

formation in such instruction but no education. It the inquir-

ing and active mind is led through the processes of observation

and generalization, through inference and induction, up to the

complete scientific scheme which holds together in their proper

relations the great mass of facts in Zoology or Optics, and which

corresponds to God’s own true system and thought in nature,

—

that mind is educated in the process. The Classics are oftenest

taught in such a way that only the mechanical memory, and that

in the lowest form, is called into requisition. They thus become

mere drudgery of the worst kiud, and the better and more ma-
ture and rational the mind subjected to such instruction, the

worse the results. Greek words may be conned for years in

blissful ignorance of Greek thinking and reasoning, and even the

text of Homer and Aristotle may be droned over for an indefinite

.period with a sublime indifference to their ideas and systems of

beauty and truth. But if the inquiring and active mind be led,

with careful observation and acute analysis, through the words,

along the clear and connected thinking of Homer and Aristotle,

until it grasps the Iliad or the Poetics with all their wealth of

beauty and truth,—that mind is educated in the process. It

could easily be shown that all the subjects embraced in the cur-

riculum of our Colleges and Universities may be presented in

the same absurdly irrational manner, so as to dwarf and stultify
;

or in the same intelligent and rational manner, so as to quicken

and develop all the powers of the Intellect from the Perceptive

Faculty up to the Scientific Faculty.

It matters not so much then which of the important subjects
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are presented by the Educator, as how they are presented
;
since

the true end of Education in developing mental power may be

reached by the proper presentation of any of them. To the «

question, What branches shall be studied in our schools ? it may be

answered, all those which give the man a knowledge of himself

and his fellow-man, of the world in which he now lives and that

in which he must live in the future, of God and his own duty and

destiny. He cannot perform the highest life-work without them

all, and they may all be made effective in the work of developing

power.

4. A fourth principle—which must be left chiefly to commend
itself to the reader—is that the rational and common-sense method

of Education, thus set forth, aJ.one secures the requisite furnishing

of truth for the work of life along with the needed discipline.

The only way in which the great majority of intelligent men
can retain a mass of truth is by grasping it in its systematic*

thought relations. When Shakespeare’s Hamlet or Julius Caesar

is understood in its great idea and in all its parts, or when But-

ler’s Analogy or the Science of Optics is understood in the same
way, it will be remembered without effort and forever. The re-

turn of one thought or truth will bring up every other related

thought or truth in the rounded and compacted poetic, logical or

scientific system of which it forms a part. The man completely

educated after a rational method will thus have at his command
all the truth he needs in any and every department of knowledge.

On the other hand, instruction after the irrational method will

fail to train the highest powers, will burden the memory, and
will be forgotten. The best and only wray to get the discipline

is therefore the only way to get the furnishing of fact and truth

needed for the work of life.

5. A fifth principle—which can be little more than noted—is

that the true method of Education prepares the man to enter upon the

work of life already trained to the easy and powerful, because

habitual, performance of the very same intellectual acts of which

that work must be chiefly made up.

The power of clear, distinct, connected and complete think-

ing is demanded at every turn in life, in the professions and out

of them, and there can be no powerful work without it. The
man who adds to this a corresponding faculty aud power of ex-

pression is already prepared to wield the power of a strong man
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among men. While being correctly educated he has been doing

and learning to do, easily and powerfully, the very same work in

kind with that which must make up the strong life in any and

every sphere.

Perhaps the practical conclusion of this brief article may be

best reached by putting the substance of many questions, that

are being constantly asked all about us by the great world of to-

day, into the shape of a few plain queries which havo the highest

interest for all Educators in our Colleges and Professional

Schools.

Is it not to be feared that a vast amount of precious time is

wasted, or worse than wasted, by diligent students even, through

the want of intelligent direction or even through positive misdi-

rection, resulting from the absence of any correct theory and

practice of Education ?

Are there not too many indications that the process of train-

ing is too often made a needless, aimless, stupefying drudgery

instead of a well-directed, quickening, and delightful self-activity,

—so that the man carries out with him from the training school

into life a positive distaste for Classics, Literature, Metaphysics

and everything akin to them ?

Is there not some reason to fear that with present methods

even honest and earnest students may be unfitted rather than

fitted for the work of life ?

Has not the country and the Church a right to demand of

their Educators a rational method, when that method is just as

easy as an irrational method, and when the interests involved

are the greatest possible ?

Does not duty to man, or rather duty to the cause of Christ,

require that those who hold the high places in our Colleges and

Training Schools should at least meet the case fairly, and see if

there is not needed a forward movement in the right direction

all along the line, in order to save the present system of training

from losing its hold upon the affections and respect of the prac-

tical and living thinkers and workers of the age ?

These queries have assuredly found place in many minds.

They have been put to us often and very bluntly, sometimes by
those who are leaders in business and professional life, and fre-

quently by those who are passing through the curriculum of our

higher institutions of learning. They are borne abroad every-
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where on the atmosphere of the age. With becoming diffidence

they are proposed in this connection, and yet with an overwhelm-

ing sense of their supreme importance, with an intensely earnest

desire for the true progress of Education, and with a sincere

prayer that those concerned (of whom the writer is one) may be

guided into all truth.

Art. VI.—THE INSPIRATION OF PAUL.

By Thomas Lauisie, D .D. ,
Providence, R. I.

In these days the enemy knows that the confidence of the

church in holy Scripture is the ^reat obstacle to his success, and

hence its inspiration is a main o< int of attack
; sometimes he

seeks to impair confidence in the Bible as a whole, and again to

throw suspicion on particular parts. Perhaps no part has been

attacked more frequently of late than the epistles of St. Paul,

because no where else are the great doctrines of^the gospel

brought out so clearly. Hence some undervalue them as con-

taining mere personal opinions, colored by the prejudices of

that age, and therefore of less authority than the opinions of

our own day on the same subjects.

It will not then be untimely to examine the inspiration of this

apostle, and see whether it is on the same level with the inspira-

tion of other parts of the New Testament. The truths he teaches

are too precious for us to remain in any doubt of their divine

authority, and as our opponents admit the inspiration of the

rest of the New Testament, we need not go outside of it for our

proofs.

Very providentially another apostle testifies to the inspiration

of these writings. For though Peter may not have expected

this to be called in question, yet God, who knows all the phases

that error will.ever assume, provides through him an antidote to

this one; and surely no witness could have more weight with an

impartial jury, for when a man testifies to the truth of a book

that publishes his own shame, who can doubt his testimony?
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and Peter, wlio wrote to the strangers scattered throughout

Galatia, bears witness to the inspiration of the epistles of Paul,

knowing that the one most familiar to some of his readers told

how the writer withstood him to the face, because he was to be
blamed, still he not only calls his reprover a brother beloved,

but testifies that in all his epistles he wrote according to wisdom
given him from God. He even testifies that the difficulty of un-

derstanding some things in these epistles arises not from obscu-

rity in the statement, but from the intrinsic depth of the truth

set forth. He does not say “In which are some things obscurely

stated,” but “ some things, themselves, hard to be understood.”

He also testifies that Paul’s writings form a part of holy Scrip-

ture, for in saying that some “wrest them, as they do also the

other Scriptures,” he makes them a part of the Scripture which is

given by inspiration of God. Unless then we deny the inspiration

of Peter also, here is inspired testimony to the inspiration of

Paul.

Paul himself certifies that the gospel which he preached was

not after man, for he did not receive it from man, but by the

revelation of Jesus Christ. Is it said, that refers only to his re-

ception of the gospel and not to his communication of it to

others ? He is equally explicit there also, for he says that he

taught “ not in the words which man's wisdom teacheth, but which

the Holy Ghost teacheth.” Could he speak more explicitly ? The
words as well as the ideas suggested by the spirit of God, i. e.

he was guided to express the truth in just the way God would

have it expressed, without in the least interfering with peculia-

rities of his style of composition. If there is any inspiration su-

perior to this, the church has yet to hear of it. Unless then we
admit that Paul was mistaken, or that he deliberately stated an

untruth, the point is settled, for if he spoke to one congregation

in words taught by the Holy Ghost, much more did he write in

like manner to the whole church in all ages.

Again the apostle thanks God that the Thessalonians received

the word of God which they had heard of him, not as the zvord of
man, but as it is in truth, the word of God, here he not only com-

mends then for receiving it as the word of God, but himself affirms

that in very deed it is so. Either this testimony is true or false.

If false, then an inspired man utters false witness concerning in-

spiration, and in that case what becomes of inspiration? If truer
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as we know that it is, then the matter is settled on the highest

of all authority, yea, as Peter must have known that Paul wrote

thus, when he testified that his epistles were written by wisdom

from above, the point is established in the mouth of two wit-

nesses, both writing by inspiration oi God.

Here we might rest the case, were it not asserted that Paul in

some places expressly renounces this claim. Now, even though'

he should exclude certain statements from among the utterances

of the spirit, so far from invalidating the others, this would only

establish them more firmly, but I hope to be able to show that

we need not exclude one sentence in all his epistles from among
the words which the Holy Ghost teacheth.

In one place he says, “ I speak this by 'permission and not by
commandment.” It is very possible that a reader of our version

might misunderstand this, but how would a Greek understand

the original ? He would understand, “ I speak by way of per-

mission, and not by way of commandment, i. e., the thing itself is-

a permission, and not an obligatory requirement. Notice how-

ever that word, “ I speak.” Yet only his pen moved, and his

lips were silent, or spoke only to the amanuensis, who wrote

down his words. Does this need illustrate the meaning of the

same verb in that other Scripture, “ We speak, not in the words

which man’s wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost teach-

eth?” In both Scriptures the meaning is the same. But what

does he speak by way of permission ? He had just allowed hus-

bands and wives to dwell apart for a season, that they might de-

vote themselves to prayer, and now lest they should feel bound

to do this, or to do it more than was meet
;
God directs Paul to

say that this is only permissive not mandatory. The meaning is

plain, and as appropriate as plain
;
why then transfer the permis-

sion from the sphere of Corinthian practice to apostolic inspira-

tion ? Why do violence to language, and put a forced interpre-

tation on that which is so natural? The permission was for Co-

rinthians to do or refrain from doing, not for Paul to put pri-

vate opinions in place of the words of God. Such permission is

never given to any man, much less to a writer of holy Scripture.

This case then, so far from abdicating inspiration, confirms it,

for ho gives the preciso meaning of the Spirit. He who distin-

guishes so accurately between what is lawful and what is re-

quired, can be trusted as the messenger of God to man.
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* Again ho writes, “Unto the married I command, yet not 1, but

the Lord," and immediately after, “ To the rest speak I, not the

Lord." Yes, and doubtless when these sentences were read to

the assembled church in Corinth, it never entered the mind of

any that they cast the least suspicion on the inspiration of the

writer. They understood him to say, “ On the general subject

of divorce, I give no new commandment. I only reaffirm the

precept of the Lord himself. Whosoever shall put away his

wife, saving for the cause of fornication, causeth her to commit

adultery, and whosoever shall marry her that is divorced, com-

mitteth adultery, but in reference to the present state of things

about which he gave no specific directions, I, as his mouth, make
known his will, though I have no personal utterance of Christ to

quote,” as he adds, “ To the rest,” i. e., to those who came into

the church already married, and whose heathen companions re-

fuse to live with you because you are Christians. To you Christ

has given no specific command, but I as his mouth tell you thus

and so. So far from renouncing inspiration Paul here claims for

his message from Christ coordinate authority witn the personal

utterance of the Lord, according to that other word of Christ

that his spirit would guide the apostles unto all truth in reveal-

ing his will to the churches. The difference lies between a per-

sonal utterance of Christ and one uttered through the apostle as

his mouth to his people, as Paul makes still clearer, when after-

wards he says, “ So ordain I in all the churches.” Ordain in-

deed ! and what right had he to do that? Why not as minis-

ters do to-day—advise—and very meekly at that ? Because

just as Christ through the Holy Ghost gave commandments unto

apostles, so through them he ordained laws in bis own church,

not in the words which man’s wisdom taught, but in those taught

by the Holy Ghost. They were not private opinions. They
were commandments of the Lord, which his chuic i is bound to

obey, then and now, the world over—rather which his church

chooses to obey, for while others rebel agaii -t ’hrist’s laws

when they do not suit them, Christians are !< own by their

loving obedience to every command of Christ.

In like manner that other statement of Paul, * >w concerning

virgins, I have no commandment of the Lord, y< i iive my judg-

ment as one that hath obtained mercy of the L I to be faith-

ful,” establishes his inspiration. Here also w a case where
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Christ had left no specific directions. The t'mes portended

peril, and therefore some hesitated to fulfil the marriage engage-

ments, so they ask counsel of God through his apostle, and he

“ as one who had received grace to be trustworthy, revealer of

the will of God,” gave it, not in the wisdom of a private opinion,

or the garnered skill of a Christian experience, but worthy of

confidence, for that is the meaning of the word rendered “ faith-

ful,” as the faithful transmitter of a divine message; and so after

delivering this decision of God, just as it was given him, he adds
“ I think also that I have the spirit of God.” This too has been

strangely perverted into an expression of uncertainty. Did Paul

then only suppose that he had the spirit of God ? If Michael

Faraday, after answering a question about his favorite science

had added “ I think that I know something about chemistry,”

would he be understood to speak doubtfully about, his knowl-

edge ? Why then is Paul misunderstood, especially when else-

where he says in the name of all the apostles, “ We have the

mind of Christ.”

He once wrote to the Romans, “ Being then made free from

sin ye became the servants of righteousness,” and immediately

adds, “I speak after the manner of men this too has been
seized on as a confession that he was not inspired. Is it so ?

He had just said that grace had made his Roman correspondents

the slaves of righteousness, and as the word assumes form on the

paper, he sees how it may be made to imply compulsion and de-

gradation, so with that innate politeness, in which none ever ex-

celled him, he forestalls such misconstruction, saying that in

seeking to express their entire subjection to holiness, he had like

other men used a term that brought out that idea strongly, with-

out intending more, and we know that both word and forestall-

ing of misconception are alike from that Spirit who is not above

guarding readers against such perversion of his words.

Peter then testifies to the inspiration of Paul, and assigns his

epistles a place in holy Scripture. Paul also claims that the

words in them were taught him by the Holy Ghost, and in those

passages some think that he abates this claim. We find no
trace of this abatement. We conclude that as Paul was not a

whit behind the very chiefest apostles, so his inspiration every-

where stands on the same level.

Then the epistles of Paul claim precisely that treatment which
5
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is due to the word of God. It matters not whether we stand

among those who heard that voice from Heaven say, “ This is

my beloved son. Hear ye him,” or read in our closets what the

Spirit saith to the churches in these epistles. In both cases we
have to do with the word spoken to us by the Lord. The man-
ner of the utterance is swallowed up in the greatness of him who
makes known to us his will. Every thought is to be brought

into captivity to his obedience. A Christian wants no argument

to persuade him to hear the word of God. He wants no reasons

to induce him to obey a command of God. To say “The Bible

contradicts my ideas of truth, therefore it is not from God,” is

simply saying, “ where God and I differ, he must defer to me.”

To say “A Scripture requirement contradicts my ideas of right,

therefore I will not obey it,” is to say “ my ideas of duty are

more exalted than God’s,” for as sure as the Bible is inspired,

in it we are not dealing with the private opinions of its writers,

but with God only.

The word of God may contain some things hard to be under-

stood, but not one where a teachable spirit may not know either

the doctrine to believe, or the duty to perform. O that instead

of the angry debate where the dust of the conflict darkens the

sun'of truth, where the vainglorious exhibition of our zeal or

orthodoxy seeks to cover up our want of the spirit of Christ,

there was more prayerful study of these same epistles. In the

closet we should attain to spiritual knowledge inaccessible from

the platform of the popular convention.

The apostle has been charged with pandering to the prejudices

of a dark age, instead of leading it forward to the light
;
but

where he is so slandered, he was not writing to churches grown
torpid under oriental despotism, but to self-opinionated Greeks,

a race so arrogantly confident in their own wisdom, that the

round world cannot show a more unpromising mission field to-

day, and so far from flattering their prejudices, they are subjects

of the sharpest rebuke in all his epistles. His language is,

“What ! came the word of God out from you ? or came it unto

you only?” to be received and obeyed. They deemed themselves

the vanguard of the Lord’s host, the forefront of progress
;
but

he tells them “ If any man think himself to be a prophet or

spiritual, let him acknowledge that the things which I write unto

you are the commandments of the Lord and yet these “ com-
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mandments of the Lord” are the very things in which he is

charged with putting his own private opinions in place of the

word of God.

He is also arraigned for discourtesy, and, worst of all, dis-

courtesy to woman, held up as morose by nature, and made still

more so by a long course of suffering, soured by a life of loneli-

ness and constant conflict. The apostle Paul discourteous!

morose! Let his epistle to Philemon answer. According to our

opponents, this was penned in the climax of his crabbedness, when

the hardships of a long life had ripened their fruit, and the an-

gularities of his character had culminated in the infirmities of

age, and yet it is a pattern of politeness, a model of courtesy.

Lord Chesterfield never rose higher in idea than Paul did in

actual attainment. "What shall we say too of that gem of even

womanly gentleness, the epistle to the Philippians? What
writer, classic or Christian, ever excelled the delicate courtesy of

these epistles ? Only a man of innate courtesy can appreciate

their beauty, and still the more he has himself, the more he

finds in them.

And of all discourtesy, discourtesy to woman ! Who is the

object of such slander ? Bead his epistles and see. Like cask-

ets glittering with jewels they enshrine the names of the noblest

women of the age. As a picture gallery immortalizes the beauty

of past generations, so does the 16th chapter of Romans the fe-

male piety of apostolic times. There is the beloved deaconess

of Cenchrea, whose pious hands had helped so many in sickness

and sorrow. There is Priscilla, who periled her own life to save

Paul’s. There is that grateful mention of the labors of Mary.

The beloved Stachys also, and Persis, who labored much in the

Lord, and time would fail to tell of Julia and Junia, of Tryphena
and Tryphosa, and the Sister of Nereus

;
and wheresoever in the

whole earth that chapter is read, their labors of Christian love

are told for a memorial of women, whose names but for Paul w'e

had never known. If there is generally a personal fitness in the

human agent through whom God w-orks out spiritual results,

then his opening the heart of Lydia to hear the things spoken

by Paul to those women at the little chapel in the field near

Philippi, proves that his preaching was acceptable to woman.
Indeed he deserves the title of “ Apostle of the Women,” no less

than that of “ Apostle of the Gentiles,” and all who read his
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writings would acknowledge tlie fitness of the title. I speak not

of women wlio never read them, but join the ungodly in reviling

the man wlio, through much tribulation, gave us the gospel. The
fact also that so many were his helpers in Christ Jesus, shows
that while he lived, at least, woman was not offended by his

commandments from the Lord, nor did they hinder their most
cordial attachment and efficient cooperation. Good were it for

our Zion, if women sat oftener at his feet, and walked in those

paths which he was inspired to work out for her, by the Holy
Ghost. Then would woman be an impersonation of the gospel

in her labors of love. Religion suffers for the want of those

womanly ministrations, which Paul taught the sex in his day to

perform so efficiently, and the church is counted aristocratic and
unsocial, because the wealth of kindness which God creates in

her daughters is frittered away in the frivolities of fashion, in-

stead of being consecrated to Christ.

No Christian who studies Paul ever doubts his inspiration, or

considers it inferior to that of the very chiefest apostles. It is

sad to hear any, especially a woman, speak slightingly of Paul,

for it tells of a Bible unread, and such Scriptures as the 8th

chapter of Romans unenjoved. It shows how the beggarly ele-

ments of the world starve a soul made to live on better food.

In an important sense, the inspiration of Paul is the highest

in holy Scripture; for while Moses laid the foundations, and pro-

phets brought together the divine materials, while evangelists

built up the walls of the glorious temple of God’s truth, it was

reserved for Paul to complete the structure, and bring, out its

divine beauty to be seen of the whole earth. There are magni-

ficent temples in Bible lands that have served as quarries for

the structures that Turks have built under their shadow. Yet

even in ruin their greatness is more conspicuous from the con-

trast. So the ablest theologians have gone to Paul for the

choicest stones of their goodly structures, and still the temple

he was commissioned to complete looks dqwn on them all, not a

ruin, but perfect as at first. His epistles form the crowning

glory of that word of God which liveth and abideth forever.
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Art. VII.—CALVINISM IN DOCTRINE AND LIFE.

By Lyman H. Atwatee, LL.D.

The current fashion of assaulting Christian doctrines which are

disrelished, by calling such doctrines dogmas, and then setting

forth dogma in invidious and disparaging contrast with life, is so

transparently absurd, that its prevalence and continuance con-

stitute a marvel only matched by its absurdity. Men may
doubtless hold the truth in unrighteousness, and by thus belying

their convictions, make a practical, which is worse than a doc-

trinal, shipwreck of the faith. As there may be a dead faith, of

course there may be a dead orthodoxy. But, on the other hand,

to say that Christianity is not a doctrine but a life, is to utter a

doctrine. It is impossible to declare or teach anything about

religion or Christianity without affirming a doctrine. To say that

this, that or the other doctrine, creed or system of religion or

morals, is false, is to utter a doctrine or dogma. To guide the

life on the hypothesis of its untruth or uncertainty, is to mould

it by the doctrine that it is untrue. To affirm that there is, or is

not a, God, an Incarnate God, a Redeemer, a Judge of all, to deny

a Revelation infallibly inspired of God, or that man owes duties to

God, is a sinner; and must repent and believe in order to salvation,

is to affirm a doctrine. To deny the reality of doctrine and the ne-

cessity of believing it, on pretext of exalting the Christian life

above it, is to deny the possibility of such life. For the life can

only be Christian as it is guided by and conformed to Christian

truth. “He that cometh to God must believe that he is, and that

he is the rewarder of them that diligently seek Him.” “Iam
the way, the truth and the life

;
no man cometh to God but by me.”

“ He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved.” “He that

believeth not shall be damned.” Are not these doctrines, and
requirements of the belief of doctrines, in order to religion and
salvation, which, unless the Bible is a myth, it is unspeakably

perilous to set aside and trifle with ?

This destructive motto is now hurled with special vehemence
and gusto against the “System of doctrine ” set forth in the West-

minster Symbols as that “ contained in the Holy Scriptures,”

—

commonly, but not very happily, known as Calvinism. And this

not only by skeptics aud rationalists, but by some evangelicals

who so misconceive and misrepresent to themselves and others
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its peculiarities, as to give them a hideous aspect, even though
they are wont spontaneously to recognize the essence of them in

their devotions
;
herein not knowing what they do.

In general it will clear away one cause of error and confusion,

if we premise, that by Calvinism is not meant all and singular

the sentiments advanced by Calvin on religion generally, or

even in reference to the system, or parts of the system, named
after him. It is rather the system named thus, because he was
foremost among the Reformation divines, in signalizing, expli-

cating, defending and formulating it. It is this system, not in

all the minor details and unessential features which he connect-

ed with it, but in all the great, essential constituents which are

held in common by those who have long accepted and had con-

ceded to them the title of Calvinists. In the same way, it has by

some been called,and before the Reformation was generally known

as, the Augustinian system, because it is in essential outline,

though not in all details, the same which Augustine elaborated,

especially in his famous tractates against Pelagius. And in a

more provincial way it has sometimes in the last century been

called Edwardsism, not as identical at all points with what Jona-

than Edwards maintained, even in defending the system, but

because among the theologians of this century he was facile prin-

ceps among the defenders of its essential and distinctive features.

And it is sometimes called Pauline, because while its distinctive

principles underlie all parts of the Bible, ever and anon cropping

out as its granitic stratum, they are most fully articulated in the

Epistles of Paul, although not more positively asserted by him

than by Christ himself, particularly in the gospel by his be-

loved disciple. [See John iii.; vi.; xv.; xvii.] This is easy to de-

monstrate, and has often been demonstrated in various treatises

showing the Theology of Christ. The Calvinism * we mean then

* The infelicity already referred to in the use of this term to denote the system

of which Calvin was but one of the preeminent expositors and defenders, is due to

'he fact that though none of them was probably greater or better than he, yet the

harsher and sterner sides of his character, exaggerrated as they are in the popular

mind and by adversaries, are apt to transfuse themselves into the current conceptions

of the system of doctrines thus called by his name. It is probably for this reason

that Dr. Hodge, the greatest living defender of this system, scarcely, if ever, uses

this term in his Systematic Theology. Yet the usus loquendi is so fixed that we see no

prospect of displacing it by substituting Augustinianism or any equivalent term

for it. This is only what is common in the history of words and their meaning.

Their meaning has to be defined, not from their etymology, but their use.
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is, if we may so speak, catholic Calvinism, what has been and is

common to those who accept and have allotted to them the name
of Calvinists. It is this divested of the distortions, exaggera-

tions, one-sided views of it, or parts of it, which have often been

mistaken for it by blinded friends and foes alike,—and especially

in contrast with that Fatalism and Antinomianism which not only

misconceive, but utterly destroy it. We go still further and in-

sist that it is this, and not the somewhat variant subsidiary,

collateral, or expository views,—more or less important in their

place—with which different Calvinists defend, explain or apply

these principles. It is, in short, the doctrine of “the sect every

where spoken against,” particularly just now
;
against which the

world vents its hate, and the rationalistic,worldly and sensational

pulpit and press are pouring out unexampled volleys of scoffing

misrepresentation, caricature, invective and ridicule.

Now for the differential marks of what is essential in this system

we have not far to seek. And when we find them “pure and

simple,” divested of all extraneous incumbrances, we think it

will be quite evident that they will bear all tests of their truth
;

harmony with Scripture, also Christian experience and the intui-

tive convictions of men as far as legitimately applicable
;
the un-

conscious verdict of really devout adversaries
;
last, but not least,

the logic not only of the intellect but of the life,—those fruits by
which Christ enjoins us to test all teachers and their doctrines.

The distinguishing mark of Calvinism which usually en-

sures' the appellation from friend and foe, is the doctrine of the

divine foreordination, or predestination of all events in a man-
ner and within limits exclusive of fatalism, but inclusive of the

contingency of second causes, and the freedom of rational and
accountable creatures. Whoever avows this predestination will

earn for himself the title of Calvinist, and not unlikely, at the

hands of some redoubtable polemic, the credit of making God
an “ infinite gorilla.” An eloquent Calvinistic preacher, whose
prayers lifted us to the third heaven as no other man’s ever has,

once told us, that whenever a minister preached election, he was
sure to hear within a week that he had been preaching that

“hell was peopled with infants.” No question, it is a part of

the strategy of most anti-Calvinistic writers now, to load Cal-

vinism with the doctrine of infant perdition, which it discards,

and which has no more necessary affinity for it than for other
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systems. But what we specially note is that predestination is

recognized as a differential element of Calvinism by friend and foe>

and is usually believed by each to carry with it whatever else

he understands, or misunderstands, to belong to the system.*

Foreordination then being the distinctive mark of Calvinism,

let us inquire more carefully what are its elements, its proofs,

and its effects. In pursuing the inquiry these several branches

of the subject will to a considerable extent intermingle.

* Dr. Curry, a representative Methodist, in a recent number of the Christian Advo-

cate, as quoted by the Presbyterian, declares :
“ The Westminster Confession of Faith,

the ablest, clearest, most comprehensive system of Christian doctrine ever framed.

That venerable instrument purposely embodies in its unity the dogma of absolute

predestination, which necessarily becomes the corner-stone of the edifice, so giving

it shape and character. But despite that capital fault, it is not only a wonderful

monument of the intellectual greatness of its framers, but also a comprehen-

sive embodiment of nearly all the precious truths of the Gospel. . . Our high

appreciation of the nominally Calvinistic churches of our country— and, we may
add, our decided leaning towards Calvinism, with the dogma of fatalistic predes-

tination eliminated—impels us to look hopefully towards them, and emboldens us

to press upon their attention the high importance of getting rid of this dead

weight in their creed as a condition requisite to their highest usefulness, not to

say their continued existence. We concede to them the honor of having all along

directed the best religious thinking of the country
;
hut this burden of an obsolete

and positively offensive dogma, is daily becoming more and more intolerable, and

it must he cast off or ihe bearer must sink under it. . . Because we are solici-

tous that the precious Gospel truths which are equally the heritage of Calvinists

and- Arminians—the great distinctive doctrines of the Reformation—shall be set

forth with all possible force and fulness, we especially desire to see those churches

emancipated from their fetters,” etc.

We quote this, not for the purpose of making all the comments which it suggests,

but as a striking evidence that the one differential feature of Calvinism in the eye

of friend and foe, is its doctrine .of predestination. Whoever denies it is not Calvin-

ist
;
whoever holds it is a Calvinist, subject to the condition, nevertheless, that he

hold with it, and in accordance with it, the other'great doctrines of Christianity

known as constituting the Evangelical system. To deny the Fall, Trinity, In-

carnation, Atonement, Regeneration, etc., would indeed be to repudiate Calvin-

ism
;
but so it would be to renounce Arminianism, Lutheranism, Romanism

even—in short, Christianity.

We hope we justly appreciate Dr. Curry’s appreciation of the Westminster Sym-

bols, minus their predestination. But we may suggest that it is worth asking and

answering, how it comes to pass that “the ablest, clearest, and most compre-

hensive system of Christian doctrine ever framed, purposely embodies in its unity

the dogma of absolute predestination, which necessarily becomes the corner-stone

of the whole edifice, so giving it shape and character ?’’ and why its adherents

have “ all along directed the best religious thinking of the country?” Is there no

logical and causal connection between this antecedent and these consequents ?
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This doctrine of predestination then means that all events in

the universe were eternally designed and purposed of God, and

certainly come to pass in accordance with and by virtue of such

purpose, yet no less in accordance with'the nature and by virtue

of the proper efficiency of the second causes or creatures which

effect them. So declares our Confession with incomparable ex-

actness and precision of statement. “Although in relation to

the foreknowledge and decree of God, the first cause, all things

come to pass immutably and infallibly, yet by the same Provi-

dence, he ordereth them to fall out according to the nature of

second causes, either ^necessarily, freely, or contingently,” chap,

v., 2. Hence again it declares, “God from all eternity, did by
the most wise and holy counsel of his own will, freely and un-

changeably ordain whatsoever comes to pass
;
yet so as thereby

neither is God the author of sin, nor is violence offered to the

will of the creatures, nor is the liberty or contingency of second

causes taken away, but rather established,” iii. 1. Again,

although God’s providence “ extendeth itself even to the first

fall, and all other sins of angels and men, and that not by a bare

permission but such as hath joined with itself a most wise and

powerful bounding and otherwise ordering and governing of

them, in a manifold dispensation unto his own most wise and

holy ends
;
yet so as the sinfulness thereof proceedeth only from

the creature, and not from God ; who being most holy and right-

eous, neither is, nor can be, the author or approver of sin.” v., 4.

The objections and charges so vehemently urged against this

doctrine, that it subverts or impairs the moral freedom and ac-

countability of men, therefore are utterly groundless. It may be

thus misconceived by adversaries. It is not thus conceived by
its intelligent adherents. So far from undermining, it establishes

liberty and responsibility on an impregnable basis. The decree

of God is effective if it ensure the simple certainty of the event in

accordance with the true nature, and by the proper efficiency of

its immediate cause
;
and so freely, if it be free cause. Such

certainty of action in no manner impairs freedom in the manner

of it. This is susceptible of easy demonstration. Is it not cer-

tain that the most perfect free-agents, God, holy angels, and the

spirits of the just made perfect in heaven, will never swerve from

perfect holiness, and this without detriment to their freedom ?

And is not this certainty that God will only do what is right
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and best, as absolute as%
both bis goodness and his freedom?

Moreover, it is indisputable, may we not say self-evident, that

the nature of any event, or of the action of any cause, whether

free or necessary, is not changed by the antecedent certainty

that it will occur, and none the less so if this certainty reach back

to the eternal cognitions and counsels of the infinite mind. If

this is evident a priori, it is no less so a posteriori. Because we
know beforehand that an upright judge will refuse a bribe, and

a miser will clutch a nugget of gold within his reach, does this

alter the nature, or prejudice the freedom of their acts? Christ

certainly foreknew and predicted that Peter would deny him and

repent thereof unto life, and that Judas would betray him by an

act of hopeless apostacy, But this did not destroy the freedom,

sin and guilt of these crimes, nor make Christ the author or ap-

prover of the iniquity they involved. Who dare intimate the

blasphemy that it did ?

It is however said, this certainty and foreknowledge of future

actions grounded on such certainty, may be irrespective of any

divine purpose or antecedent decree. But it has never yet been

shown how any future event can be known as certain that is not

certain to come to pass; or how, in the eternal ages back of

creation, any certainty of future events in the created universe,

and especially of acts of free-agents yet to come into being

with power of alternative choice, could then have had existence

aside of any purpose or determination of God that they should

come to pass
;
how, in short, they could pass from the category

of things that may be or may not be, to that of things that shall

certainly be; from possibility to a futurition, which distinguishes

them from all merely possible things that are never to become

actual. But we need not press an extra-scriptural argument in

proof that divine foreordination underlies divine foreknowledge

further than to say, that the light of reason does corroborate the

teachings of Scripture to this effect, when they declare that God
worketh all things according to the counsel of his own will,

predestinating them according to his eternal purpose, and that

all things are known unto him from the foundation of the world.

It is not probable, however, that the doctrine would encounter

serious opposition, if it extended only to the good acts of moral

agents. It is because it extends to the evil or sinful acts of free-

agents. Now, although it be conceded that this predestination
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only ensures the certainty without altering the nature, or the

freedom, criminality and guilt of these actions, so far as respects

the agents, yet it is only candid to confess that this does not, of

itself alone, dispose of the whole difficulty in relation to God.

The question recurs, does not this put God in the attitude of in

some degree causing, promoting or approving sin?—a question

of theodicy, rather than of fatalism and freedom. To this we

unhesitatingly answer no, a thousand times no. Any doctrine

which makes God the author or approver of sin must be false.

This doctrine, as set forth in the Bible and Reformed symbols,

and by its intelligent advocates, does not. The assumption that

it does is founded on false conceptions of, or groundless infer-

ences from it. This is none the less so, whether we can here

see fully how it can be or not. It will be made to appear be-

yond doubt in some exemplary and crucial scriptural cases, and

what is true of God’s relation to sin in these, may beyond all

doubt be true of his relation to all sin
;
viz., that it may be within

the scope of his plan and purpose, in such wise that he shall be

in no manner its approver or author, but only its hater
;
while

yet, through his wondrous counteraction and disposal of it, it

shall at once call into conspicuous exercise and glorious manifes-

tation his sin-abhorring holiness and justice, the riches of his

matchless love, mercy and grace, wisdom and power.

We hardly need say that a principal case to which we refer is

the selling of Joseph into Egyptian bondage by his brethren,

from the foulest motives of fratricidal envy and hate inspired by
his superior goodness and prospects of deserved preeminence

over them
;
and how Joseph thus became their deliverer from

the most horrible of deaths, and was himself lifted into regal

exaltation over them
;
so becoming at once the instrument of

saving the chosen race, out of whom the Saviour of men was to

be born according to the flesh, and an eminent type of Christ

himself. Now the divine solution of this matter uttered by
Joseph could hardly fail to be the instinctive judgment of every

devout soul, even had it not thus been infallibly declared: “ But
as for you, ye thought evil against me

; but God meant it unto

good, to bring to pass as it is this day, to save much people

alive.” Gen 1. 20. Here was a divine purpose and aim in this

crime of Joseph’s brethren. This was wholly and infinitely

good and praiseworthy. There was the crime and purpose of
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its perpetrators. This was wholly base and criminal. They
were wholly free in the act. It was all their own. The sin was
all theirs. This sin God abhorred, but yet suffered and pur-

posed its occurrence, not for the sake of the sin, but for the sake

of the immeasurable good to which he could overrule it. They
meant it for the evil in it. God meant the good to be educed

from its counteraction, by his wonder-working wisdom, power
and grace.

Passing the case of the Assyrian monarch whom God made his

scourge to tread down an hypocritical nation, “howbeit he

meaneth not so, neither doth his heart think so, but it is in his

heart to destroy and cut off nations not a few we pass at once

to the crucifixion of the Lord of Glory, the pivot on which

human history, and the divine administration of Providence and

Grace, alike turn. In forms most manifold, Christ signified to us

that this great tragedy was to be carried through according to

the counsel and purpose of God, and never more than in the

outburst, not as I will, but as thou wilt.” It is evinced in the

•whole current of Messianic prophecy dawning in the promise,

“ the seed of the woman shall bruise the serpent’s head.” But

if any doubt were left as to the conclusiveness of these evi-

dences, they^are forever removed by the explicit and unambi-

guous statements of Peter’s pentecostal discourse, in language

which no creed could more clearly or concisely formulate.

“ Him being delivered by the determinate counsel and fore-

knowledge of God, ye have taken and by wicked hands have

crucified and slain.” Acts, ii : 23. Again, “For of a truth against

thy holy child Jesus, whom thou hast anointed, both Herod and

Pontius Pilate, with the Gentiles and the people of Israel, were

gathered together for to do whatsoever thy hand and thy coun-

sel determined before to be done,” Acts, iv : 27-8. Now, had not

these explicit declarations been given in the word of God, would

it have been possible for devout minds to waver as to the belief

of what they express? We think not, and that they would show

it in their devotions, even if unable to reconcile it with their

logic. We think all Christians of whatever school or secb short

of mere rationalism, not only readily but joyfully believe that

redemption in all its parts was eternally designed and purposed

of God, and that the glory thereof may not be given to another

;

that in God’s eternal purpose Chr'st is the lamb “slain from
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the foundation of the world.” On the other hand they cannot

but believe, even if God did not declare it, that on the part of

Christ’s crucifiers the whole procedure was murderous and dia-

bolical
;
that, while acting according to the determinate counsel

and foreknowledge of God, and doing “ what his hand and coun-

sel determined before should be done,” they nevertheless £i with

wicked hands” did crucify and slay him. The sin in it was ex-

clusively theirs, in no manner wrought or approved by God. But

the incomparable good in the event as laying the foundations

of human salvation was wholly of God
;
the grandest forthput-

ting of his wisdom and power, to “ the praise of the glory of

his grace, whereby he hath made us accepted in the beloved.”

Now these things are undeniable. Here are two monumental

examples, of God’s purpose and decree extending to, and making

certain the coming to pass of acts of superlative guilt, which yet

are inextricably interlinked with whatever is most fundamental

in his kingdom of grace and glory. They clearly involve a wick-

edness of which he is in no manner the author or approver. What
is true of these undeniably may be true of all. No man can

prove the contrary, or find any lines of proof which, thoroughly

followed out, do not converge in the doctrine of God’s universal

decrees, which are involved again in the doctrine of his universal

Providence, as their central terminus. To suppose otherwise is

to suppose that the greatest achievements in the kingdoms of

providence and grace are contingent, not on his will, but on
mere hap-hazard, or the caprice of foolish and sinful creatures.

The devout mind can never rest here.

If it is easy to reply that all this does not show how God’s pur-

poses can include man’s sin, and yet leave him untainted by it,

it is enough to rejoin that we have shown irrefragably that it is

so. There must be real harmony between these and all other

truths, whether we can see the method of agreement and concil-

iation or not. If we cannot wholly solve it, it is only what oc-

curs in regard to innumerable other truths, which we know be-

yond a doubt, but cannot explain in full. Our finite minds go

but a step in any direction before they only see through a glass

darkly. Daily Providence presents a tangled web beyond our

power to unravel. Why evil exists at all is an unsolved mystery.

Let him who insists that the perfect harmony of foreordina-

tion and free-agency shall be understood before he admits it, tell
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why the first breath of the new-born babe is a moan of anguish,

or how the bones do grow in the womb of her that is with child,

or how the blade of grass is formed
;
or how the bombardment

of Sumter should have “ drenched our land in fraternal blood,”

or changed the whole current of human history, and yet be inde-

pendent of the purpose and providence of God. Here we must

not omit a caution against two opposite extremes which, in at-

tempting to explain the harmony of foreordination and free

agency, virtually undermine the one or the other, and thus im-

pair the integrity of the doctrine. Some virtually resolve the free-

dom of the will into a mere pretense or feeling, without the reality

of it. They say it only moves, as it is moved by external motives

or forces of some sort from without the free agent himself. Such

freedom as this it is easy to see God can control without impair-

ing it. But this harmonizes foreordination with freedom, at the

expense of the latter. It is true that man is not in every sense

independent of the influence of objects or agents external to

himself. Otherwise he would not be a reasoning being, capable

of estimating objects, and of being persuaded to good or evil.

Nevertheless it is he himself that, in the exercise of his own
freedom, determines how these external objects shall influence

him, so that what attracts one to good is perverted by another

to evil. On the other hand, some try to solve the difficulty by

straining free-ageucy to an extreme which subverts divine sove-

reignty and foreordination. They say that it is a power to act

in a given way whatever omnipotence may do to prevent it

—

hence that God decrees such good actions as he foresees he can

induce the good to perform, and such evil actions as, in the most

efficient exercise of his almighty power, he foresees he will be

unable to prevent. This is not foreordination. It is foresight

without predetermination—if this were possible. The doctrine

that there are powers of sin, rebellion and darkness in the very

nature of free-agency, which may prove an overmatch for divine

omnipotence, imperils the eternal fealty and felicity of the saints

in glory. It enthrones the creature above the Creator, “ all-

powerful contingency” above the King Eternal, immortal and in-

visible. Thus the pillars of heaven tremble, while the very

foundations of faith are shaken. And “if the foundations be de-

stroyed what shall the righteous do?” How can the good man’s

heart be “ fixed, trusting in the Lord,” and how shall “ they that
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trust in the Lord be as Mount Zion that shall never be moved?”
So remote from, and incompatible with, either Fatalism or Pe-

lagianism, is the scriptural doctrine of divine predestination.

It is needless to add that this doctrine logically includes the

doctrine of election of the heirs of salvation, and of non-election,

otherwise preterition, which is all that is meant by the some-

what sterner, though not unscriptural term, reprobation
;
election

not to salvation without faith, holiness and good works, but •

“ according as he hath chosen us in him, before the foundation

of the world, that we should be holy, and without blame before

him in love,” [Eph. i. 4 ;
ix. 11 ;

also Jude ii. 10 ;
Rom. viii. 28, to

the end, and the whole of Rom. ix. and xi.] Election too is in-

volved in the doctrine of divine regeneration. For how could

God bestow the grace of life, and by his spirit change the heart

of stone to the heart of flesh, without first choosing to do it? and

if this choice be antecedent to salvation, is it less than eternally so?

And if the regenerate, believing and penitent are thus elect, are

notthose whom God, for reasons sufficient to his absolute wisdom
and goodness, does not thus renew and sanctify, non-elect, whom
he righteously passes by without communicating to them his

saving grace, leaving them to despise, and wonder, and perish

for their sins ? If reason forces us to this conclusion, can any

less be wrenched out of such Scriptures as Matt. xi. 25-26
;
sev-

eral passages in Rom. ix., Jude 4, and 1 Pet. ii. 8? This non-

election, or preterition, is in itself the determination, and goes

into effect, like all cases of God’s hardening the heart so abun-

dantly spoken of in Scripture, by withholding the saving and

renewing operation of the Spirit from the sinner, as a

judicial and penal visitation for his sins. The conse-

quence is that he sinks into deeper obduracy, through

the unrestrained downward impulses of his heart, as by

a moral gravitation—arising, not from the presence and

agency, but from the absence and non-agency of God, who
in just judgment for his sins lets him alone because he is joined

to his idols. Thus “
after his hardness and impenitent heart he

treasures up wrath against the day of wrath.” No principle is

more plainly asserted in Scripture than that God often with-

draws or withholds his spirit, and other restraints on wicked

men, in punishment of their obduracy, and thus abandons them

to their own hearts’ lusts, to blindness, nay sometimes even “ to
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a strong delusion that they should believe a lie.” On the other

hand, it is not by any special merit, goodness, or works of

righteousness in themselves; but of God’s special, sovereign

mercy towards themselves, that any are renewed. “ All boasting

is excluded.” From first to last the glory is God’s, the sin is

man’s. Of God, Christ “ is made unto us wisdom, righteous-

ness, sanctification and redemption, that he that glorieth should

glory in the Lord.” 1 Cor. i. 30-31.

It is in place here to add, that it is an integral part of this

great truth as related to the gospel, that God is perfectly sincere

in all the gospel offers and promises, even in his condescending

overtures and expostulations beseeching men to be reconciled

to him, and to render him reasonable service. It is forever true,

that God “ so loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son
that whosoever believeth on him should not perish, but have

everlasting life and that there is a true sense in which God is

“not willing that any should perish, but would that all should

come to repentance.” But this is, of course, not his will of decree

or purpose, that this latter shall come to pass, whatever else it

may be, otherwise it would contradict much that, as we have

seen, God has elsewhere affirmed. That is, it does not mean his

determination that the event shall occur. But it means his will

of approbation and complacency in the case of all who obey the

gospel, and the certain assurance that all such shall have eternal

life, whoever and howsoever many they may be, even to the last

man of the race. Whether we can see the mutual consistency of

all these truths or not, is far less material than that we should

accept them in their true import. It is forever true that God is

sincere in the invitations of the gospel :
“ The Spirit and the

Bride say, come ;
and let him that heareth say, come

;
and let

him that is athirst, come
;
and whosoever will let him take of

the water of life freely.” Whoever so apprehends the doctrine

of foreordination as to abridge the fulness, freeness, universality

and sincerity of the gospel offer, misapprehends it. It is forever

true that nothing stands in the way of the sinner’s salvation but

bis own perverseness and refusal to accept it. As with free-

agency, foreordioation does not subvert or impair, but rather es-

tablishes all this. No matter if we do not understand it. Let

us not therefore disbelieve it, or accept it haltingly and grudg-

ingly- Let God be true but every man a liar. The sphere of
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truth, especially with regard to the Infinite God, is none the

less truth, though, like other spheres, the eye can only take in a

part of it at once.

We will now only add that this truth, thus confirmed by Scrip-

ture and right reason against all serious objections, is buttressed

by the concessions of adversaries, at all events, those of the

evangelical stamp. For, just as those who, through misconceiv-

ing, dispute fundamental truths in any department, in practice

spontaneously and unconsciously recognize them, so we are quite

sure it is here. If denied by any in their speculations and logical

constructions, they abundantly come out in their devotions. The
Fatalist cannot avoid being a Free- wilier, the Idealist a Healist

in speech and action. On his knees, the Arminian forgets those

logical puzzles which have distorted predestination to his mind
and at once thankfully acknowledges his conversion to be due

to that prevenient grace of God, without which no mere will or

works of his own wrould ever have made him a new creature. He
prays for that outpouring of God’s Spirit to restrain, convince,

renew and sanctify men
;
for that divine direction of human

events, and overturning of the counsels and frustrating of the

plans of wicked men.; he gives to the Lord that glory, and honor

for what is actually done in this behalf, which imply that God
reigns ; that he is the sovereign disposer of all events, and that

all good, and all thwarting of evil are due to him, while all evil

is itself due to the creature. He recognizes the completeness of

the divine fore-knowledge as bound up inseparably with the wis-

dom of his eternal purpose. His prayers for assurance of hope,

or his present fruition of it, pre-suppose the faith that God can

and will keep his feet from falling, and heaven from revolt, and
that his purpose forms such an infallible nexus between present

grace and eternal glory, that nothing shall be able to separate

him from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus, our Lord.

If this be so, he holds that “ he who has begun a good work in

him will perform it unto the last day of Jesus Christ not,

indeed, without watchfulness, prayer and other needful effort,

but in and by the use of all appropriate means, lest he fail of the

grace of God and come short of his salvation. This is saint’s

perseverance enough for the Calvinist. More he does not ask.

Less, none can hold who feel assurance of their own fiual

salvation.

6
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It is also due to adequacy of statement to add here, that nor-

mal or catholic Calvinists insist, with special emphasis, on the

proper dualism of Creator and creature, as also of mind and

matter, against all Pantheistic, Monistic, Materialistic or Idealis-

tic theories to the contrary. This is necessarily involved in the

perfection of supremacy and sovereignty, wisdom and truth,

holiness and justice, love and mercy, which it ascribes to the

Creator; the blended free-agency, accountability and dependence

which it ascribes to the creature. It is quite true that occasional

Calvinistic theologians have veered to extremes, now on this side

and now on that, in withstanding opposite errors on this subject.

Calvinists most sturdily oppose all that merging of mind and

matter, God and the creature, in one substance, now so fashion-

able among perverters of science and philosophy, because their

system so blends divine sovereignty and human agency in events,

that God and man are each the authors and efficients of their

own actions respectively. If man proposes, God disposes.

"Where the former means evil, the latter intends and does only

good. Evil is wrought only by the creature. EveD in regard to good

actions of faith, repentance and holiness, while there is a positive

transforming work of the Spirit in the soul, purging away its

corruption and perverseness; yet all holy Christian acts are true

and proper acts of the soul thus renewed, so that, while in one

sense they come from God, as he has enabled and disposed the

soul to their performance
;
in a strict and proper sense, they are

our own, because we are the doers of them. If God makes

willing in the’day of his power, it is we that will. If he gives

repentance, wejrepent. If he fulfils in us the work of faith, we
believe. Man’s acts are not God’s acts. It is true that on

either side, in the interest of human dependence or responsibil-

ity, a few Calvinistic divines have pushed their speculations

to an extreme eccentric to and inconsistent with Calvinism, and

generally disowned by Calvinists. Dr. Nathaniel Emmons brought

this tendency on the divine side to its climax, when, with a con-

siderable local but temporary following, he made God the direct

author of all human actions, alike and after the same manner the

evil and the good. This is little else than Fatalism. So shocking

a view was bound'to’raise up a leader and champion of reaction-

ary opposition, who appeared in the person of the renowned Na-

thaniel W. Taylor. This eminent divine did a much-needed work.
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in asserting with great power, the true and proper agency and

freedom of man as the doer and originator of his own actions
;
the

denial of all agency or complicity of God as the author or approver

of sin, and in refuting the unwarrantable dogma, that “ sin is the

necessary means of the greatest good although, in doing so,

he too much lost sight of the partial truth which this proposition

fails, although it is intended, to represent. He also carried his

views of the uncontrollable autonomy and independence of the

human will, in itself and its applications to the analysis of some
doctrines, to an extent quite unnecessary for the overthrow of

the opposite errors, whose disastrous influence he confronted

and aimed to neutralize. This, with some one-sided views as to

the nature of virtue, brought him into conflict with a much
broader type of Calvinism than the original eccentric and pro-

vincial exaggerations of parts of it, which gave “form and pres-

sure ” to his own attempts at improvement. But it is none the less

true that any extreme into which he went, was in the line of re-

action from an opposite extreme in New England, which had
come to a pass that urgently needed correction. Many have heard

of the familiar phrase :
“ Taylorism is Emmonism with the divine

efficiency part cut off.” This Dr. Emmons put in his own
laconic way, when, in answer to Dr. Lyman Beecher’s irenical

statement: “Well, you and Taylor now agree that all moral

character consists in exercises.” Dr. Emmons answered :
“ Yes,

but we differ as to where they come from.” But such eccentrici-

ties of individual Calvinists, or of those claiming to be Calvinists,

constitute no part of catholic Calvinism, any more than Edwards’

maintaining that created substance is only a constant series of

instantaneous divine acts, or that the essence of virtue is “ love

to being in general,” are parts of it. They are simply special

modes of advocating it, adopted by some eminent polemics.

All this holds good with reference to any alleged limitations

of the fullness and freeness of the gospel offer, and of the

provision of salvation on which it is founded, as affected by the

relation of personal election to the atonement. The atonement

of Christ possesses aD inherent worth and sufficiency as bound-
less as his divinity, fully adequate to the expiation of all the

sins of all sinners. As such, it is freely, fully and sincerely

offered to all sinners of mankind
;
and of these, all who accept

it shall themselves be accepted of God, and saved. Whosoever
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believetk on him shall not perish, but have eternal life. Who-
soever will, let him come, and him that coineth he will in no
wise cast out. Election places no limits upon all this. It simply

insures its acceptance by all who do believe and obey, i. e. the

elect; as Christ says :
“ All that the Father giveth me shall come

unto me.”—John vi. 37. It places no obstacle in the way of the

non-elect. Their own obduracy and sinful blindness form the

only barrier. For an innumerable company, including all who
die in infancy, of our race, God’s electiug love and grace remove
this otherwise invincible obstacle. “ The election hath obtained

it, the rest were blinded.”—Rom. xi. 7.; i. e by their own sinful

hearts yielding to the seductions of “ the God of this world,

who bath blinded the minds of them that believe not, lest the

light of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image of God,

should shine unto them.”—2 Cor. iv. 4. There has been much
logomachy as to the extent of the atonement among those who
are agreed in fact. It is limited, not in its own infinite fullness,

nor in the completeness, freeness and sincerity of the offer of it,

but in the application, and intent of the application of it, to

those who truly accept this offer, i. e. the elect
;
the sole ground

of the exclusion of others being their rejection of it, as Christ

himself declares :
“ Ye will not come to me, that ye may have

life.” No improvement on this much controverted and miscon-

ceived subject of the extent of the atonement, can be made upon

the old formula :
“ Sufficient for the whole world

;
efficient only

for the elect.”

g We are thus brought face to face with the nature of atonement

and justification which belongs to the essence of Calvinism, not

as its differential part, but what belongs to it geuerically among

the confessed integral elements of our common Evangelical

Christianity.

It is aside of our plan, if we had space, to go into any minute

controversies about the nature of punishment, distributive and

general justice, and the effect of some provincial application of

the happiness theory of ethics in producing speculative modifi-

cations of these doctrines, although, on these and their like, we

might easily show our opinion. These things are quite important

in their bearing on the outworks and defences of the doctrine.

What we rather have now at heart, is the essence of the doctrine

itself. It is certainly the doctrine of the Scriptures and of our
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common Christianity, that Christ, the Lord of glory, made atone-

ment for the sins of men, by the substitution of his sufferings

and death for the merited punishment of all who believe on and

obey him
;
that his death and antecedent sufferings were not

merely those of a martyr, or didactic and symbolical, but that

they were strictly vicarious, endured in lieu of the sinner’s pun-

ishment, in vindication of the justice, law and government of God;

that they were not merely exemplary, but expiatory and sacrificial,

and in this sense, propitiatory. That Christ thus suffered, the

just for the unjust, that he might bring us to God, is the plain

teaching of Scripture, even upon the lowest tolerable interpre-

tation, whenever it treats upon the subject, as he who runs

may read, without further citation of passages quite beyond the

scope of the present article.

The indisputable nature of the atonement thus foreshadows

the nature of justification from {he very inter-relation between

them. The whole is thus summed up by the Apostle :
“ Even

the righteousness of God, which is by faith of Jesus Christ unto

and upon all that believe. For all have sinned, and come short

of the glory of God, being justified freely by his grace through

the redemption that is in Christ Jesus, whom God hath set forth

to be a propitiation through faith in his blood, to declare his

righteousness, for the remission of sins that are past, through the

forbearance of God
;
to declare at this time his righteousness,

that he might be just, and yet the justifier of him that believeth

in Jesus.”—Rom. iii. 23-6. If we add to this from Chap, iv.,

5: ‘‘But to him that worketh not (i. e. to effect a justifying

righteousness) but believeth on him that justifieth the ungodly,

his faith is counted for righteousness,” and take the word

impute, in the Scriptural sense of count, or reckon to the account

of, we have what, with other Scriptures, is so well interpreted and

formulated in the Shorter Catechism :
“ Justification is an act of

God’s free grace, whereby he pardoneth all our sins and accept-

eth us as righteous in his sight, only for the righteousness of

Christ imputed to us, and received by faith.” Or, as it is more

fully articulated in the Confession of Faith: “Those whom God
effectually calleth,he also freely justifieth

;
not by infusing right-

eousness into them, but by pardoning their sins, and accounting

and accepting their persons as .righteous
;

not for anything

wrought in them or done by them, but for Christ’s sake alone
;
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not by imputing faith itself, the act of believing, or any other

evangelical obedience to them, as their righteousness, but by

imputing]the obedience and satisfaction of Christ unto them,

they[receiving and resting on his righteousness by faith, which

faith they have not of themselves, it is the gift of God.”

—

Chap. xi. 1.

This founds our justification and acceptance before God en-

tirely on the merits of Christ, to the exclusion of all righteous-

ness or good works of our own. Hence, although it was at once

the key-note and bugle-blast of the Reformation, which brought

Luther’s despairing soul out of bondage to the slavish and hope-

less task-work of rites and ceremonies, penances and purchased

indulgencies, imposed by the Romish hierarchy as the price of

absolution, into the “liberty wherewith Christ maketh free,”

and has since been the very life and soul of Evangelical Protes-

tantism
;
yet there are never wanting those who bring fresh proof

that it is the scriptural doctrine, by hurling against it the same

objections which Paul represents the cavilers of his day as hurl-

ing against it. If we are justified wholly by the righteousness

or [merits of another, why concern ourselves about any right-

eousness of our own? Why not “continue in sin that grace may
abound”? Does not the doctrine lead to licentiousness? So

now we hear a like outcry, even in Calvinistic communions, from

the'ostentatious heralds of a new evangel, who spare no hyper-

bole in displaying their hate and contempt of the real doctrines of

the old gospel, that men had “ better look out for their own
righteousness than rely on the righteousness of another,” ahid

that dependence on the merits of a Mediator relaxes all incen-

tives to personal righteousness. It is perfectly true that in all

ages there have been perverters of the truth, who have “ turned

the grace of God into lasciviousness,” and “wrested the Scrip-

tures to their own destruction.” Such perversion is no evidence

against its divinity. Contrariwise, it is one sign that a doctrine

is?now taught as the Apostles taught it, if it provoke the same
objections against it now as then.

The Apostle triumphantly answers the objection that his

doctrine of justification encourages sin in Rom. vi.
—“ God for-

bid. How shall we that are dead to sin live any longer therein ?”

He shows that full deliverance from the curse of sin is essential

to and secures deliverance from its dominion
;
that whereas, so
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long as our sins are unexpiated by due discharge of the demands

of the law and justice of God, so long as the soul is conscious

that God’s holiness and justice, i. e., his glory, requires its per-

dition, that soul dare not trust itself to him
;

if it cannot trust,

it cannot be at peace with or love him
;

if it cannot love him it

wants the first element of all rectitude. But when it comes to

Christ with true hatred of sin for its justification, it at once has

“ peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ,” and the
“ love of God is shed abroad in the heart by the Holy Ghost.”

It “joys in God through the atonement,” and the “joy of the

Lord is its strength ” for all good works, holy living, and vic-

torious conflict with foes. So, if faith alone justifies, it is not

faith which is alone. It is a faith which works, and justifies it-

self by works. It works by love, purifies the heart, and over-

comes the world. So far is it from licentiousness that it delivers

us from the thrall-like fear of the spirit of bondage, and the

threatenings of an evil conscience, into the glorious liberty of

the sons of God
;
that with the freedom of filial love we may

serve him without [slavish] fear in holiness and righteousness all

the days of our lives. So far is it from licentiousness, that all

history proves that holiness of life has ever flourished in pro-

portion to the intelligence, heartiness, and thoroughness with

which justification by faith alone has been embraced and lived

by the people.* It was no random word of Luther that declared

it articulus stantis vel cadentis ecclesice. No body of Christian

ministers have been more strenuous and persistent than the

most thoroughly Calvinistic in pressing this truth upon the ac-

ceptance of men, in its unqualified simplicity and integrity, and

in all its manifold applications to the Christian life, in its begin-

nings, ongoings, and varied phases. And none have been more
successful than they in thus bringing souls fettered, galled and
disabled by a spirit of bondage into a spirit of adoption and
sonship, liberty and peace, the love and hope, the joyful obe-

dience and consecration of the sons of God. It is this feature

of Calvinism, so contrary to the prejudices of many good men,

* “ The Calvinistic people of Scotland, Holland, and New England have been
more moral then the same classes among other nations. Those who have preached

faith, in other words, a pure morality, have always produced more popular virtues

than those who preached good works, or the mere regulation of outward acts.
’’

—

.Sir James Mackintosh.
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that specially endears it, like those Scriptures which teach it, to

so many Christians of the highest type. It brings out the grace

of Christ in its fullness and freeness for sin-smitten and cowering

souls, as no adverse or rival system can. Many, unfortunately,

conceive of it as a system which is mainly occupied with preach-

ing decrees instead of Christ, which is very much as if they

should conceive of Trinitarians as mainly occupied in preaching

about the relation of the Persons to the substance of the God-
head, instead of preaching Christ. It must be confessed that,

in a few exceptional cases, certain distortions and exaggera-

tions of Calvinism, more properly known as hyper-Calvinism,

have given some occasion for such misconception, in some locali-

ties. Perhaps no instance of this so noteworthy can be found

as in the preaching in portions of New England in the early

part of this century under the metaphysico-theological systems

already adverted to, which flowered out as Hopkinsianism, and

went to seed as Emmonism. Eor a time the preaching of di-

vine sovereignty, decrees and election was extensively relied

on more than the law to produce conviction of sin, first awaken-

ing the sense of guilty enmity to God in the soul through the

conscious rebellion : these doctrines, thus put, aroused against

themselves. Submission to this divine sovereignty in predes-

tination was often proclaimed as the first and decisive step in

reconciliation to God. True conversion was supposed to be in-

dicated by the submission of the convert to this divine sover-

eignty. In doing this the sinner laid down the weapons of his

rebellion and became reconciled to God. Thus predestina-

tion was often put in the place of both the law and gos-

pel of God. So what was true and important in its place

was jostled out of its due place and proportions into

the place belonging to Christ, and justification through faith in

his name, which is above every name, nay, the only name given

under heaven whereby men can be saved
;
a procedure about as

rational as if the doctrines of providence or eternal punishment

were thrown into alike maladjustment. Let any one read the ac-

counts of New England revivals in the Connecticut Evangelical

Magazine in the early part of this century, and he will get our

meaning, and find that it is no fancy sketch. It was among the

current phrases of the day, which even became the subject of

grave theological discussion, that the true test of conversion was
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“ a willingness to be damned for the glory of God.” If this was

in some degree a caricature, yet it is indicative of the thing cari-

catured. No such caricature of the evangelism of catholic Cal-

vinism in the past or present is even supposable. The initial

point of conversion was apt to be described as a submission in-

stead of believing
;
submission to divine sovereignty in election,

instead of God’s righteousness in Christ.

The reaction from a distortion of Calvinism which put this

evangel of hyperborean metaphysics in place of Christ and him

crucified, as the power of God unto salvation, was in this aspect,

as in others before referred to, bound to come. Like them, too,

it was largely shaped by the constructive miud of Dr. Taylor.

The revolution thoroughly cured the abnormity of putting pre-

destination in the place belonging to Christ in the preaching of

the gospel. But it went with very many to certain extremes to

which all such reactions tend. It not only relieved divine de-

crees of the true function of Christ and justification through his

blood, which had been improperly laid upon them, but it unduly

weakened that doctrine in the theological and popular apprehen-

sion of its import, truth and uses : while it failed sufficiently to

reinstate Christ as the way, the truth, and the life, as the one

thing to be looked at by the inquiring sinner at this supreme
crisis of his existence. The one great remedy for the faults that

necessitated this reaction wras to have put Christ where the

divine decrees had been thrust into his proper place. Instead

of this the sinner’s own ability was too much signalized there
;
he

was directed too much to look at that as a source of relief, when
his eye should have been more directed to the Great Physician

for the removal of his guilt, helplessness and pollution. This

has since largely given way to other types of preaching, now for

better and now for worse, which we have no room to particular-

ize. We will only say that, if in all parts of the Church we
could hear justification through the blood, and regeneration by
the spirit of Christ, proclaimed as the indispensable condition of

salvation, with an earnestness and emphasis as if it were the

battle-cry of a new reformation, we should have far brighter

hopes of the immediate religious future, than from all those

more or less pronounced outgivings in christology, soteriology

and eschatology which betray more sympathy with Unitarians

and Universalists, than with Luther, Calvin, Edwards, Paul, or

Christ.
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We have seen that the atonement of Christ is necessary to the

salvation of men, because “ all have sinned and came short of

the glory of God.” This brings us into contact with the doc-

trine of sin, and the involvement of the race in it, which has such

relations to our general subject that it cannot be wholly passed

by. The universally corrupt and degraded condition of our

race, except so far as reclaimed by supernatural revelation and

grace, is too obvious to be gainsaid, and is a fact neither made,

nor first made known, by the Bible. The only special relation

of the Bible to it is in part to account for it, to define it more

clearly, and to disclose a God-devised and God-sent remedy for

it. The Bible account hitherto accepted, with insignificant ex-

ceptions, by Christendom is, that the race fell in the fall of its

first progenitor, who was himself in some way standing on trial,

not only for himself, but for his posterity. It is agreed too that

both he and they “
fell into a state of sin and misery,” graphi-

cally depicted, Gen. iii., Rom. i., iii. v., Eph. ii, 1-5, and mani-

foldly throughout Scripture, verified and illustrated also by all

history. The only questions regarding this have respect either to

the methods of explaining and vindicating this relation of Adam
to his posterity, or to the precise nature and extent of the de-

pravity into which the latter were brought by his sin.

In regard to the former, the principal explanations are the re-

presentative, the realistic, and that of sovereign constitution in-

cluding hereditary derivation, according to the first of which the

race fell in him, because they sinned in him acting as their con-

stituted representative
;
the second, because his sin was really

the generic sin of the race
;
the third, God’s sovereignty consti-

tuted such a relation between him and his posterity, that if he

sinned and fell they should also be born corrupt, sin and fall.

Although we have our view as to which of these most com-

pletely harmonizes with Scripture, the language and meaning of

our Confession, with correlate doctrines, with the best theodicy,

yet it is not needful or possible to linger now in these outworks.

It is enough for our present purpose, that either of these solutions

comes within the comprehension of Calvinism. Adopting either

of them, we still know but in part. We go but a step or two in

tracing the labyrinthine clew to the origin of evil. The dread

mystery appals us, but does not vanish. The rationalist who
would dissolve it by his special pleadings of its inconsistency
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with God’s goodness, still finds himself confronted by those

birth-throes and death-pangs of all our race, which, as Pascal

says, make man an enigma “more incomprehensible to himself,

without this mystery [of original sin], than this mystery is in-

comprehensible to man.”

In regard to the moral character of man as fallen, all agree

that it is corrupt, so that the first and all subsequent moral acts

are sinful, i. e., destitute of holiness and love to God, until a ra-

dical change occurs
;
that while all infants are saved, it is only

as they are washed by the blood and renewed by the spirit of

Christ, and that with regard to all whose years render them ca-

pable of the same, this regeneration must be evinced by actual

faith, repentance, and holy living. This is what is essen-

tial to Calvinism. Other questions, far from unimportant, have

emerged here, and elicited much, even fierce, polemical disputa-

tion. These have come sometimes from a real, and some-

times from a merely verbal diversity of views, occasioned by

the ambiguity of such terms as will, disposition, natural

and moral ability, and inability, etc. Undoubtedly extreme

views have been sincerely advocated, prompted on the one

side by a desire to maintain intact the true freedom of will

and proper responsibility of the sinner
;

and on the other

his real bondage to sinful lusts, invincible except by divine

grace. But on a candid summation of the whole, it will be found

that there is substantial agreement in the following points

among all Calvinists, whatever real or seeming variations and

inconsistences may have been espoused by any : 1. That the

fall has left the faculties requisite to moral agency unimpaired.

2. That this is consistent with such a predominating native sinful

bias in the unregenerate as makes them by nature unholy and
children of wrath while it renders certain their constant sinning

in the free exercise of these faculties, just as the contrary bias

secures unfailing holy action in heaven. 3. That this sinful bias

being such that the heart and will never truly embrace Christ

till it is overcome by the supernatural grace of the Holj' Spirit

acting directly in the soul, constitutes a real moral inability to

serve God acceptably without divine grace, which is none the

less moral in whatever sense it may be natural, and none the less

real for being moral and therefore criminal. This bondage to

sin is indeed a willing bondage. None escape it except through
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the grace of the Spirit making them new creatures in Christ

Jesus. It is God who hath made them to differ. Even the
“ governing purpose” into which Dr. Taylor resolved his views,

is explained by Prof. Fisher as a “ profound Augustinian con-

ception”* of this dominant sinful bias. Indeed this dominant
sinful disposition is what results from the very nature and effect

of sin, first in enlisting into its service the power of habit, and

then in separating the soul from God, inducing dread instead of

trustful love of him, so hardening the heart into enmity, and

further increasing its distance from God. ‘‘Whoso committeth

sin is the servant of sin.”

Amid much that might be added in respect to those doctrines

of our common salvation, of which Calvinism is specially tena-

cious, we feel bound to name, without room for explanation or

argument, Plenary Inspiration of the Scriptures, and the Eternal

Punishment of the wicked. The length to which our remarks

on the doctrinal part of the subject have already been extended,

narrows us down to the briefest possible treatment of it as

related to

LIFE AND PRACTICE.

Brevity here is less to be regretted, since our treatment of

the doctrinal side, particularly as relates to justification by faith,

has required more or less exposition of its bearings on Christian

experience and life. What we wish most especially to clear up
in this connection is the bearing of the great differential feature

of Calvinism on life and practice, i. e., predestination and decrees

in their various branches and modifications of other doctrines

—

a matter wherein it is so widely misconceived, perverted and

maligned. Herein it would be difficult to exaggerate the justice

and wisdom of our Confession of Faith, in its concluding article

on the subject. Chap. iii. 8.

“ The doctrine of this high mystery of predestination is to be

handled with special prudence and care
;
that men attending to

the will of God revealed in his Word and yielding obedience

thereunto, may from the certainty of their effectual vocation be

assured of their eternal election. So shall this doctrine afford

matter of praise, reverence, and admiration of God; and of

* See New Englander for 1868, p. 308.
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humility, diligence, and abundant consolation, to all that sin-

cerely obey the gospel.”

The “ prudence and care” needed for handling this doctrine in

an edifying manner, are also necessary in handling other doc-

trines, such as original sin, native depravity, justification by

faith, regeneration, all of which are constantly and easily per-

verted into pretexts for encouraging irreligion, and casting the

responsibility of it upon God. But they should be “special”

here, as the facilities and temptations to such perversion and

abuse are special in the case. Here, as elsewhere, the sum of

our duty is rightly to divide the word of truth, and give to each

one his portion in due season, the realization of which depends

much on the spiritual discernment, the heavenly sagacity and

tact of the preacher. We have known inability so reiterated, in

utter divorce from its sinfulness and its divine remedy, as to

produce all the effect of Fatalism
;
natural ability so intensified

as to destroy the sense of dependence, and embolden the sinner

so to feel that a new heart would be ever at his command, that

sinking into present indifference, he would thrust forward his re-

pentance to some unknown future till he thrust it beyond the

grave. We have seen others work themselves into despair, in

the vain attempt to work out salvation by their own power. We
have seen justification by faith so put as to result in an Antino-

mian displacement of good works, and good works so placed as

to displace the merits of Christian justification. It is no argu-

ment against any doctrine that it is thus abused or distorted.

It is the doctrine of the Bible on predestination, against which

cavillers have raised the outcry, “ Why doth he yet find fault?

For who hath resisted his will ?” Rom. ix : 19. The doctrine

against which this cavil is now raised, thus carries a strong pre-

sumption of its divinity.

This being premised then, the first concern and obvious duty

of men is to attend to God’s revealed will, and “yield obedience

thereto,” thus at once obeying the gospel call, while they re-

ceive the salvation of Christ therein proffered to all who accept

it. They are not first to search for what they can never thus

find, the unrevealed decrees of God, in order to learn their duty

and safety, but to follow his revealed directions to them, and

thus at once discharge their duty and ensure salvation. Thus
they know that the divine call to them to obey the gospel is an
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effectual call, because it has become such in their obeying it.

Above all, then, this doctrine must be so put as to be a motive

rather than a dissuasive to all to make the revealed will of God
the rule of life. Any contrary use of it by men, is “ wresting

it to their own destruction.” It would be like refusing to till the

soil according to the laws disclosed by the light of nature and
experience, until we first learn what is the secret purpose of God,

to be executed in his Providence, in regard to the fruitfulness of

the coming season.

Proceeding thus, obedience to the Gospel becomes the indis-

soluble link between election in an eternity past, and glory

through the eternity to come, with all the intermediate links.

“ Whom he did foreknow he also did predestinate to be con-

formed to the image of his Son that he might be the first-born

among many brethren. Moreover whom he did predestinate

them he also called, and whom he called them he also justified,

and whom he justified them he also glorified.” Rom. viii. 29-30.

Therefore he who thus diligently devotes himself to obeying the

gospel, is “giving all diligence to make his calling, and [thus] his

election sure.” This being so, it follows that to the same

extent he attains the full assurance of faitb, and of his des-

tination to eternal glory, so that “nothing shall be able to sepa-

rate him from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.”

2. He is thus profoundly humble because all this is due not

to himself nor to his own works which only merit perdition. He
has chosen God, because God had first chosen him and hath

made him to differ. Thus this doctrine lays the foundation for

an assurance of hope at once humble and exultant. 3. Also for

gratitude and grateful love and devotion to the giver of these

incomparable blessings.

Love so amazing, so divine,

Demands my soul, my life, my all.

4. Hence, coupled with the universal providence of God, it

becomes the strongest support and consolation of the soul un-

der the sorest visitations, and amid the most hopeless apparent

prospects to the unaided eye of sense or reason, for itself, the

Church, and the world. It still “ knows that all things shall work

together for good to them that love God—to them that are the

called according to his purpose yea, when his way is in the

deep, and clouds and darkness are round about him. The gates
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of hell shall not prevail against his Church. He will help her

and right early. Even if the enemy cotne3 in as a flood, the

Spirit of the Lord shall lift up a standard against him. Zion

shall arise and shine, her light being come and the glory of the

Lord arisen upon her. The kingdoms of this world shall become
the kingdoms of our Lord and his Christ. So this doctrine be-

comes a well-spring of strength, fortitude, and courage to the

people of God, enabling them to do and endure for Christ even

to the end, through darkness and terror most appalling to the

eye of unbelief
;
to be faithful unto death, and to pass in joy

and triumph through whatever tortures diabolic hate and in-

genuity can invent, to a martyr’s crown. Church history con-

tains no grander chapters in martyrology than the Calvinistic;

of the Huguenots, Puritans, Non-Conformists, and the Scotch

Covenanters. Let us hear no more more of the stale charge that

dependence on divine grace clips the wings of man’s free agency,

and cuts the sinews of his holy activity. It is the very support

and foothold of all hopeful and effective human religious effort.

So we pray God to draw us that we may run after him, and
“ work out our own salvation while God worketh in us to will

and to do of his own good pleasure.” This divine inworking is

as much the support of all good self-working, as terra firma is

the indispensable base of all onward footsteps
;
the feeders and

bed and banks of a river, the requisites to its onward flow.

This is no mere theory. It is attested by the fruits of Calvin-

ism in all churches, countries, communities where it has been

held fast in the lives and manners of its adherents, in its purify-

ing influence on social and political life ;
in curbing that worldli-

ness, selfishness, and effeminacy which are always and now the

bane of religion
;

in originating and sustaining the Home and
Foreign evangelism of our times. With much to confess and
deplore, it is not ashamed of its record, as it is not ashamed of

the gospel of Christ which is the wisdom of God and the power
of God unto salvation. True, it insists that we are not sufficient

for anything of ourselves, our sufficiency is of God. Without
Christ we can do nothing, through Christ strengthening us we
can do all things. We are in ourselves weak, indeed, and thrice

blessed are they who so know their weakness as to be led to the

Rock higher than themselves, whose strength is made perfect in

their weakness. So when they are weak they shall, indeed, be
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strong, strong in the Lord and the power of his might
;
strong

in faith, giving glory to God, and their faith shall be the victory,

that overcometh the world. This is the religion for life, death,

judgment, eternity.

This part of the subject opens rich veins which we should de-

light, but have not space to work. We cannot forbear, however,

before closing, to advert to the bearing of Calvinism, alike in its

own distinctive elements, and in some articles of our common
Christianity which it has been honored specially to emphasize,

on civil and religious liberty. It makes God the immediate

source of all true religion, of all gifts of grace and salvation to

the believer, the immediate object of all true Christian worship

and devotion, the only direct and infallible guide, through his

word, of faith and life, the alone Lord of the conscience, while

his Incarnate Son is the one Mediator between God and man.

Thus while it joyfully accepts the aid of the Christian ministry

as God’s ordinance for helping the soul to learn the teachings

of his word, it insists forever that we call no man Master

;

that we rely on no gifts, rites, or ceremonies dispensed by, and

at the pleasure of, sinful men as if our salvation were absolutely

dependent thereon
;
as if they could, however important in their

place, secure or prevent our acceptance with God, and entrance

into heaven. It knows no human, mediating priesthood
;
no in-

fallible or other human head, teacher and ruler of the Church,

who can annul the right or the duty of private judgment
;
the ob-

ligation and privilege of each one to search the Scriptures, whether

these things be so; to prove all things, and hold fast that which is

good
;
to try those which say they are apostles, and are not

;

to re-

ject all false prophets and teachers who either bring not the doc-

trine of Christ, or endeavor to seduce them from the true religion,

by arts that wrould deceive, if possible, the very elect. In short, it

allows no human power, civil or ecclesiastical, to thrust itself in

between the soul and the Great Supreme, who is over all, in all,

through all, All in All. Hence, while it earnest!}' and uncondi-

tionally enjoins subjection to the civil ruler, within the true

sphere and limits in and for which he is a “ power ordained of

God,” it will refuse obedience to him whenever he enjoins sin

and rebellion against God. Whatever authorities in the Church,

State or family, enjoin this, we must disobey them at whatever

cost, else we abet rebellion against God. We must obey God
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rather than man. Acknowledging all human distinctions of

inferiors and superiors in their God-ordained functions and

sphere, yet as before God, all are on an equal footing. The king

and the bondman, the rich man and beggar, “ all flesh is guilty

before God.” They must all give account to God, and receive

according to their deeds. They all can be saved only by faith

in Christ, and this not of themselves, it is the gift of God
;

if

thus in Christ, they are one in Christ
;
they all are brethren

;
by

a higher than any earthly lineage they are heaven’s noblemen,

because God’s sons and heirs, yea, joint heirs with Christ
; kings

and priests unto God, by a divine anointing and consecration.

Hence, although exceptional blots appear upon their grand re-

cord, showing that Calvinists have not always got in advance of

the persecuting spirit of the times, yet it will hardly be disputed,

that, on the whole, they have been in the fore-front of the great

movements and battles for civil and religious liberty—a liberty so

balanced by law, as not to degenerate into licentiousness, in the

old world and the new. Whatever else they may have been, they

have been the sworn foes of anarchy and tyranny. The history

of Britain and America is a constant record of their services to

civil and religious liberty, law and order. It has often been

observed that three nations were sifted in order to furnish the

seed for the planting of this nation. France, Holland, Britain

seeded down this land at the first with their best Reformed, Cal-

vinistic, Puritan and Presbyterian blood. It was Calvinism that

led them to lay the foundations of our free and representative

government; first, in the organization of their churches, and then

in the organization of primitive republics and germinant democ-

racies in townships, counties and colonial governments. It was
from these and their descendants that the statesmen and the

armies of the Revolution were largely supplied and bravely sup-

ported, A till crowned with victory. Whatever denominations

swarflied with Tories, they were scarce and found no welcomo

among Calvinists. If they planted and cherished our free insti-

tutions, they trained a race of people whose solid intelligence

and hardy virtues were fitted to sustain and perpetuate them,

and who have made predominant in our national life and man-
ners, that spirit, which, aided by the Evangelical Christianity of

the country, still preserves them in spite of the vast native and
imported ignorance, corruption aud enslavement to alien despots,
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which we have invested with the power of suffrage. In our

judgment, it is the momentum and formative power, transmit-

ted from our forefathers through our institutional, social and

political life, that now so at once restrains and assimilates this

heterogenous mass, surcharged with much of the offscourings of

the earth, as to save us from utterly perishing in our own cor-

ruption. The truth alone makes truly free, aud whom the Son
makes free, shall be free indeed. All this has been thoroughly

understood and candidly acknowledged by such penetrating and

philosophic historians as Bancroft, far enough from Calvinistic

in his own personal convictions. Aud it has been in substance

conceded by such great sceptical historians as Hume, Buckle

and Froude. We cite the following among a multitude :

“We boast of our common schools; Calvin was the father of popular education,

the inventor of the system of free schools. We are proud of the free States that

fringe the Atlantic. The pilgrims of Plymouth were Calvinists; ihe best influence

in South Carolina came from the Calvinists of France. William Penn was the dis-

ciple of the Hrrguenots; the ships from Holland that first brought colonists to Man-
hattan were filled with Calvinists. He that will not honor the memory, and re-

spect the influence of Calvin, knows but little of the origin of American liberty.”

—Literary and Historical Miscellanies by George Bancroft, p. 406.

“I am going to ask you to consider how it came to pass that if Calvinism is in-

deed the hard and unreasonable creed which modern enlightenment declares it to

be, it has possessed such singular attractions in past times for some of the greatest

men that ever lived; and how—being, as we are told, fatal to morality, because it

denies free will—the first symptoms of its operation, wherever it established itself,

was to obliterate the distinction between sins and crimes, and to make the moral

law the rule of life for States as well as persons. I shall ask you again, why, if it

be a creed of intellectual servitude, it was able to inspire and sustain the bravest

efforts ever made by man to break the yoke of unjust authority. When a 1 else has

failed,—when patriotism has covered its face, and human courage has broken down,

—when intellect has yielded, as Gibbon says, “with a smile or a sigh,” content to

philosophize in the closet, and abroad worship with the vulgar,—when emotion,

and sentiment, and tender imaginative piety have become the handmaids of super-

stition, and have dreamt themselves into forgetfulness that there is any differenca

between lies and truth,—the slavish form of belief called Calvinism, in one or other

of its many forms, has borne ever an inflexible front to illusion and mendacity,

and has preferred rather to be ground to powder like flint than to bend before vio-

lence or melt under enervating temptation.

It is enough to mention the name of William the Silent, of Luther,—for on the

points of which I am speaking Luther was one with Calvin,—of your own Knox
and Andrew Melville and the Regent Murray, of Coligny, of cur English Crom-

well, of Milton, of John Bunyan. These were men possessed of all the qualities

which give nobility and grandeur to human nature,—men whose life was as up-

right as their intellect was commanding and their public aims untainted with sel-

fishness; unalterably just where duty required them to be stern, but with the ten-
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derness of a woman in their hearts; frank, true, cheerful, humorous, as unlike sour

fanatics as it is possible to imagine any one, and able in some way to sound the

key-note to which every brave and faithful heart in Europe instinctively vibrated.

This is the problem. Grapes do not grow on bramble-bushes. Illustrious na-

tures do not form themselves upon narrow and cruel theories.”— Short Stwies

on Great Subjects, by James Anthony Froude, pp. 12-13.

“Now it is an interesting fact, that the doctrines which in England are called

Calvinistic, have been always connected with a democratic spirit; while those of

Arminianism have found most favor among the aristocratic or protective party. In

the republics of Switzerland, of North America, and of Holland, Calvinism was al-

ways the popular creed. On the other hand, in those evil days, immediately after

the death of Elizabeth, when our liberties were in imminent peril, when the

Church of England, aided by the crown, attempted to subjugate the consciences of

men; and when the monstrous claim of the divine right of episcopacy was lint put

forward; then it was that Arminianism became the cherished doctrine of the ablest

and most ambitious of the ecclesiastical party. And in that sharp retribution which

followed, the Puritans and Independents, by whom the punishment was inflicted,

were, with scarcely an exception, Calvinists; nor, should we forget, that the first

open movement against Charles proceeded from Scotland, where the principles of

Calvin had long been in the ascendant.

“This different tendency of these two creeds is so clearly marked, that an inquiry

into its causes becomes a necessary part of general history, and, as we shall pres-

ently see, is intimately connected with the history of the French Revolution.

The first circumstances by which we must be struck is, that Calvinism is a doctiine

for the poor, and Arminianism for the rich. A creed which insists upon the ne-

cessity of faith, must be less costly than one which insists upon the necessity of

works. In the former case the sinner seeks salvation by the strength of his belief

;

in the latter case' he seeks it by the fulness of his contributions.

“Hence it is that every Christian democracy has simplified its external worship;

every Christian aristocracy has embellished it. By a parity of reasoning, the more
any society tends to equality, the more likely it is that its theological opinions will

be Calvinistic; while the more a society tends towards inequality, the greater the

probability of those opinions being Arminian.

It would be easy to push this contrast still further, and to show that Calvinism

is more favorable to the sciences, Arminianism to the arts; and that, on the same

principle, the first is better suited to thinkers, the other to scholars, But without

pretending to trace the whole of this divergence, it is very important to observe,

that the professors of the former religion are more likely to acquire habits of inde-

pendent thinking than those of the latter.”

—

Buckle’s History of Civilization, Ap-

pleton’s Edition, Vol. I, pp. 611-12-13.

We are aware that wo speak in the ears of a generation largely

taught to ignore or hate the sovereignty, justice, all the sterner,

sin-abhorring and sin-punishing attributes of God. The only

divine attribute which many recognize is a lovo unbalanced by

rectitude and purity
;
a lovo so sentimental, blind, and impul-

sive that it can inflict no pangs upon sin, nor require any vica-

rious expiatory pains, in order to its forgiveness
;
whiclhrogards
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the doctrine that, “ the wrath of God is revea’ed from heaven

against all unrighteousness,” that he will visit “ indignation and
wrath, tribulation and aDguish ” upon the wicked, and that these,

if they abide imponiteat, shall “ go away into everlasting pun-

ishment,” as obsolete superstitions. God is too good to be and
do what his word declares. This is infidelity. And not only so.

If he is too good for this, must he not be too good to impose or

permit the labor and sorrow, and woe, the bondage, carnage, pes-

tilence, and famine, which sin, that star Wormwood, hath brought

upon our earth, poisoning one-third of the fountains of its

waters? This is not infidelity merely. It is atheism in logical

effect and consequence. This absorption of all divine attributes

in love, under pretext of magnifying, in reality attenuates and

vitiates God’s love. Ignoring justice, the claims of God’s moral

government, and the necessity of vindicating justice by the inflic-

tion of correspondent pain on the evil-doer or his divine substi-

tute, it makes light of sin and its ill-desert. It makes it rather

a matter of debt than of grace in God to deliver the sinner

from all sin and suffering on account of it. It reduces the real

greatness of God’s love in the sacrifice of his Son and the gift

of his Spirit for the salvation of sinners to the lowest minimum.

And it genders a constant rebxation of religious and moral

standards, of life and manners. It loosens the conscience, dis-

sipates the salutary fear of God, not merely the slavish but the

filial, and slackens diligence, watchfulness, and prayer, until sin-

ness in Zion are no longer afraid, nor does fearfulness surprise

the hypocrites. This spurious view of divine love which is

closely related to the rel'gion of humanitarianism, is that which,

rather than the Pauline system, leads to licentiousness, as all

present and past experience terribly prove. On the other hand,

the true manifestation of divine love is, that while we were yet

sinners, with all the ill-desert of such sinners at the hands of

God, he gave his Son to die for us, aud by the law of the Spirit

of li e in Christ Jesus made us free from the law of sin aod

death
;
that when justly doomed to eternal death, he hath given

us eternal life. Thus it is in the 1 ght of God’s justice that his

love most illustriously shines forth. Mercy and truth are met

together; righteousness and peace have kissed each other. We
are commanded “ to behold both the goodness and severity of

God.” Either is as falsely seen without the other as -the head
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and body dissevered and out of mutual relation. If the sterner

attributes be alone or chiefly in view, this will tend to a despair-

ing bondage which fetters and disables for the service of , God.

If orily the divine benevolence be regarded, the tendency is to

presumption, negligence and sloth.

When the Apostle counsels us to “ behold both the goodness

and severity of God,” he is specially treating of the saved and the

lost through acceptance or rejection of Christ, and these as re-

lated to their election or non-election, Eom. si. And he founds

on the love and mercy thus set forth, a constraining motive and be-

seeching appeal for the heartiest self-consecration to his service.

Thus the grace, even the election of grace, rightly apprehended,

along with the justice of God, gives that view of the great love

wherewith God hath loved us, which most kindles a responsive,

grateful and loving obedience. So the Apostle pleads, Rom. xii.

1.: “I beseech you, therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God,

that you present your bodies (or persons) a living sacrifice holy

and acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service.”

This immediately follows that grand doxology in which his pre-

vious discourse on these high mysteries had culminated, showing

the unsearchable mystery which envelops this great sul ject after

all unfoldings of it, and which does but reflect the unsearchable

perfections and glories of Him who is the First Cause and Last

End of all things. “ O the depth of the riches both of the wis-

dom and knowledge of God ! How unsearchable are his judg-

ments and his ways past finding out ! For who hath known the

mind of the Lord or who hath been his counsellor? Or who
hath first given to him and it shall be recompensed unto him
again? For of him and through him and to him are all things,

to whom be glory for ever. Amen.”

A class of writers and preachers have risen up, who unfortu-

nately have to some extent a hearing and following in those

churches which owo all that is noblest in their present and past

condition to the influence of tho contrary principle, who do not

hesitate to pour upon tho doctrine that God makes his own
glory his ultimate end, a large vocabulary of opprobrious epi-

thets. The whole plausibility of this procedure lies in assuming

that it is like the case of man making self the end of all his ac-

tions
;
as if God were “altogether such an one as themselves.”

It must bo remembered that God is “Absolute, Eterna 1

,
and In-
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finitejWisdom, Holiness, Justice, Goodness and Truth.” Let him
who can, show a higher end of action than the manifestation of

this Infinite Excellence in, through, and to all intelligences
;
or

that men”have not always risen in, or fallen from, purity and

nobility, so far as they have, or have not, made this their su-

preme aim. Whatever may be the oppositions or ravings of

those who, if in one sense a little lower than the angels, in ano-

ther are but worms, the testimonies of Iris word which liveth

and abideth forever, are sure—“ He hath made all things for

himself.” The heavens declare his glory. His saints are chosen

that they may be “ to the praise of the glory of his grace.”

“ He hath created all things by Jesus Christ, to the intent that

now unto the principalities and powers in heavenly places may
be known by the church the manifold wisdom of God ” The
very wrath of man shall praise Him. And his people are a

chosen generation that they should “show forth the praises of

him who hath called us out of darkness into his marvellous

light.” “ Ye are bought with a price, therefore glorify God in

your bodies and spirits which are God’s.” Yea, “whether ye eat or

drink or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God.”

Qegq fiovoo 60Sa.
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Art. VIII.—ENTHUSIASM IN SACRED ORATORY.

By Rev. Herrick Johnson, D.D., Professor in Auburn Theological Seminary.

If eloquence is the art of determining the will, sacred elo-

quence is the art of determining the will God-ward. Persuasion

is its proper function and distinguishing characteristic—persua-

sion to a divine life and to growth upward in that life. The
speech of the pulpit that does not have this always in view, is not

preaching. It may be commentary, exegesis, instruction
;

it

may be philosophy, poetry, history
;

it may be the play of ima-

gination, the work of reason, the unfolding of truth, but it is not

preaching. True preaching will be instructive, as a matter of

course. For truth must be unfolded. Mere hoitalory address

will not answer. To teach is vita!. It is the preacher’s busi-

ness to make his art exhibitive of truth and moral beauty
;
but

instruction and pleasure are not his end. The moment they be-

come that, sacred discourse degenerates to ordinary authorship,

and the art of preparing and delivering sermons becomes like

any other art contributing to human pleasure and knowledge.

Preaching is teaching, but oratorical teaching, looking always to

something beyond mere instruction. Preaching is an art, but an

art that aims at kindling emotion only to move the ivill and thus

secure the doing of the will of God. Studies that lurnish men-

tal discipline to the preacher, that open up sources of knowledge

and supply him with materials for his sacred art, that better the

fibre of his brain and widen the sweep of his thought, and syste-

matise the truths of God, and unlock the secrets of the dead lan-

guages of Scripture, are studies deserving and demanding prom-

inent place in preparation for the ministry. We would not be

understood as disparaging these studies, or as reflecting upon
any possible intellectual acquisition that may be made by those

who preach or are preparing to preach, in magnifying the art

for which these are a preparation.

We would have the antecedent and concurrent discipline of

every candidate for the ministry as severe and thorough as the

best curriculum of college and seminary can make it. Let the

deep things of God in his word and works have the profoundest

research. Let history, sacred or secular, be compelled to yield.
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up its vast stores of fact for illustration and confirmation of the

truth. Let every herald of salvation be armed with the most
familiar knowledge of the original languages, that he may readily

reach and reveal their secrets, and give the very miud of the

spirit in bis scriptural exegesis. And let him be fully acquainted

with the science of hermeneutics, that he may make no mistakes

in “giving the sense” of the God-breathed words which should

be the foundation and substance of all pulpit discourse. All this

is vital to the most effective ministry. About as well might an

army go to war without powder and ball, and shot and shell, and

musketry and artillery, as for preachers to go to their sacred

calling without this equipment for their toil. And more than

this—there are fields of philosophy, and poetry, and science, and

art whose treasures should be searched for and found and pos-

sessed by God’s heralds of salvation, so that all the riches of all

knowledges should be made to pay tribute to the gospel of

Christ, in explaining, illustrating and enforcing its grand truths.

What Coleridge said of the great divines of the 17th century, it

should be possible to say of those who preach to-day : “They
were not ashamed of the learned discipline to which they bad

submitted their minds under Aristotle and Tully, but brought

the purified products as sacrificial gifts to Christ. They bap-

tized the logic and manly rhetoric of ancient Greece, they made

incursions into every province of learning, and returned laden

with the choicest plunder
;
the scheme of the philosopher, the

narrative of the historian, the vision of the poet, were all ren-

dered subservient to the one predominant object of their re-

searches ;
the gold of idolatrous shrines was transmuted into a

purer ore by their spiritual alchemy.” When learning is thus

consecrated, we cannot have too much of ripe culture and

erudition nor too many of the gifts of scholarship, as equipment

for the ministerial calling. But clearly, after all, this, and all

else beside that we have named, is only equipment. Of incalcu-

lable value as it is, upon which scarcely too high an estimate can

be placed, it is only furnishing the materials with which the

great work of preachiug is to be prosecuted. It is not the art

of preaching any more than parks of artillery, troops of horse

and ranks of thinking bayonets and living men, are the art of

war. The ait of preaching differs from linguistic attainment,

and theological acquisition, and historical knowledge, just as
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the art of war differs from the materials of war, or as the art of

painting differs from the pencils, pigments and canvas of the

painter. Now it is no disparagement to an army to say that

with all its men and munitions, it cannot dispense with the art

of war—with its thorough study and complete mastery. So it

is no disparagement to the other studies'of the preacher to say,

that they are all preparatory and subservient to the study of

homiletics and sacred rhetoric, or the art of preaching. By
this study is improved and largely determined his method of

preparing and presenting truth. And upon his method of pre-

paring and presenting truth will largely depend his ministerial

effectiveness and pulpit power. And power is the attribute crown-

ing all a minister's accomplishments. We say knowledge i3 power.

We mean, or ought to mean, wisdom—the ability to use knowl-

edge—to put it to most effective service. What were an army
if the general in command were not wise to handle the vast force

and hurl it at the foe. A preacher may be a master in theology

yet a dullard at God’s great work of preaching. He may know
church history from Abraham to Bishop Cummins. He may
have the root of every pivotal Greek and Hebrew scripture word

at his huger tips
;
yet unless he understands the art of discourse

so as to bring his linguistic, historic and theologic lore to bear

with the power of eloquent and effective speech on men’s hearts,

it will do about as little execution as the Pope’s bull against the

comet. The preacher’s stores of knowledge will be as the cannon

and shot and powder without the flash of fire.

Sacred and high above every other art therefore, is the art

of preaching, or the preparation and delivery of sermons. Deal-

ing with the deep things of God and of the human soul, with in-

finite aims and elements of everlastingness, it should be studied

profoundly, with a lofty and sustained enthusiasm
;
and its pur-

suit and practice should call out the best there is in every young

man’s soul who gives himself to the ministry. The need of our

time is just here. The ait of putting things by pen and tongue

gets no such time and study as it deserves. There is. no serious

lack of theological learning in our modern pulpits. There is

reasonable familiarity with the historic past of Christianity. The
Hebrew and the Greek are sufficiently at the command of the

preachers of our day to ensure a fair interpretation of the

original Scriptures. But great serraouizers—men who not only
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have soinethiug to say but who know how .to say it—men with

an artistic passioD for putting truth in the most effective, logical

and rhetorical forms—men with downright and glowing enthu-

siasm in the construction and delivery of sacred discourse—

surely, we all know they do not go in crowds. Thoroughly en-

thusiastic homiletes, stirred with a great passion for the single

art of preaching, going to the weekly work of making and de-

livering sermons as if with a fire in the bones, are seldom seen.

You can find men enough to give you sound doctrine, men
enough to give you the exact and delicate shades of meaning of

the original text
;
but they are lamentably few who seem aroused

and all aglow as they write and preach. Not ivhat to preach,

but how to preach, is the commanding question. How to unfold

and press home the truths of God so as to arouse men’s con-

sciences and storm men’s hearts? What the pulpit needs is en-

thusiasm—a holy, burning enthusiasm in the study and practice

of the divine art of preaching. The mischievous and shameful

talk we have had iu the religious press about “ dead weights”

and “ useless lumber” and “ ne’er-do-wells” in the ministry

would have been without even its meagre justification if the stu-

dents in our seminaries had given themselves with their whole

hearts to homiletic discipline and the homiletic art. Now to be

stirred with a true passion for this art it is requisite that there

be a realization of its intrinsic dignity. The vocation will be

tamely pursued that does not impress the one pursuing it with

its nobleness and w'orth. The poet thinks no other art like his.

So too the painter and the sculptor. They come to their canvas

or marble all aglow, with an enthusiasm that burns within them.

They are in love with their art. They pursue it with a kind of

passion. They think it divine. And the canvas and the

marble catch their spirit and glow and breathe and speak under

their touch. So, but with a loftier enthusiasm and more ab-

sorbing earnestness, should the preacher pursue his art. He
cannot fail of thus pursuing it, and he cannot fail, therefore, of

power and success if, having been called of God to it, he grasp

those great and mighty ideas which stand indissolubly connected

with the work of preaching and which uplift and glorify it as the

art of arts.

Among the chief dignities and glories of preaching that are

fitted to rouse enthusiasm for the sacred art, are its supreme
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end, its subject matter, its ruling spirit, its unearthly sanctions,

and its cooperating agent.

1. Its supreme end. Perfect manhood in Christ Jesus. The
preacher’s work is soul building. He constructs a sermon that

he may reconstruct a man. The preaching that does not always

have this conspicuously in view is not the preaching bidden of

God. In no true sense of the word is it preaching at all. It

has degenerated into secular speech. Sermons should be made
to save men in the broad, deep-meaning sense of salvation

;
to

reach them, touch their spirits, couvert them not only, but to

go on changing and transforming them and building them up

into Christ until they attain unto the measure of the stature of

his fullness. The ministry is not a temporary institution, nor is

preaching a man-invented or man-appointed instrumentality. It

has been ordained of God and is to continue until the church

has reached the goal of its high calling
;
until all God’s elect be-

come perfect men, attain to complete conformity to Christ. Per-

fection is the end; perfect manhood. Christ gave himself for

the church that he might present it to himself a glorious church

without spot or wrinkle or any such thing. For the consumma-
tion of this purpose, in order to secure the embodiment of this

great redemptive thought, God calls men to the ministry, to

preach the preaching he bids them—or as the Apostle phrases

it : For the sake of perfecting the saints Christ appoints evan-

gelists, pastors and teachers to the work of the ministry, to the

edification of his bod}7
;
or as the Confession of Faith says : For

the gathering and perfecting of the saints in this life to the end

of the world. This is the supreme aim of all preaching
;

to

bring men to Jesus, to put them in love with the Lord Christ, to

increase the blessedness and deepen the intimacy of this divine

affection and fellowship, to transform and beautify them and
build them up, until by a mysterious and divine assimilation

they are made altogether like Christ. Every sermon should bo

planned and filled out and preached solely with a view to this

reconstruction ot men’s souls
;
not to impart knowledge for its

own sake, but to impart such knowledge as shall mould and

build right characters
;
not to vindicate truth for the mere vin-

dication of it, but that the truth thus vindicated may sanctify

men and make them free. The preacher must beware of making
a sermon with the sermon only in view7

. It is not the sermons a
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man makes bub the work they do. They are a means, not an

end. Woe to the man whose end is a fine sermon. It may be
brilliant, scholarly, logical and -charged with the eternal verities

of God’s gospel, and God may use it
;
but he will curse the bless-

ing to the preacher’s soul. Let no word of ours by which we
would lift the art of preaching immeasurably away from and

above all other arts convey the impression that we think young

men on their way to the ministry should cultivate the homiletic

bias and become enthusiastic and effective Lomiletes for the

sake of the sermons they may preach.

Surely the world’s great orators did not have great orations in

view but living men when they prepared their immortal speech.

And Raphael was not intent on a magnificent picture so much
as on a lofty ideal that should stir and uplift human hearts

when he painted the Sixtine Madonna. And how false, frivo-

lous, sterile and selfish must be the inspiration of the preacher,

and how tempted and overborne of the devil must he be who de-

liberately sets about to prepare sermons as such, with no refer-

ence to the work they are to do. He must beware of an idola-

try of sermons, tine sermons, show sermons, great sermons. Ser-

mons are tools. Nevertheless, what work they do ! And therefore

what tools they ought to be ! How fitted to the needs and con-

ditions the pliant and yet resistant, and sometimes defiant,

qualities of that mysterious, subtle, spiritual element upon which

and in which sermons are to do their work—the spirit of mam
Unlike the secular discourse which aims at influencing for a par-

ticular measure—to secure a vote, a verdict, a present impres-

sion, or an elevation of taste or judgment—sacred discourse

strikes at the very center and soul of character, to change its in-

most principles.

This supreme aim, perfect manhood, dignifies and ennobles

preaching and gives to the art of sermonizing transcendent

importance. Let it be kept steadily before the mind, let it

thoroughly possess the preacher, and it cannot fail to stir the

blood and rouse the heart to enthusiasm in homiletic toil.

II. A second consideration that ought to stimulate and quicken

all the activities of the preacher is the subject matter of preach-

ing. The truth he uses is the truth of God, the word spoken by

Apostle and Prophet and Jesus ;
the word, especially that had

living personal embodiment and was made flesh
;
the word that
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was with God and that wa3 itself God. And this is compre-

hensive, of course, of all those great ideas which relate to God

and the soul and which in their substance and inspiration are

divine. God’s topics they are, revelations of his will, embodi-

ments of his wisdom and power and grace. Behind them and

in them is a life. “ The words I speak unto you,” said Jesus,

“they are spirit and they are life.” “I am not ashamed of the

gospel of Christ” is Paul's earnest avowal, “ for it is the power

of God.” Men are not commonly ashamed of power. They

grow enthusiastic in its presence and use. The theme that is

vast in its reach, the subject matter that sweeps heaven-

ward and hell-ward until it brings two eternities within its

scope, that includes the illimitable need of man and the il-

limitable sufficiency of Gad, that stretches back to the

fall, and embraces sin and its curse, death, immortality,

duty, redemption—has an abiding and overmastering interest.

"Where is the sublime scheme of morals, or the grandly built

philosophic system, or the profound political economy, or the in-

tricate legal code, that can approach our peerless gospel in the

themes it furnishes for inspiration and possibilities of power !

This subject matter is placed in the h ind of the preacher. It

is this alone that makes the sacred discourse. Preaching

therefore, brings to bear upon the human will the contents of

God’s word, the divine will, lleasons natural, social, ethical,

political, philanthropic, have no such power over men as a

“ Thus saith the Lord.” The reasonings of a subtle philoso-

phy, the pomp of a liturgical drama, the excitement of unique

themes wide of the gospel message, may attract for awhile, but

because men are men, the only permanent hold upon them will

be possessed by him who f dthfully uses the word of God, which

is “ quick and powerful and sharper than any two-edged sword.”
“ That which is essential, which all the discourses of the Bible

have in common, and which our sermons should have in com-
mon with them, is that they proclaim the will of God.” Going
this out of and according to the Scriptures is preaching.

And now when we consider that, according to our evangelical

Prolestaut Faith, “the whole counsel of God concerning all

things necessary for his own glory and man’s salvation, faith and
life, is either expressly set down in Scripture, or by good and
necessary consequence may bo deduced from Scripture,” and
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when wo consider “ the heavenliness of the matter, the efficacy

of the doctrine, the majesty of the style, the consent of all the

parts, the scope of the whole, and the full discovery it makes of

the only way of man’s salvation, the many other incomparable

excellencies and the entire perfection thereof,” we can hardly

conceive it possible that any mind can grasp all this, accept it,

believe it, go forth to pleach in the full and ever-present con-

viction of it and be anything else or less than an original, stir-

ring and enthusiastic homilete, .going to the weekly work of pre-

paring fresh sermons, of opening up texts of Scripture, and
making new discoveries of truth, and dipping into the deep

things of God, with a relish, an ardor, a devotion, amounting to

a passion.

If the young men going forth from our seminaries would be

fresh and commanding, and have their speech vivid and electrical,

they must thoroughly grasp this idea of the divineness and illi-

mitableness of the subject matter of all gospel preaching. They
must bring to mind until they are possessed, saturated with

them, “the ideas and doctrines which hang like a constellation

in these heavens.” They must breathe in and out of every pore

of their souls the biblical spirit, and anchor themselves at once

in the unchangeable purpose that all their pulpit discourse is

to be imbued with this spirit. And as they grasp the vast

themes in exegesis, more and more will they be filled with a de-

vout enthusiasm in homiletic toil— or in the divine art of

preaching.

III. A third distinctive characteristic of preaching is its

ruling spirit. It is preeminently the spirit of love, which is the

spirit of Christ
;
an abounding, absorbing love for the souls of

men. The preacher must have faith, but it is a faith “ that work-

eth by love.” Heralding God’s truth he is to be heard “speak-

ing the truth in love.” His earnestness will be wanting its best

inspiration, if it be not by the constraining power of love. And.

his work will be true and Christ-like as it is bathed and flooded

with a supreme affection. Love is the commanding command-

ment, the gift of gifts, with the preacher. It is true of no other

vocation as it is of this. And just as it has prevailed in this, has

preaching been characterized by a mighty effectiveness.

It was one secret of apostolic power. Paul is our model here.

Paul the peerless reasoner, bold and confident in his handling of
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the deep things of God, the gifted and mighty mental athlete,

the once proud and self-sufficient Pharisee. We know many are

accustomed to look upon this apostle as intensely fond of the

austerities of rigid and relentless doctrine, and as of choice the

enthusiastic champion of the harder and severer side of truth.

The truth is, however, no man of all the apostles felt more deep-

ly, loved more devotedly, gave himself to Christ and his church

and souls with a greater passion of affection, than Paul. His

love sometimes glows and burns in his epistles until everything

else seems consumed in the fiery flood of it. It now bursts forth

in very riot of tumultuous passion, and then calms itself in a

deep of almost infinite tenderness. He warned men night and

day, but he warned them with tears like his master. He was
swept out to men and into them as by a passion for their welfare.

He poured out such treasures of desire, such passionate and

comprehensive stores of affection, such deep, strong, tender, tear-

ful, self-surrendering love as never else found expression in hu-

man language. Whether he wrote to Ephesus or Colosse, or

Thessaloaica or Philippi or Piome, it was all one way
;
his love,

his yearning affection and tender, tearful sympathy broke out

everywhere. Being affectionately desirous of men he was willing

to have imparted unto them not the gospel of God only, but also

his own soul, because they were dear unto him. “ I was with you
in weakness and fear and much trembling” he says.

“ With all humility of mind and many tears,” “ I seek not yours,

but you”—“And I will very gladly spend and bo spent for you,

though the more abundantly I love you, the less I be loved.”

Think of the tears this great man shed, think of the prayers he

poured out of his yearning heart, richer and profounder than

his arguments, think of his joy in being a fool for Christ’s sake,

of his willingness to be all things to all men that he might win

some. Lovo and sympathy bent him to every need of human
nature. Mr. Beecher thus paraphrases Paul’s noble avowal

:

“ I know how to fit myself to every sinuosity and rugosity of

every single disposition with which I have to deal
:
you caunot

find me a man so deep or so high, so blunt or so sharp, but I

would take the shape of that mau’s disposition in order to como
into sympathy with him, if by so doing I could lift him into a

higher and a nobler plane of life.”

“ Truthing it in love.” This is the thing to do. This is the
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ruling spirit in oil true preaching
;
the distinctive quality that

ought to characterize every Christian minister. It is the reach-

ing out of the heart to bless others whether they be lovely or un-

lovely, with a yearning sympathy and desire for their good. It

is Jesus coming unto his own when he knew his own would re-

ceive him not—pouring into the world’s heart the great and
mighty passion of sympathizing and suffering love that he

might glorify its baseness and change its enmity to friendship.

Tempered by an affectionate tenderness, then, should all

preaching be to reach and move men. It is true this rare God-
like quality is a growth. Its dominance in the soul must come
by cultivation. But it belongs to preaching as fragrance to the

violet, as beauty to the rainbow, as gnilelessness to Jesus. Cold

and hard and repellant is the preaching without it. God pity

the students of his mysteries who go to their pulpits with little

or none of the glow of this love in their hearts, to make them
affectionate heralds. They can preach the hard things of Reve-

lation, the severest truths of God, with acceptance and power,

with this ruling spirit in them, dominating in their speech, glori-

fying their calling, bathing the very terrors of the Lord with a

tearful pathos. But they will be as those who beat the air if

they have it not.

Is it asked how this spirit of love ma}' be developed and in-

creased until it possesses the preacher ? We can only say, as

Paul said to the Philippians, “ Whatsoever things are true, what-

soever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever

things are of good report, if there be any virtue and if there be

any praise, think on these things.” Be wholly and absorbingly

given to them. Above all, let the cross and passion of the Son

of God have frequent and devout meditation. Nothing will so

wake and stir and feed this divine and holy love, until it comes

to complete supremacy and overmastering power in the soul.

“The immediate iutuition of the atonement arms the preacher

with a wonderful tenderness and power of entreaty. Other doc-

trines are powerful but this carries him beyond himself and fills

him with a deathless affection for God and the soul of man.”

IY. A fourth consideration that should fire the soul in homi-

letic toil, is the unearthly sanctions ofpreaching. No other speech

of men has God behind it. No other art looks to such stupen-

dous effects. Every other work and word is finite. Here is the
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infinite. Every other art has to clo with time, this has to do di-

rectly with the two eternities and goes far to decide them for

every soul it touches. What other theme is there that men dare

carry on their lips to other men and say, “ This is a savor of

everlasting life, or of everlasting death to you. He that be-

lieveth shall be saved. He that believeth not shall be damned ?”

How these tremendous alternatives, that are pressed upon men

in the gospel message, uplift preaching ! How these uneaithJy

sanctions make the preparation and delivery of sacred discourse

the transcendent work of this world. And if it be true that the

eternal destines of deathless souls are changed by the truth they

hear, with what care, with what study, with what adaptation,

with what lofty inspiration, with what chaste and holy but

mighty enthusiasm should the truth be prepared. Let a preacher

once get possessed with the idea of the unearthly sanction of

his art as he pursues it in working on living souls, and it will be

his constant, joyful aim, his prayerful and passionate purpose,

his unwearying study, with all the ardor and energy of his

nature to make every sermon take on the highest homiletic ex-

cellence so that it shall be best adapted to reach and save.

It is no answer to all this to say that it is not the form of the

truth, the method of its presentation, but the Spirit of God, that

renews men. It is true that the first cause and the solely efficient

one is the Holy Ghost. But the instrumental cause is the truth.

It has pleased God by the foolishness of preaching to save men.
But not by foolish preaching. Adaptation is just as much a

necessity with secondary and instrumental causes as with pri-

mary and efficient. There is a method of constructing sermons
and of. presenting truth, adapted to convince men and to lead to

their conversion. There is a method not so adapted. We all

know there is a vast difference in the way in which souls are

nourished and developed alter they are bom to God, and which
difference is the result of the difference in their pastors’ modes
of sermonizing. Distinctness, vividness, plainness, orderly ar-

rangement, force—these and other qualities all have to do with

the saving effect of truth on the heart. God is sovereign and he
can use the unlikeliest form and method, as he sometimes does.

But he is not constantly violating the laws of adaptation which
he has fixed in tho human mind, and he ordinarily works by ap-

propriate means and methods adjusted to established men-

8
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tal laws, and fitted to work through them and by them on the

conscience and heart. Mr. Beecher says “ to quote texts to

men is good for some purposes, but that is not preaching; if it

were then you would better read the Bible altogether without

note or comment.” No ! a text is to be used, to be rived to its

very heart, to be taken into the preacher’s soul, to be brooded

over until the preacher has possessed himself with the divine

idea, and then that idea is to be rhetorically developed, confirm-

ed, illustrated and enforced. And if he have before him and in

him the conviction and consciousness of the high and eternal

sanctions of his message, that differences as wide as heaven and

hell may be made with men by his discourse, how can he fail of

giving his best and most enthusiastic energies to homiletic dis-

cipline and the homiletic art, by which the truth may be best

fitted to men’s spiritual need.

Y. A fifth consideration that gives unequaled dignity and

glory to preaching is its co-operating agent. Everything in the

structure of a sermon may indeed be referable to human powers.

But if it be a genuine spiritual discourse it has come from natu-

ral powers ODly as “enlightened, sustained and made adequate

to the result by the Holy Ghost.” The things of the Spirit of

God are spiritually discerned—by, the help of the Spirit. And
these constitute the material of preaching. True preaching is

that in which the Spirit has part. It does not have that infallible

superintendence which holy men of old had when they spake as

they were moved by the Holy Ghost
;
but the mind and life of

the divine Spirit are in it as a permeating and effective force.

Paul’s preaching was not in the enticing words of man’s wisdom

but in demonstration of the Spirit and therefore of power. This

is the substantive difference between preaching and all eloquence

that is simply born of the natural powers of man.

A man may be “ set apart” to the ministry, his theme

may be sacred, his pulpit discourse may be eloquent. Such

discourse may have logical arrangement, clear and vivid de-

scription, direct and forcible appeal, it may contain the

most sacred verities of the gospel
;
but if not in affinity

with the Holy Spirit, if not from his influence and inspi-

ration, it is unspiritual and therefore not true preaching.

Even the commonest operation of spiritual life, such as

prayer and the reading of God’s word, is possible only as the
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Spirit has part in it. We read the letter only, without him to

aid in the reading, and prayer is empty and vain speech unless

he help our infirmity and teach us how to pray. But this high

and holy work of preaching, unfolding divine truth, analyzing

and developing texts that are the very mind of God, “ speaking

as God’s mouth the infinite things of the Spirit,” can it be any-

thing else than divine human work? Take away the co-operating

agency of the Holy Spirit in the analysis of the text, the prepa-

ration of the plan, and the composition and delivery of the ser-

mon, and what is it, what can it be, but simply natural discourse

—a human but not a divine human product. The mere use of

the letter of God’s word does not lift the discourse out of the

natural into the spiritual realm. It is when he, the Holy Ghost,

preaches, that we have true preaching. And his agency starts

with the selection of a theme, the choice of a text, and con-

tinues through the meditation on it, the elucidation of it, the

construction of the discourse and its delivery. It is not simply

there at the contact of the sermon with the hearer’s heart and

conscience in the public assembly that his aid is to be invoked,

or expected. Throughout the whole process he is a co-worker.

“ We work according to his working who worketh in us might-

ily.” Ignore this and we are left to naturalism in the most im-

portant department of ministerial toil. Concede it, believe it,

get thoroughly possessed of the conviction that in the entire or-

dering as well as in the issues of homiletic preparation for the

pulpit, the Spirit of God has a co-operating agency
;
and what

intensity of devotion will be given to it ? A zeal in temper with

the Holy Spirit’s zeal which must be as Christ’s was, will be the

homilete’s as he studies and analyzes and plans in the prosecu-

tion of his preparatory as well as his pulpit work.

Its supreme aim, its subject matter, its ruling spirit, its un-

earthly sanctions, its co-operating agent
;
these are some of the

great and mighty ideas which stand indissolubly connected with

the work of preaching, and which uplift and glorify the homi-

letic art, and are fitted to arouse a lofty enthusiasm in its prose-

cution. What are mortal daubiugs on canvas when painting

can be done with eternity for a back ground? What are Thor-

waldseu’s or Angelo’s chiselings in marble when sculptured souls

may be the immortal product of our toil ? What is it to make
poems and orations to kindle only natural emotions when ser-
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mons may be made that shall put a new song on the lips of im-

mortal men to be suug forever?

Surely it is a shame to students of God’s mysteries if they

grow not in love with their homiletic toil. Men pursue their se-

cular arts
;
they go to the preparation of marble and canvas and

poem with hearts beating, all aglow with enthusiasm, fired with

a passion for their work. Ought not this divinest of arts, which

it is the special province of the Chair of Sacred Rhetoric to

teach, to waken a grander enthusiasm and to possess with a

more consuming zeal ?

Do we magnify the office ? Be it freely acknowledged. God
grant that it may be magnified in the thought of every preacher

of His Word. We have the profound conviction that what the

pulpit of our day most needs is just this : Not better theologians,

not greater learning, not vaster stores of information, but the art

of using what it already possesses. If the element of enthusiasm

could be put into the preparation and delivery of sermons all

over our laud, in thousands of instances the effect would be like

a resurrection of the dead. The art of preaching has been sadly

and widely ignored and forgotten in a too exclusive and absorbed

attention to the subject matter. The structural work of sermon-

izing, the rhetorical form, the adaptation in method and dress of

thought to the best effects, have far too little heed, while ser-

mons are too often delivered with a tameness and slovenliness

and utter indifference to oratorical excellence, scarcely befitting

the common talk of the street.

The pulpit wants (is it extravagant to say it), above all else, en-

thusiastic homiletes—men not only consecrated to the general

work of the ministry, but fired with a passion for the art of

preaching, filled with a holy zeal for effective sermonizing—men
who shall be more earnestly and sacredly ambitious to have the

best methods of preaching, and to know how to use them so as

to exert power over men, and win prizes in the arena where

souls may be won, than the old Grecians were to excel as ath-

letes and win prizes in the ancient games. May God help our

seminaries to make such men.
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Art. IX—THE PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION.*

SOME OF THE METHODS AND RESULTS OF THE EXAMPLES OF SCIEN-

TIFIC REASONING BY DARWIN AND SPENCER, HUXLEY AND TYNDALL.

By Rev. George B. Cheevee, D. D.

It is but fair to hold to the utmost meaning of their language

those who strike at truths vital and fundamental in religion and

society. They must be held responsible for scientific accuracy

in their statements of moral conclusions as well as scientific

facts. The speculations of modern scientists do not claim to be

excused from a rigid cross-examination, and their volunteered

testimony against Divine revelation requires it. If they over-

pass their facts, leaping to a guess or conclusion, drawn from

their own imagination, but not demonstrated by the facts, yet

insisted on as scientific truth and reality, it is dogmatism
;
but

as much worse than that of theologians, as the forces and fanat-

icism of destruction are worse than those of conservation.

“ Modem physiology,” Prof. Huxley says, “ is tending to the con-

ception of life, as the product of a certain disposition of material

molecules, and matter and law have devoured spirit and spontaneity;

and the physiology of the future will gradually extend the realm

of matter and law, until it is co-extensive with knowledge, with

feeling, and with action.” (Physical Basis of Life
;
Lay Ser-

mons
; pp. 142, 143.)

Again, “ We have no knowledge of the nature of either matter

or spirit, except as unknown and hypothetical causes, or condi-

tions, of states of consciousness.” “ The fundamental doctrines

of materialism, like those of spiritualism, and most other isms,

lie outside the limits ofphilosophical inquiry.” And yet the realm

of matter and law is to be extended by modern physiology, which

is but a branch of modern science and philosophical inquiry, till

it swallows up and excommunicates spirit and spontaneity from
all regions of human thought. That is, spirit and spontaneity are

* The Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. Appleton & Co., 1873. The Origin

of Species. By Charles Darwin. The Same. Lay Sei'mons. By Prof. Huxley
Critiques and Addresses. By Prof. Huxley. Fragments of Science. By Prof
Tyndall. First Principles of Philosophy. By Herbert Spencer.
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“ mere questions of lunar politics, in their essence incapable of

being answered, and therefore not worth the attention of men
who have work to do in the world and science, without know-
ing anything of either—for nothing can be known—is to banish

both. Meanwhile, Mr. Spencer proves to his own satisfaction,

as to “ the conceptions of Spirit and Matter, that the one is no

less than the other to be regarded as but a sign of the Unknown
Beality which underlies both.” (Spencer’s First Principles

;

p. 503.)

This species of science not merely ignores any information re-

ceived from what we call Divine revelation, in regard to any of these

questions, as of no authority whatever, but rejects it as fabulous

and worthless, if it conflicts with the hypotheses of scientific

men concerning the origin and growth of the universe, as the

work of mere natural causation, without supernatural creative

will and action.

“The progress of Science,” writes Prof. Huxley, “has in all

ages meant, and now more than ever means, extension of the

province of what we call matter and causation, and the concom-

itant gradual banishment from all regions of human thought of

what we call spirit and spontaneity.” (Lay Sermons
; 141.) And

yet, he says afterwards, that one of the only two beliefs neces-

sary to the increase of our knowledge and happiness is this,

namely, “ that our volition counts for something as a condition ”;

certainly then as a cause, and spontaneous, or it can count for

no more than any bit of protoplasm without volition. Here, then,

instead of the banishment, we have the introduction of “what
we call spirit and spontaneity,” unless Mr. Huxley can demon-

strate that volition is not spontaneous, and can prove its actual

place and activity as a condition of matter.

But again, he defines ‘‘ matter and spirit as but names for the

imaginary substrata of groups of natural phenomena.”

God is a Spirit
;
but the progress of science will necessarily

banish him from all regions of human thought, as being merely

a name for the imaginary substratum of a group of the forces of

causation in the unknown and unknowable. For there must be,

in order to the roundness and perfection of science, the banish-

ment of what we call spirit and spontaneity from all regions of

human thought

;

of course from all that is called theology, which

itself is but the science of the spiritual, in the study of the attri-

butes of a personal God.
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Agaia (pp. 31, 35, On a Liberal Education), “ That man has

had a liberal education whose mind is stored with a knowledge

of the great and fundamental truths of nature and the laws of her

operations
;
whose passions are trained to come to heel by the

vigorous will, the servant of a tender conscience.” Now, on

Prof. Huxley’s theory of the banishment of spirit and sponta-

neity from all regions of human thought, what is this conscience,

which is nothing moral unless it be spontaneous, and can by no

possibility command the will, as a physical agency or organiza-

tion ? And then, a tender conscience 1 If it is mere nature, to

what can it be tender but nature’s laws, and what is tenderness

of conscience, any more than that of wax or pulp ? By the pre-

mises of this theory, the idea of God, as a Spirit, for conscience

to regard, is excluded as unscientific
;
and yet a tender conscience

must be tender to something, and that thing must be causal and

authoritative : for a tender conscience is to command a vigorous

will, which is to train the passions in accordance with the gieat

and fundamental truths of nature, in the whole circle of which, in

all the phenomena, there can be no such thing as spirit or spon-

taneity. And yet, a tender conscience the climax of a liberal

education

!

A tender conscience is one of the phenomena of vital action.

“ But a'l vital action ,” says Prof. Huxley (Physical Basis of Life,

p. 138), “ is the result of the molecular forces of the protoplasm

which displays it.” “The thoughts to which I am now giving

utterance, and your thoughts in regard to them, are the expres-

sions ot molecular changes in that matter of life, which is the source

of our other vital phenomena.” Again (p. 16), “The germ of

religion arises, like all other kiuds of knowledge, from the action

and interaction of man’s mind with that which is not man’s

mind that is, of molecular forces and ehauges, interacting with

other molecular forces and changes.

It is difficult to see what information can be extracted from

these announcements. Analyze the sentences, scrutinize the ex-

act meaning, and it all amounts to no more than this, namely,

that all vital action is the result of vital action in the matter of

vital action. The matter of life is the matter in which life acts
;

and all thoughts, like other vital phenomena, are the expressions

of that changing vital action, which is the source of all vital ac-

tion. The germ of religion arises from the action and interaction
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of vital action with other vital action. And this.is presented as

scientific knowledge.

A tender conscience, and all men’s thoughts on all subjects,

the germ of religion, and all kinds of knowledge, are the result

of molecular forces and changes in the matter of life. On these

principles, on the ground of this profound and oracular general-

ization, the idea of such a thing as morality or piety is absurd.

It is as unscientific to speak of a tender conscience or a moral

quality in man’s relations, as it would be to predicate morality of

the philosophy of heat as a mode of motion. Morality can have

no existence without duty, and we cannot possibly discover that

without some knowledge of the Being to whose laws we are re-

sponsible
;
and we can get no such knowledge from chemistry,

or the experiments of sense. We can get it ouly on authority,

only by trusting God. What do we know of the future ? Nothing

but by authority. All our knowledge beyond to-day’s senses

rests solely on authority. The whole foundations of our intel-

lectual and spiritual being are in faith.

To suppose that we can have no knowledge but by experi-

ments of sense, is to suppose ourselves no higher in being than

plants and animals. If we were created, we cannot possibly have

any knowledge of God except by his own teachings, and those

we must receive on authority. If we were not created, but grew,

as a phenomenon of molecular changes, then knowledge and

opinion can be predicated of us no more than of the sensitive

plant, the nettle, the dog or the elephant. If we are only a fasci-

culus of natural elements by chemical affinity, and if conscience

and thought are only forms of molecular forces, or expressions

of molecular changes in the matter of life, then no such thing

either as morality or moral responsibility belongs to us. The
science of Biology is only this, of knowing what and how to eat

and to drink, for to-morrow we die, and anything beyond is un-

knowable.

This is Prof. Huxley’s idea of a comfortable philosophy. “ I

say that natural knowledge seeking to satisfy natural wants
,
has

found the ideas which alone can still spiritual cravings. I say

that natural knowledge, in desiring to ascertain the laws of com-

fort, has been driven to discover those of conduct ,
and to lay the

foundations of a new morality.” (Lay Sermons, p. 11.)

This new morality excludes all knowledge of God as a Crea-
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tor. and of man’s responsibility to God, which could come only

from divine revelation.
“ Why trouble ourselves about matters,

of which, however important they may be, we do know nothing

and can know nothing. Permit me to enforce the wise advice of

Hume, to commit to the flames, as sophistry and illusion, any

volume of divinity that does not contain abstract or experimental

reasoning concerning matter of fact and existence, quantity and

number.” (Lay Sermons, p. 145.)

Now the natural order of the phenomena of the Science of Life

as applied to Man, includes those of his moral nature, his will,

his passions, his conscience, by which he works to so amazing an

extent upon and with, above and against nature, yet always him-

self according to this philosophy, nothing but a part of nature, a

jump of nature’s order from inorganic life, and from organic to

the shape “of a sentient, thinking human being,” all whose na-

ture, passions, forces, are woven by these hypotheses from the

chilling of the sun. And from all this, science eliminates and

excommunicates the notion of creative or other interference. So
that all the deaths, devils and hells of tortures thrown upon hu-

manity, or seen in human shape, are the natural and harmoni-

ous order of an eternal progress. The interposition of any su-

pernatural force is fanaticism.

“ The lightning,” says Prof. Huxley, “ used to be the angel of

the Lord, but it has pleased Providence in these latter times that

science should make it the humble messenger of man, and we
know that every flash that shimmers about the horizon on a

summer’s evening is determined by ascertainable conditions, and

that its direction and brightness might, if our knowledge of them

were great enough, have been calculated.” (Lay Sermons, p.

283.)
“ It has pleased Providence ”—Prof. Huxley writes it with a

large P., as if he believed in a personal superintending Being,

overruling science according to the order of the good purpose of

his will :

—
“ It has pleased this superintending Providence that

Science should make lightning the humble messenger of man.”

But how could science make that a humble messenger, the direc-

tion and brightness of every flash of which are beforehand cal-

culated and known, being determined by ascertainable condi-

tions, which themselves are an unchangeable part of the

harmonious order governing eternally continuous progress ? And
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if the will and intelligence of scientists have anything to do with

it, they also, “ in every degree and force, every shimmer and di-

rection,” were determined by ascertainable conditions in the web
and woof of matter and force by harmonious order. It is neither

science that has made it the humble messenger of man, nor

Providence that was pleased that science should thus order na-

ture, “ but harmonious order governing eternally both,” and set-

tling the conditions of both, and preventing the possibility of

either Providence, or nature, or science, or man, from altering

the direction of the forces one hair’s breadth.

On Prof. Huxley’s theory, millions and millions of ages ago a

natural order of phenomena was established, eliminating the

notion of creative or other interference, and determining beyond

the power or science of man to alter or resist, the exact

amount of light, heat, electricity and magnetism necessary on the

25th of June, 1863, to raise a company of scientific travellers to

the summit of Mont Blanc, and the exact direction and develop-

ment of those forces in those brains necessary to determine their

owners to avail themselves of that harmonious order
;
and to

make a record of progress and results, experiments and theories.

Now if all vital action, including of course all volition and

thought, comes from the same protoplasm, from the vitality of

the brain as the force-centre, then how happens it that in every

case the result in facts observed is precisely the same, but in

volitions and ideas, beliefs and conclusions, in so many cases

precisely opposite ? Prof. Huxley and all his hearers observe

the same experiments, and see and kuow the same results.

Where Prof. Huxley sees a blue flame, the spectators see it also.

Where Prof. Huxley shows the composition of it by analysis,

they believe and know exactly what he does. Their protoplasm

witnesses to the same truth that his does. It is because exactly

the same molecular forces which revealed vital action to him do

it to them, and the same action and none other. Now then,

whence arises the difference of action in kind and degree result-

ing in the thoughts arising in the minds of those who, under the

same conditions of molecular force, behold precisely the same

changes in the matter of life, but draw conclusions so absolutely

opposite ?

“All vital action,” says Prof. Huxley, “
is the result of the

molecular forces of the protoplasm which displays it.” “ The
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thoughts to which I am now giving utterance, and your thoughts

in regard to them, are the expressions of molecular changes in

that matter of life, which is the source of our other vital phe-

nomena.” (Lay Sermons, p. 138.) They must be the same

changes, or the reasoning is worthless in every step. But if the

same, then how can you account for the infinite difference in the

actual result ? Do they report truth to one man and a lie to

another? Do they give birth in Prof. Huxley’s brain to the

conviction and belief that there is nothing but protoplasm, and

an unknown force of nature, but no Creator, and in the brains of

his hearers, that there is a personal Spirit, creating, interposing

and governing with spontaneity and will ? Do the same molecu-

lar forces and their changes impress upon one set of minds the

idea and belief of a Father in Heaven, who hears prayer, and

'requires that all his intelligent creatures should offer it, but upon

another that prayer is a superstitious vanity, and that any an-

swer to it is a scientific impossibility? Are these antipodes of

thought expressions of the same molecular changes ?

Can the protoplastic form of the matter of life, in the mutton

that Prof. Huxley dined from, give birth or creation to an idea that

has no archetype nor germ in any of the forces of matter, which

by the very premises of the scientific lecturer, exclude from all

regions of human thought what we call spirit and spontaneity ?

If there is nothing in protoplasm but matter and natural caus-

ation, where did the supernatural result of the idea of spirit

and spontaneity spring from ? Can mere protoplasm in nature

produce an idea of that which does not exist at all, or if it does,

is aforce above nature, and which nature could neither by any

possibility produce, nor create in any mind the conception of?

If there is really no God, all the protoplastic forces and molecu-

lar changes in ten thousand million universes, through trillions

of ages, could not produce the idea of God. Not the beef or

mutton on a thousand hills could do it, nor even calves’ head

and pluck, dined on through the life of a Methuselah.

Finding themselves shut up bv such impassable walls, discover-

ing nothing in matter but matter, but elements, tangible, traceable,

acting, interacting, and reacting, men both outside and within

divine revelation, before and after the coming of Christ, have

been at once so presumptuous and unreasoning as to affirm that

there is nothing above or beyond matter, and the force in matter,
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nor ever has been, neither God, nor souls, nor spiritual world

nor responsibility. They have put their own ignorance in the

place both of axiom and argument. We have never seen the act

of creation, therefore creation never was, and if creation never,

then a personal God never.

And yet this atheistic system is accepted, and its echoes are

reverberated, not only by the disciples of Hume and Comte, but

sometimes by men claiming to believe and teach as true the

pages of divine revelation, and the records of creation as given

there. “ Animal life,” says the Rev. S. Haughton, of Dublin, in

an essay reprinted in a recent volume of the Smithsonian Insti-

tute, commenting on the volume of research into life by Bichat,

“ animal life, intellectual force-work, religious feeling, the humble

worship of God, all are a mere material production. It is simply

matter of fact, and of every day’s observation, that all these form3

of animal work are the result of the reception and assimilation of

a few cubic feet of oxygen, a few ounces of water, of starch, of

fat and flesh.”

Here we have again the mutton of Prof. Huxley’s dinner re-

produced in the thoughts of the brain. But Mr. Haughton
speaks of such a thing as “ the humble worship of God,” as being

also a result of the mutton
;
the result of the reception and

assimilation of a few ounces. He admits no other origin. It is

a mere material production. But how can material protoplasm

produce an immaterial idea, without the introduction of a creative

force not demonstrated by the facts, the analysis, the chasing of

the elements to their last cells? Where did the idea of God,

entirely above nature, begin ? In what* atoms or seed-minims

of material forces did the knowledge of God as a Spirit germi-

nate ? By what inweavings of light, crystallizations or growths,

chemical affinities or molecular forces, was that conception of

God as the Creator, and of conscience as responsible to God,

born, or conveyed along the nervous tissues to the brain, or from

the brain along another line of tissues to the will in action?

What is the will, or what possible moral character can be pred-

icated of it, when all its motions are a few atoms of starch, less

or more, set'in action by a few flashes of electricity or magnetism?

Furthermore, if oxygen and starch work religious adoration)

what works religious irreverence and unbelief? How happens

it that the world is so full of oxygen and starch, water, fat, and
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flesh, and all partake of all, but at the same time so destitute of

religion, so full of immorality ? Why should not men dining on

mutton, or any other assimilated compound of protoplasm

always be found asking a blessing and giving thanks ? Seeing

that men live by eating aud drinking, and religious feeling is one

result of the elements assimilated, why is a want of it the rule,

a possession of it the exception ? But the absence of it in refer-

ence to God as a personal Creator and Father, to be known and

Joved, is the very essence of it in reference to Nature, unknown
and unknowable.

And so Mr. Spencer affirms, “without hesitation,” (First

Principles of Philosphy, p. 112) “ that a sincere recognition of

the truth that our own and all other existence is a mystery absolute-

ly andforever beyond our comprehension contains more of true re-

ligion than all the dogmatic theology ever written.” And yet he

affirms that in all the creeds ever existing in the world there is

the soul of truth, and a fundamental verity under all forms of

religion, however degraded; they being the work of a benevolent

and necessary evolution, however false and bad in them-

selves. The falsehoods indeed are “ the protective envel-

opes, without which the contained truth would die.” This

then is the resulting system. The affirmations and beliefs

of a personal God, who created man in his own image, and gave

him a revelation of his own attributes, for his knowledge

and guidance, are the false protective envelopes, covering the

fundamental verity of there being no Creator, and no revelation,

but an unknowable mystery forever
;
which negation is the soul

of truth, that would have died, had it not been religiously and

believingly protected by the husks of those opposing falsehoods.

Perfectly consistent with this is the supposed evolution of

moral falsehoods, pious frauds, and superstitions, false theolo-

gies, and doctrines of devils and infernal fires, justified by Mr.

Spencer as being manifestly beneficial for subduing and restrain-

ing men’s passions, that could not otherwise “ be brought to

heel by a vigorous will, the servant cf a tender conscience.” In

the first inaccurate and clumsy efforts of natural selection with

the creature man, and a good while after, “ when wild in woods
the noble savage rau,” the conscience was tender only to firo aud

brimstone. While the eye was being formed, the conscience was

as insensible as a jelly, or a piece of india rubber, and for very
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many ages had never risen to the elevation of a moral concep-

tion. A theology of demons and hell-fire was necessary to put

a stop to caunibalism
;
and having accomplished this, and the

falsehood being found to be very advantageous in human govern-

ments, and far more effective than truth, for which indeed natural

selection had as yet made no provision in any part of the hurnaD

structure, so that there was no place for it, there was really no

alternative but to adopt the falsehood. Not only it could not be

cast out, but the conservation and correlation of forces according

to Nature’s plan of progress could not go on without it. It was

a fair intermediate step in the differentiation of human affairs from

the heterogeneity of savage existence towards the reintegration

of humanity in the silent worship of the unknown and unknow-
able.

All this may be found, drawn out with great diffusion of illus-

tration and reasoning, in Mr. Spencer’s chapter on Reconciliation.

The same method is one of Professor Huxley’s open secrets.

The imagination of a special creation is but oDe of the mind’s

own shadows, and he maintains a philosophy that shall exclude

from all regions of creation what we call spirit and spontaneity.

A discovered stuff called the matter of life is the source of all

vital phenonena, reason, and thought included, while spirit and

God are eliminated as unknown and imaginary. With all this,

the language is used and the attributes are supposed, proper

and belonging to the presence of a personal Deity, and much
respect seems accorded to Nature as a wise and skilful architect,

benevolent and good. The assumption of there being nothing

in Nature above Nature is thus concealed, and the deformity of

an atheistic philosophy is hidden in the drapery of a selecting

force watching and working “ down along the ages.”

This use of the phrase “ Natural Selection,” implying a com-

paring and selecting power entirely exclusive of any intelligent,

supernatural, spontaneous creative agency, is intended to elimi-

nate the idea of God from the creation. Mr. Darwin supposes

that the human eye may have been formed by natural selection

from a succession of jellies in process of improvement for millions

on millions of years
;
“ the power of natural selection always

intently watching each slight accidental alteration in the transpar-

ent layers, and carefully selecting each alteration which, under

varied circumstances, may in any way or in any degree tend to
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produce a distincter image.” Meantime, for convenience of such

natural selection, each new state of the jellies is supposed to be

multiplied by the million, and each is supposed to be preserved,

until a better be produced, and then the old ones to be destroyed

in order that natural selection may have nothing but the im-

proved processes to choose from. Generation will go on multi-

plying the alterations almost infinitely, and natural selection will

pick out ivith unerring skill each improvement.” “ Let this process

go on for millions on millions of years, and during each year on

millions of individuals of many kinds, and may we not believe

that a living optical instrument, a human eye, might thus be

formed as superior to one of glass, as the works of the Creator

are to those of man?” (Darwin’s Origin of Species, p. 146.)

May we not believe ? But what have we to do in all this reason-

ing with a Creator or his works, since it is denied that man him-

self is the work of a Creator, and if man really sprung into being

by natural evolution from the fire-mist of a cooling planet, from

the conservation, correlation and onward march of forces from a

practical eternity, without interference or action of any creative

or spontaneous or supernatural cause, which supposed cause is

in Prof. Huxley’s philosophy “ the most miserable assumption :”

then there are no works of the Creator to be compared with

those of man, nor any Creator but nature and natural selection

ever from eternity at work. The phraseology of Hindoo or

Heathen mythology might with just as much propriety be

employed as that of “ the works of the Creator.”

Moreover, in all this romance of the formation of an eye, a

living human eye, where is the subject, the personal owner and

user of the eye? While the eye is in process of formation by

natural selection through millions of ages, beginning with a

morsel of jelly, where is even the embryo of that intelligent being,

in the socket of whose frame this result of the inventive efforts

and trials of innumerable cycles of time is to be inserted? A
living human eye is supposed to be manufactured by natural

selection without a living man to employ it, ages before even the

antediluvian monkey that is to be the progenitor of man has

laid the first keel of his existence !

Let this process go on for millions on millions of years, and

may we not believe? But the longer the process, the more im-

possible it is to believe. If this sort of science demanded credit
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for only one acting agent, lying in wait and watching through

such an infinitude even then it would be absurd
; but here are two

co-working natural deities supposed, and matter between them,

like two blacksmiths working on a horse-shoe with an anvil, one

waiting for the other’s blow, or turning the iron to receive it.

Two laboring and selecting deities, instead of one, with the system

of nature between them, require a credit, a credulity for accep-

tance, vastly greater than the faith requisite for the recognition

and admission of a Creator. One of these deities has to be watch-

ing the movements of the other through “ a practical eternity

the deity of natural selection watches with unerring skill the

multiplication of jellies by the deity of succession. The environ-

ment of growth watches the environment of circumstances.

What is here called Natural Selection is a scientific absurdity.

It is a pure figment of theory, the imagination instead of science.

The roots of a plant seek the soil, and select from it the elements

of nutrition
;
but the selection is mechanical, and the language is

a metaphor. The bee selects flowers that have honey
;
but all

these processes are fixtures of creation, and farther than these

there is not the slightest intimation of foresight or action. The
bee has built as it does now, from the first day. There never

was a time when it went to school, and lea rned to build by

natural selection. Instinct is not the work of natural selection,

nor of foresight, nor of conscious design, nor of reasoning, but of

creation. It is not a thing of measures or degrees. For every

bee works exactly as every other bee, and this year’s swarms

work exactly as the last. Natural selection is a confusing and

deceptive phrase.

The reference to a Creator or his works is equally delusive.

By the very axioms of this reasoning there is no Creator possi-

ble—none permitted. It is gravely asserted by Mr. bpencer that

“ our minds are utterly incompetent to form even an approach

to a conception of that which underlies all phenomena,” (hpen-

cer’s First Principles, p. 108 ), that is of God, the ultimate cause
;

and we are forbidden to affirm personality of God because “ the

Absolute cannot in any manner or degree be brought within the

forms of our consciousness.” (p. 109.) It is not our duty to think

of God as personal
;

it is not our duty to believe that he is

infinite. “The ultimate cause cannot in any respect be con-

ceived by us, because it is in every respect greater than can
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be conceived.” (First Principles, 109.) And yet he says, “ It

is possible that there is a mode of being as much transcend-

ing intelligence and will, as these trauscend mechanical mo-

tion
;
and that our total inability to conceive any such higher

mode of being is not only no reason for questioning its ex-

istence, but rather the reverse.” (p. 109.)

It is good reason for questioning the personality of God,

but none for questioning the existence of a mode of being of

which we have not even the slightest capacity of forming any

conception. We must refrain from assigning to God any attri-

butes whatever, for they would only be a degradation of that

inconceivable mode of being, since they must be derived from

that of which alone we can have or can form any conception,

our own finite nature.

But from what else than our own finite nature, metaphysi-

cally analyzed by Mr. Spencer’s subtle methods of logic from

asserted premises in ourselves, can the author of these reason-

ings derive his own assumptions in regard to the inconceiva-

bleness of God ? How possibly can what we know be a degra-

dation of what we do not know ? Yet, it is affirmed that any

attributes tvhatever w'ould only be a degradation of what is in-

conceivable. Now we can conceive of the attribute of Omnis-

cience, which yet is not a visible phenomenon, nor derived

from our own finite nature. Is that a degradation of any mode
of being, known or unknown ? Or how can we rationally

affirm of things absolutely unknown and inconceivable, that

they are impossibilities? We must ourselves be omniscient

for that, or else we do form conceptions of the inconceivable^

And yet Mr. Spencer argues that, “ we are eternally debarred

from thinking of the Absolute. We are not permitted to know,

not permitted to conceive, the Reality which is behind the

veil of appearance.” The very attempt is intimated as irrev-

erent, impious. The volumes of religious thought and experi-

ence, so called, derived from a professed knowledge of God are

“the impiety of the pious.”

So, therefore, the assertion of Paul that the invisible things

of- him from the creation of the world are clefirly seen, being

understood by the things that are made, even his eternal power

and godhead, and that he that cometh to God must believe that he

is, and that he is a rewarder of those who diligently seek him, must
9
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be of tbe same irreverent and audacious nature. And the affirm-

ation of Christ that God is a Spirit, and our Father, who made
us in his image, and seeks our worship in prayer and love, as his

children, is the same impiety of the pious, attributing personality

to God, and imagining a creation of man in his likeness, and a

revelation to man of his nature, which things are impossible

according to the philosophy of evo’ution
;
and according to Mr.

Spencer, a “ transcendent audacity,” claiming to penetrate the

secrets of the unknown and unknowable-.

The piety require! by this philosophy and set forth in these

pages, is so much more reverent, more adoring, more profound,

than that of Const and the Apostles; the humility of this pros-

tration before the Unknowable is so affecting, so illustrious, as

an example of what is becoming in the posture of the conditioned

before the unconditioned
;

that it seems strange that natural

selection had not seized upon the hints and brooding necessities

of such a piety millions of ages ago, so as, by the time when the

first ape rose to the perfection required for the progenitorship

of man, to have constructed a teacher and a mode of teaching

adapted at once to the eternal unknowableness and inconceivable-

ness of the deity, and the eternal ignorance and incapacity of hu-

manity.. It ceitainly must be the voice of a God and not of a man,

which could so penetrate the secrets of the unknowable above all

intelligence and will as to inform us that it is beyond the power

of the unconditioned and the absolute to create a creature

capable of knowing the Creator, and equally impossible to reveal

to the creature anything that can be known, because the un-

known and unknowable cannot possibly be conceived of.

* “ In this consciousness of the limitation of man,” says Prof.

Huxley, “ this sense of an open secret, which h e cannot penetra'e,

lies the essence of all religion ; and the attempt to embody it in the

forms furnished by the intellect is the origin of the higher theol-

ogies.” (Lay Sermons, p. 12.) “The germ of religion,” Prof.

Huxley says, is “ a kind of knowledge ”; and “ if the religion of

the present differs from that of the past, it is because the theology

of the present has become more sc'cntific than that of the past

;

because it begins to see the necessity of cherishing the noblest

and most human of man’s emotions by worship for the most part

of the silent sort, at the altar of the unknown and unknowable.”

(p. 16)
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Let us endeavor to analyze. The germ of religion is a kind of

knowledge. But the essence of all religion lies in the sense ofa secret
,

which man cannot penetrate. And high theology had its origin

in the attempt to embody both that secret and our ignorance of

it in intellectual forms; which forms become more scientific

through the cherishing of emotions, by ignorant and silent wor-

ship, at the altar of a known unknowableness, which is an open

secret. Now what this philosophy of evolution claims to

demonstrate as an impossibility of creation, it requires us to believe

as a work of what is called natural selection. This pretentious

scientific accuracy, building all conclusions upon fact, and refus-

ing to admit any theological truth not grounded on experiment

by the senses, supposes an intelligent blind deity in nature capa-

ble of performing miracles, the possibility of which is scouted

with contempt when proposed as having been wrought for high

moral purposes, by a personal creating and governing God, for

the good of his creatures. Natural selection may, in the pro-

gress of millions of ages, intently watching and carefully select-

ing all the while, construct a perfect and -complex eye out of

nothing but “ a nerve coated with pigment, and without any

other mechanism.” And if any man finds it difficult to believe,

this, “ his reason ought to conquer his imagination.” (Darwin’s

Origin, p. 146.) And when he asks for some argument addressed

to his reason and not to his imagination merely, he is answered
that “ Hearne once saw a black bear swimming for hours in

North America with widely open mouth, thus catching, like a

whale, insects in the water
;
and if the supply of insects were

constant, and if better adapted competitors did not already ex-

ist in the couutry, we can see no difficulty in a race of bears

being rendered, by natural selection, more and more aquatic in

their structure and habits, with larger and larger mouths, till a

creature was produced as monstrous as a whale.” (Origin, p.

141.)

This is Mr. Darwin’s scientific reasoning It is the deity of

natural s*lection intently watching and carefully selecting, so

that, when the instinct of the bear, feeling after a more perfect

state of existence, conceives the beginning of a wish or a want,itis

seized and improved upon, aud the hint becomes at length the in-

vention. Oh 1 that my paws wore fins, then I could swim at ease,

and oh, that my tail were a paddle and a rudder aud a fluke,
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and oh, that my gums were a scoop-net, to take in whole shoals

of insects without such billows of salt water, and oh, that my
lungs were fitted with spiracles and blowers so that I could go
below the surface and not be compelled always to plunge and
wallow above like a great ungainly bear that I am by mistake

of nature! Forthwith this genius of natural selection, always

lying in wait and intently watching for opportunities of useful-

ness, seizes the paws and constructs fin-homologues, and puts

minnow and mosquito nets between the teeth, and turns the

tail into a fluke for a screw steamer, and so on, till in the sixth

or sixty millionth cycle of this chapter of Darwin’s Genesis, le-

viathan plunges up and down, making the sea to boil like a pot,

and Natural Selection sees and rejoices that it is good.

Now there are plenty of facts in nature looking to processes

of wondrous modification, evolution and alteration, continued

and successive, and variations of species, in plants and animals,

and hereditary tendencies and changes, as in the body and the

mind of man from birth to death. The facts of evolution and
variation have been clearly presented by Agassiz as proofs of

a designing and providential Creator. But for every fact there

.is also the necessary condition of a factor and modifier, a modi-

fying intelligence and power
;
not a power merely, for each sep-

arate fact reveals a power
;
but an intelligent, contriving power,

foreseeing, adapting, ordering, connecting the preceding writk the

suqceeding structure, playing into it and modifying it, by intel-

ligent plan, of which there is just as much evidence as there is

of the successive facts. Take away the supposition of the power

and intelligence, and you have nothing but the matter and forces

in fortuitous concurrence.

The original cell might as easily be ten millions. And there

may as easily be conceived ten million special creations as ten

million modifications of one
;
for each modification as absolutely

necessitates the exercise of intelligent power as the original cell,

and the very first advancement upon it. A law of growth im-

pressed is more inconceivable than the exercise of an intelligent

will, for it must be impressed from something, some agent or

power above the thing that is to grow according to the law
;
and

that is supernatural.

Now an intelligent First Cause can be conceived arranging and

appointing the energy of ten million modifications for ten million
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ages. Equally within the power of omnipotence and omnipres-

ence, but requiring both. And especially when the modification

is from material to mental, and from mental to mpral. If that

were the course and method of creation, it would necessitate the

presence and power of the Creator at every step. It would be a

continued, perpetual, special creation.

But that is not the meaning nor admission of this philosophy,

which excludes the very idea of a Creator as absurd, but involves

the belief in an eternal succession of special creations without a

Creator, which is infinitely more absurd.

For each modification is a special creation, in just so far and

byjust as much as there is anything in the modification which rcas not

in the specificform that preceded it. As for example, a hook in one

plant, followed by an eye in another, at no matter how long or

how short an interval
;
or a loop in one plant suggesting a hook

to another, and at length the hook appearing. A fin in the water

canDot be conceived to have grown into a paw and leg on the

land without a forming creative power above both. And it

would require as much intelligence and power to overlook and

successively create the growth, the modification from lower to

higher, as it would specially to create each, and order the limit-

ations for the sphere of each. What is to prevent the fin from

growing into a tree, or from continuing to grow on, as a tree from

its roots, till it fills the ocean ?

If now the unbeliever asks for some instance of such a mira-

cle of progress, instead of an appeal to the imagination, he is

again answered (Origin of Species, pp. 147, 170) "that among
the lower animals the same organ sometimes performs wholly

distinct functions, and that iu the hydra the animal may be

turned inside out, and then the outside will digest and the inside

respire, and in such cases natural selection might, if any advan-

tage were thus gained, easily specialize a part or organ
,
which had

performed two functions for one function alone, and thus wholly

change its nature by insensible steps.”

Again, “ swim-bladders in fishes are homologous with theluDgs

in the higher vertebrate animals ; therefore it is not difficult to

believe that natural selection has actually converted a swim-bladder

into a lung
;
and therefore we can hardly doubt that all vertebrate

animata having two lungs have descended by ordinary generation

from an ancieut prototype, of which we know nothing , furnished

with a floating apparatus or swim-bladder.” (p. 148.)
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As fo the marks of origin, or growth, or creation, the result is

the same, and the process indistinguishable. If one of our mod-
ern scientists could have been present when our Lord created

the loaves of bread for feeding the multitudes in the wilderness,

and after they had eaten, could have taken into his laboratory

one-half of the loaf with which he had satisfied his appetite, and

proved by personal experiment that it was bread, he could have

shown that it was not created for the occasion, but only evolved,

by analyzing it, and demonstrating that it was made of meal,

and had the elementary principles of meal in it, aud nothing

else, and that it had been baked, and must have taken time for

the baking, as clearly as that the chalk-cliffs of England were not

created since the British people were a natioD, but must have

been grown and submerged, and risen and fossilized, and set in

the oven of the sun, ages before the human race existed. He
could thus have demonstrated to our Saviour’s face, and to the

satisfaction of all the observers, that that specific loaf had grown

by natural processes, ami could no more have been made at a

word than the globe could have been made in twenty-four hours
;

so that the appearance and assertion of a specific creation could

be nothing but a deception, a witchcraft on the senses and the

mind.

Now then we know how natural selection taking a North Amer-
' lean bear in hand, out of compassion for its wants, and intently

watching for opportunities of improving its structure,

observing its thirst for a higher state of existence, may
change it, transfigure it, without any miracle, or providence, or

act of spontaneous creation, into a whale, and theD, by taking

advantage of the swimming-bladder, into an ape
;
and then, hav-

ing got so ne^r a man, the intent watching of natural selection

cannot fail to take advantage of the tendencies and desires of the

monkey towards iurther perfection, and so, after millions of ages,

we have the result of such benevolent watching and woiking in

the creature man. “ Natural Selection is always a benevolent

power taking advantage, if any variation or modification iu any

organ has happeneel or been inherited, that could ever be useful

to an animal under changing conditions of life. Sometimes the

eyes of moles are quite covered up by skin and fur. As fre-

quent inflammation of the eyes must be injurious to any animal,

and as eyes are certainly not indispensable to animals with sub~
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terranean habits, a reduction in their size with the adhesion of

the eyelids and growth of fur over them might, in such a case,

be an advantage ;
and if so, natural selection would constantly aid

the effects of disuse.” (Origin, p. 110.)

Natural Selection is continually taking advantage. It is the

progressive deity in plants as well as animals. “A trailing bam-

boo in the Malay Archipelago climbs the loftiest trees by the aid

of exquisitely constructed hooks, clustered around the ends of

the branches, and this contrivance, no doubt, is, of the highest

service to the plant
;
but as we see nearly similar hooks on many

trees which are not climbers, the hooks on the bamboo may have

arisenfrom unknown laics of growth, and have been subsequently

taken advantage of by the plant undergoing further modification

and becoming a climber. (Origin, p. 158.)

So from that ancient prototype of which we know nothing, bub

imagine a swim-bladder, natural selection helps us to lungs and

a back-bone. “ Seeing how important an organ of locomotion a

tail is in most aquatic animals, its general presence and use in

many land animals, which in their lungs or modified swim-blad-

ders betray their aquatic origin, may perhaps be thus accountedfor.

A well-developed tail having been formed in an aquatic animal,

it might be subsequently come to be worked in for all sorts of pur-

poses, as a fly-flapper, an organ of prehension, or as an aid in

turning, as with the dog, though the aid must be slight, for the

harp, with hardly any tail, can double quickly enough.” (Origin

of Species, pp. 157, 175 )

A well-developed tail can also as easily be got rid of by natural

selection, if aoy advantage could thus be gained, or advance

made toward a desirable higher state. . Thus it is very possible

that some particular ape in past ages might have been discov-

ered by natural selection, that had got rid of its tail by losing

it accident illy
;
which would be very opportune for nature’s

progress
;
and natural selection, being always on the watch, and

being-struck with this spectacle, might work in this suggestion

of a tailless creature, for the progenitorship of man, and so con-

vert the accident from misfortune into an inherited dignity, leav-

ing at length no evidence or remnant of a tail, except in the os

coccygis.

In accordance with all this, Mr. Darwin believes that the hive-

bee has acquired, gradually, through revolving ages, her inimitable
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architectural powers by natural selection having taken advantage of

rude instances, and raised them by numerous successive slight

modifications
;

“ natural selection having by slow degrees more

and more perfectly led the bees to sweep equal spheres at a given

distance from each other in a double layer.” (208, 222, 227.)

When it is asked how it was possible, by accumulations of slight

modifications of instincts originally no higher than might consti-

tute the structural capacities of bird’s-nests, to hit upon the hexa-

gon, and strike the planes of intersection with mathematical pre-

cision in the comb, the answer is not difficult, “for it is known that

bees are often hard pressed to get sufficient nectar
;
and a great

quantity of honey being indispensible, and of wax for the combs,,

the saviug of wax by largely saving honey would be a most im-

portant element of success in any family of bees.” “ The motive

power of the process of Datural selection having been economy

of wax, that individual swarm which wasted least honey in the

secretion of wax having succeeded best, and having transmitted

by inheritance its newly acquired economical instinct to new
swarms, which in their turn will have had the best chance of

succeeding in the struggle for existence.” (209.)

A large store of honey was found by experience to be neces-

sary for the preservation of the family through the winter
;
then

thei© can be no doubt that this experience would be taken ad-

vantage of by natural selection in suggesting to the bees that

they had better build their cells a little nearer together
;
for a

wall in common even to two adjoining cells would save a little

wax. Then the party wall being hit upoD, the form of the cell

might be contrived for closer and more exact packing, so as to

save much wax in that way. At length, all the while the motive

power being the economy of wax, natural selection, always in-

tently watching, and measuring, and taking advantage, comes to

the hexagon, and stops in that perfection simply because there

is no more wax to be saved. “ Beyond this stage of perfec-

tion,” Mr. Darwin gravely concludes, “ natural selection could

not lead, for the comb of the hive-bee, as far as we can see, is

absolutely perfect in economizing wax.” (208, 227.)

Could there be a greater absurdity than such a speculation as

this presented as the supposition of a sober reality in natu-

ral history? But to think of setting this forth as part of a scien-

tific demonstration of the theory of evolution by natural caus-
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ation from a practical eternity ! It reads well as a broad satire

or caricature, such as Dean Swift or Rabelais might have written
;

but we cannot even criticise it as a science. It is too absurdly

ridiculous. Even the imaginations on which it is based are $ot

only not even suggested by a solitary fact, but absolutely inca-

pable of beiDg verified.

Natural selection, in the same way, Mr. Darwin supposes and

argues to have led man during his transition from the ape to the

human being, to the discovery of the high importance of the men-

talfaculties for success in the struggle for life, and especially the

sexual struggle, and thence to the adoption and use of those facul-

ties.

The argument of such a process can be matched only by that

of natural selection making a living human eye gradually by ten-

tative experiments through millions of years before the man
himself is evolved, for whose use it is invented and provided.

But man himself is here supposed, before he takes to himself a

mind, to have discovered the importance of its mechanism, and

then to have adopted its faculties as his own patent, for his own
use. Where could he have seen an example of it, or got an idea

of the working of the mental faculties during his transition from

the brute to human nature ? This ought to have been one of

Prof. Huxley’s open secrets of the Universe, or one of the salta-

tions of nature, adopted as a fact. It is a wonderful example of

ground and lofty tumbling in a scientific argument against Moses.

Might it not have been the method of Jannes and Jambres?
All that natural selection is supposed to have done in man’s

structure is from design. But this argument, when urged

in proof of a designing Creator, is set aside by these naturalists

as unsound. And in all the record of pretended reasoning by
science falsely so called, there is to be found nothing more illus-

trative of the argumentation of the old Hebrew Fool than a pas-

sage from Prof. Huxley’s Lay Sermons, giving, as he supposes,

or intended to give, the death-blow to Teleology, or the argument

from design and purpose in final causes.

“ The teleological argument,” he says, “ runs thus : an organ or

organism is precisely fitted to perform a function or purpose,

therefore it was specially constructed to perform that purpose.

In Paley’s famous illustration, the adaptation of all the parts of

the watch to the function or purpose of showing the time is held
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to be evidence that the watcli was specially contrived to that

end, on the ground that the only cause we know of competent to

produce such an effect as a watch which s-hall keep time is a

coptriving intelligence adapting the means directly to that end.

Suppose, however, that any one had been able to show that the

watch had not been made directly by any person, but that it was
the result of the modification of another watch which kept time

but poorly, and that this again had proceeded from a structure

which could hardly be called a watch at all, seeing that it had

no figures on the dial, and the hands were rudimentary, and that,

going back and back in time, we came at last to a revolving bar-

rel as the earliest traceable ludiment of the whole fabric. And
imagine that it had been possible to show that all these changes

had resulted first from a tendency in the structure to vary indefi-

nitely ; and secondly, from something in the surrounding world

which helped all variations in the direction of an accurate time-

keeper, and checked all those in other directions; then it is ob-

vious that the force of Paley’s argument would be gone. For it

would be demonstrated that an apparatus thoroughly well adapt-

ed to a particular purpose might be the result of a method of

trial and error worked by unintelligent agents, as well as of the direct

application of the means appropriate to that, and by an intelli-

gent agent.” (p. 301.)

That is, you are to imagine something in the surrounding

world, without intelligence, yet exercising the faculties, doing

the work, and demonstrating the presence of an intelligent agent

by the highest possible evidence of reason, namely, that of lay-

ing hold upon a supposed tendency to indefinite variation, and

giving it a law of defiuite action in the direction of an accurate

time-keeper, at the same time detecting and checking all varia-

tions tending in other directions. There is here supposed some-

thing in the surrounding world that has the idea and knowledge

of an accurate time-keeper, and designs to bend an indefinite

tendency io a mass of matter to a defiuite correspondence with

that idea, and for this purpose checks every tendency except

one
;
which one, the selecting and designing something, directs

and applies to the perfecting of the realization of the supposed

known idea, and so constructs a perfect watch. You are re-

quired to imagine all this to be not only possible without any

intelligence, but to have taken place actually
;
and by dint of
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this imagination of something in the surrounding woild, having

all the qualities and doing all the work of intelligence, without

intelligence, you demonstrate that the whole creation might have

come into being without an intelligent Creator, by unintelligent

Natural Selection.

This paragraph of scientific reasoning, intended as a final

blow, an extinguisher of the idea of a special providence in crea-

tion, directly contradicts itself, and supposes at every step the

presence and overlooking and improving design of a dt signer.

The object and aim of the mechanism are not denied, but it is

affirmed that?it might be the result of a method of trialand error

worked by unintelligent agents, as well as of the direct applica-

tion of the appropriate means. But how could there be a method

of trial and error except by contrivance of the designer and for

his end ? And how could that method be applied but by a

present applying intelligence able to work out the truth and cor-

rect the error ? And the further “ back and back in time ” you

carry the succession of agencies, till you come at last to the re-

volving barrel, the more absolutely certain you are that there is

something over and above the barrel. The more certain you are

that no mere tendency to vary indefinitely could of itself pass

into a tendency or fixity of absolute and infallible invariable-

ness
;
and if there were something in the surrounding world that

helped all variations in the direction of an accurate time-keeper,

it must have been there for that purpose
;
and if for that purpose,

must have been set there by the intelligent agent designing

that purpose; whose intelligence must be so much the greater,

more comprehensive, more omniscient and omnipresent, more
providential, by so much the farther the final result was re-

moved from the commencing cause, from the spring or revolv-

ing barrel, where the demonstration of design is traced back

to its last perceivable limit. The watch supposed by Huxley is

far more impossible than that supposed by Paley, and instead of

the demonstration of design being weakened, it is forcibly

strengthened. Give the barrel the.name of protoplasm, and the

case is no better. You have not reasoned a designing God out

of the world because you have come to a dead wall, or find

yourself shut up iu a cul-de-sac by your own investigations,

where you cannot get out but by getting into a larger unknown
space beyond, and where your own experiments givo you no
means of getting out at all.
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Now this is called a scientific conception of the universe, that

is, a universe filled with indications and proofs, innumerable to

a sane human reason, of intelligent design, but sprung into being

and development or evolution by unintelligent agents from a bar-

rel of primeval force tending to vary indefinitely, and having the

variations corrected, or settled and defined, without any applica-

tion of designed or appropriate means, by something in the sur-

rounding world which helped aU variations. This is science, and

this the accuracy of science, and this is the proof set forth as

demonstration by experiment.

Mr. Darwin, says Prof. Huxley, “ does Uot so mrffch prove that

natural selection does occur, as that it must occur; but infact no

other sort of demonstration is attainable. A race does not attract

our attention in nature, until it has in all probability existed for

a considerable time, and then it is too late to inquire into the con-

ditions of its origin ” Lay Sermons, p. 296, then certainly too

late to affirm that it had no special origin. Even putting aside

the question whether nature, acting as she does according to

definite and invariable laws, can be rightly called an intelligent

agent : but if agent at all, whose ? If the agent of laws, by what

or by whom commissioned and sustained ?

“ The conditions,” says Mr. Huxley, “ which have determined

the existence of species are necessarily beyond our cognizance.”

Then as necessarily beyond our denial. “ No other demonstra-

tion, therefore, says he, is attainable than this, that natural se-

lection must occur. In fact, when the mind has once admitted

the conception of the gradual production of the present physical

state of our globe, by natural causes operating through long

ages of time, it will be little disposed to allow that living beings

have made their appearance in another way?” But what are

natural causes, and by whom, or by what, set and kept in action ?

The answer is comprehended in this assumption, that natural

selection must occur.

Now this is the kind of reasoning that Prof. Huxley abjures

with great contempt in morals and theology. And yet it is his

own sole argument to demonstrate the exclusion of a special cre-

ative providence from our world. And what is all this reasoning

against such providence but just an example of what Prof. Hux-

ley calls verbal hocus-pocus. “ We are necessaiily ignorant of the

conditions under which living beings arose.” Ergo, they must

have arisen by one of nature’s jumps.
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The conditions which have determined the existence of spe-

cies are necessarily beyond our cognizance, so entirely beyond,

that in fact no other demonstration is attainable than that which

appeals to our ignorance.” We cannot prove that it was so, there-

fore it must have been so. The supposition of a supernatural cre-

ation of species Prof. Huxley asserts to be at variance with all

teachings of nature. And yet, of all those teachings in regard to

the origin of life, we are, as he himself declares, in the nature of

the case profoundly ignorant. Who nowr is the modest inquirer,

and who the intruder of his own opinions in the place of fact ?

“No amount of evidence which the nature of our faculties per-

mits us to attain,” says Mr. Huxley, “can justify us in asserting

that any phenomenon is out of the reach of natural causation.

We must know all the consequences to which all possible com-

binations continued through unlimited time can give rise. If

we knew these, and found none competent to originate species,

we should have good ground for denying their natural causation.

Till we know them, any hypotheses is better than one which in-

volves us in such miserable assumption.” (Lay Sermons, p. 283.)

That is, till we know all things, it is miserable assumption to

affirm that God ever directly created anything. We must know
all the consequences to which all possible combinations continued

through eternity can give rise, before we can be justified in as-

serting the existence of any supernatural cause. We must be

ourselves God, in order to believe in God, which would be sim-

ply to believe in our own experience.

The utmost certainty of the religion contemplated by Prof.

Huxley is this, namely, that there never has been a special cre-

ation, and yet, amidst all this ignorance, “ physical science is

creating a firm and living faith in the existence of immutable

moral and physical laws, perfect obedience to which is the high-

est possible aim of an intelligent being!” That is, a perfect

obedience to the unknown and unknowable !
“ In this sense of

an open secret, which he cannot penetrate, lies the essence of all

religion.” Aud yet Prof. Huxley declares that “ natural know-
ledge seeking to satisfy natural wants has found the ideas which

alone can still spiritual cravings.”

Who can reconcile these contradictious? At first we have

Prof. Huxley affirming that the progress of science means and
will accomplish the banishment of what we call spirit and spou-
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taneity from all regions of human thought. Now we have phy-

sical science creating a livingfaith in the existence of moral laws,

obedience to which constitutes religion. And yet again we have

the phenomenon of natural knowledge, seeking to satisfy natural

wants, discovering ideas for stilling spiritual cravings. The sci-

ence that devoured spirit and spontaneity, now creates faith,

conscience, morality, religion. And yet the essence of all reli-

gion lies in the sense of an impenetrable secret. When we ask

what are some of the ideas that have stilled the spiritual crav-

ings of the mind, after discarding “ the idols of books, traditions

and fine-spun ecclesiastical cobwebs,” we are informed that

“ men have acquired the ideas of the practically infinite extent

of the universe, and of its practical eternity, and of its infinite du-

ration, and of ancient forms of existence peopling the ivorld for

infinite ages. Therefore, fixed order and unchanging causation

forbid men's belief in changes other than such as arise out of that

definite order itself” Men’s spiritual craving are stilled by math-

ematics and geological chronology, and this natural, unchanga-

ble, eternal order is the deity for comfortable souls.

This being the iron creed of the Naturalist, what can he do

with such a book as the Bible, from beginning to end revealing

faith in a creating and renewing God as the essence of religion,

but dash himself in irritation aud defiance against it? Its asser-

tion of a divine, intelligent, omuipresent Creator, Governor, and

Upholder, ordering and w'orking all things after the counsels of

his own blessed will, is iu his view a sharp, intolerant persecuting

reef of bigotry. He abhors the Mosaic cosmogony as a papal

despotism on the freedom of the human mind. The first requi-

site of philosophic intelligence is to renounce it. But by the

scientific theory of the justification of all knowledge by experi-

ment, not faith, such renunciation is impossible. Such renun-

ciation, in order to be scientific, in order to sustain a claim of

truth above that of the Mosaic records, must be justified by exper-

iment. But ‘ the conditions which have determined the exist-

ence of species are necessarily beyond our cognizance,” and how

can we scientifically believe, or reject, or be justified in believing,

or rejecting, without absolute knowledge by experiment?

Such is the circle of this fatalism of human ignorance. For,

“in those days positive knowledge was not to be had,” says

Prof. Huxley, “ but the craving after it needed at all hazards to
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be satisfied. The myths of Paganism are as dead as Orisis or

Zeus, and the man who should revive them in opposition to the

knowledge of our time,” “ would be justly laughed to scorn
;
but

the coeval imaginations current among the rude inhabitants of

Palestine [e. g. from Abraham and Job to Christ], recorded by

writers whose very name and age are admitted by every scholar to be

unknown (!) have unfortunately not shared their fate
;
[having

been named, admitted, and built upon as true, by Christ and

Paul in the New Testament ;] but even at this day are regarded

by nine-tenths of the civilized world as the authoritative stand-

ard of fact, and the criterion of the justice of scientific conclu-

sions in all that relates to the origin of things.” Prof. Huxley’s

first result of justification by verification as to the origin of

things is this, namely, that the conditions of the origin of things

being necessarily beyond our cognizance, the record of that ig-

norance in the earliest period nearest the creative epoch, is as

false in opposition to the knowledge of our time as the myths of

Paganism. The second result is this, that not being able our-

selves even to inquire into the conditions of the origin of things,

so as to justify our faith by verification, we may and must

affirm the absolute falsehood of a record concerning which ive

knoio nothing byfact or by experiment
;
and science teaches us to

say, by virtue of our distance from the place of experiment, that

natural selection must occur, we being necessarily ignorant of all

the conditions of the origin of things but just that.

Who, then, having arrived at this infallible certainty in pro-

portion to our distance from the original ignorance, can measure
the just indignation of any bottle of this new wine of science, at

being tested by those old bottles of Judaism? “In this nine-

teenth century, as at the dawn of modern physical science, the

cosmogony of the semi-barbarous Hebrew' [the belief of Jesus
Christ and his Apostles] is the incubus of the philosopher and
the opprobrium of the -orthodox. Who shall number the pa-
tient and earnest seekers after truth, from the days of Galileo

until now, whose lives have been embittered and their good name
blasted by the mistaken zeal of Bibliolaters? Who shall count
the host of weaker men, whose sense of truth has been destroyed
in the effort to harmonize impossibilities, and whose life has been
wasted in the attempt to force the generous new wine of science

into the old bottles of Judaism, compelled by the outcry of the

same strong party.”
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Now, according to the theory of Prof. Huxley’s Scientific 1 ro-

gress, their ignorance being as absolute as ours, and ours as

theirs, both being founded on the impossibility of knowing t e

conditions’ of the origin of things by experiment, what po-

sible impossibilities are there to be harmonized ? • Does
modern science, does Prof. Huxley as one of its teachers, affirm

the impossibility of the existence of a Creator, or of his having

begun the creation ? Then according to the governing tenet in

this creed of modern science we are not justified in believing that

impossibility without verification by experiment. Let science

verify, or withdraw her accusations against those who believe.

Let science demonstrate the impossibility, on the ground of

which we are forbidden from even putting into our creed the ar-

ticle of a special Creator of mankind in the image of God.

What, by Prof. Huxley’s testimony, is the history of the uni-

verse as drawn by science, justifying her creed by experiment,

by verification, of known fact? Consider it, as follows, in his

own words (Lay Sermons, p. 283) :
“ Harmonious order govern-

ing eternally continuous progress—the web and woof of matter

and force interweaving by slow degrees, without a broken thread,

that vail which lies between us and the infinite—that universe

which alone we know or can know
;
such is the picture which

science draws of the world.” Such Science is singulai'ly posi-

tive, and at the same time indefinite and incongruous, and sup-

poses, nevertheless, a certainty of knowledge which, accord-

ing to its own premises, is impossible. For, “ the conditions

which have determined the existence of species are necessarily

beyond our cognizance.” And, “ we cannot even inquire into the

conditions of the origin of a race.”

In opposition to the theory of special creation at definite in-

tervals, Prof. Huxley requires our belief in the creation of “ liv-

ing beings in no other xvay than by continual causes in long ages

of time.” “Eternally continuous progress, without a broken

thread.” And yet, no possibility of verifying such asserted pro-

gress by fact
;
on the contrary, “ we greatly suspect that Nature

does make considerable jumps in the way of variation now and

then, and that these saltations give rise to some of the gaps which

appear to exist in the series of known forms.” (Lav Sermons,

p. 312.)

And while Nature was thus jumping, there was “ something in
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the surrounding world which helped all variation in the direc-

tion of an accurate time-keeper,” so that, though Nature could

not see to take her jumps, and had no example or archetypes,

yet she had a sort of intuition which enabled her to close in with

that “something in the surrounding world, helping all variations

in the direction of an accurate time-keeper, and checking all

those in other directions.”

Again, Prof. Huxley, in the absence of “observed facts,”

transforms mere belief into fact, as follows: “We believe that

Nature does make jumps now and then, and a recognition (/the

fact is of no small importance in disposing of many minor

objections.” (p. 297.)

The fact of the gaps, and the consequent absence of evidence,

need not trouble us, because the probability is that those gaps

will yet be found filled with just the evidence that now we can-

not produce. And “ the experience of the man of science

teaches that whenever he chooses to test his convictions by ex-

periment and observation, Nature will confirm them.” And
although in the nature of things be cannot apply this test to

the theory of non-creation, yet he could have done it had he

been living before the creation, and Nature would then have

confirmed him in the hypothesis of his own evolution.

Science, says Prof. Huxley, “ is teaching the world that the

ultimate court of appeal is observation and experiment, not

authority
;
she is teaching it to estimate the value of evidence."

“ Real knowledge in science, means personal acquaintance with

the facts, be they few or many.” (Lay Sermons, 118.)

What proportion then of the facts on which Prof. Huxley
grounds his beliefs and reasonings, are personally known to

him? How many of them. are merely introductions, as of the

Ancon Ram, by second, third, or fourth parties or generations ?

What saltations of nature, testified to by experimental farmers
and breeders ?

“ All theologies,” says Prof. Huxley, “ which are based upon
the assumption of the truth of the .account of the origin of

things given in the book of Genesis, being utterly irreconcilable

with the doctrine of evolution, the student of science, who is satis-

fied that the evidence upon which the doctrine of evolution rests

is incomparably stronger and better than that upon ivliich the sup-

posed authority of the book of Genesis rests, will not trouble himself

10
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farther with these theologies.” (Critiques and Addresses, p. 239.)

Concurrent with this, Prof. Huxley says, (Critiques and Ad-
dresses, p. 249,) and it is a very fair specimen of his own method of

reasoning and comparing, “ We have as good evideuce that apes

are capable of emotion and volition as we have that men other

than ourselves are. But if apes possess three out of the four

kinds of states of consciousness which we discover in ourselves,

what possible reason is there for denying them the fourth ? If

they are capable of sensation, emotion and volition, why are

they to be denied thought ?” The thought here indicated, if at

all to his purpose, must mean exercises of reason.

As good evidence! Have apes ever expressed their thoughts

to one another, or to men, in written language or spoken ?

Have they ever written a volume on the origin of species or of

man ? Men other than ourselves have informed us that they

themselves think, and therefore we believe that they do, and

that they are not mere unreasoning animals in the shape of

men: Have any of the apes of Prof. Huxley’s acquaintance

ever given him that evidence of reasoning ? This may be a fair

example of the manner in which Prof. Huxley’s science teaches

him the value of evidence, and how to compare it
;
and it is only

reasoning on such premises that can ever have prevailed with

him to reject with scorn the book of Genesis, but to accept

Mr. Darwin’s volume as a creative gospel.

“ There is every reason to believe,” says Prof. Huxley, “ that

consciousness is a function of nervous matter, when that nervous

matter has attained a certain degree of organization.” (Critiques

and Addresses, p. 250.) Every reason to believe, but not one

ascertained fact within our cognizance ! Prof. Huxley’s own
consciousness is a function of nervous matter fully organized.

And he and Prof. Tyndall believe that if they, thus organized,

could be carried back before the creation of living matter, they

would be able to see that function of a conscious life arising out

of the matter and force contained in that which is not living

matter.

Such are some of the steps of the so-called scientific argu-

ment. Now, what if a believer in the resurrection of Lazarus or of

Christ, on being asked for proof of that article of religious faith,

should answer that no such proof could be given because it was

a thing in which the facts were beyond our possible cognizance^
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But if we were permitted to go tack beyond the event, and to

stand where the witnesses stood, we should expect to see the

resurrection taking place, and that expectation, in default of

actual knowledge, must be admitted as sufficient proof that it did

take place. Or as to the creation, we should expect to see, &c.

This is the vantage ground on which these scientific demon-

strators rest, confident of sweeping away with their broom the

Biblical records of creation as the chaff of a miserable assump-

tion; teaching us that the history which Jesus Christ believed to

be a divine revelation, and taught mankind as such, is a collec-

tion of preposterous fables.

The drafts of these philosophers on the credulity of an admir-

ing world are only to be matched by their scorn of faith in God
and a divine x'evelation, and their claim of teaching the world

to estimate the value of evidence. Mr. Spencer removes God out of

the world by metaphysical reasoning as subtle as any ever em-
ployed by the schoolmen in regard to his attributes; but he does

not imagine himself transported beyond the beginning of the

world, and then present the diary of his imagination as a ground

of scientific faith. He boldly claims to have demonstrated, out

of the human mind at this day, that the divine mind and its super-

natural revelations are an impossibility. Altogether the trains of

imagination, natural history, and metaphysics move in solid

phalanx toward “ the banishment of what we call spirit and

spontaneity from all regions of human thought.” And now the

creed of “ philosophic faith ” adopted and published by these

three learned scientists, Mr. Darwin and Professors Huxley and
Tyndall, in regard to the fundamental point of the origin of life

by natural causation, not creation, runs as follows, in symbols of

homologous belief.'

Mr. Darwin says, “ I venture confidently to look hack thousands

and thousands of generations, and I see an animal striped like a

zebra, but perhaps otherwise very differently constructed, the

common parent of our domestic horse, ass, quagga, and zebra.”

(Origin of Species.) And Prof. Huxley says, “If it were given

me to look beyond the abyss of geologically recorded time, to the still

more remote period when the earth was passing through physi-

cal and chemical conditions which it can no more see again than
a man can recall his infancy, I should expect to be a ivitness of the

evolution of living protoplasm from non-living matter.” (Lay Ser-

mon, p. 366.)
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Latest in the record of this capacity of belief, and of the

scientific imagination to supply the absence of fact, appears the

declaration of Prof. Tyndall: “Abandoning all disguise, the con-

fession that I feel bound to make is that I prolong the vision

backward across the boundary of the experimental evidence, and

discern in that matter, which we in our ignorance have hitherto

covered with opprobrium, the promise and potency of every

form and quality of life.”

This is that scientific adherence to fact by which it is to be

proved that God never made man in his image, nor gave to him a

revelation which must guide him in his worship and his conduct.

Their hypothesis rejects and ignores a divine revelation as being

impossible, and the record of it as false. The evidence which it

contains as to creation is repudiated as no evidence whatever.

“ Looking back,” says Prof. Huxley, “ through the prodigious

vista of the past, Ifind no record of the commencement of life, and

therefore, I am devoid of any means of forming a definite con-

clusion as to the conditions of its appearance.” “ In the ad-

mitted absence of evidence, I have no belief as to the mode in which

the existing forms of life have originated.” ( Lay Sermons, p. 366.)

Now if there is no evidence in or of a revelation, and also none

from facts observed by Science, because the conditions of the

origin of life are necessarily beyond our cognizance, how can any

comparison of evidence show that the record of special creation

is, as Prof. Huxley affirms, at variance with all the teachings of

Nature, when Nature has given no teachings that Science can

accept ? And yet, Prof. Huxley asks, “ what is the history of

every science but the history of the elimination of the notion of

creative or other interferences with the natural order of the

phenomena, which are the subject-matter of that science?” An
elimination by mere hypothesis, confessedly in the absence of

evidence, in ignorance, and without ground
;
the intrusion of an

assumption in the place of evidence.

It might be fairly questioned whether minds so blinded, or so

destitute of the faculty of comparison, as deliberately to put the

evidence of a divine revelation out of the circle of admissible

data of reasoning, would be capable of a candid judgment on

any subject requiring a balance of arguments
; as well reason on

physics with a man who assumes that gravitation does not exist,

nor any fact proving it.
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In the rudest survey of the grounds of belief in a special crea-

tion, as recorded in the book of Genesis, we have, first, an admit-

ted written record, that no man can say did not exist earlier than

all other known writings; yet no one outside that record, nor all

other men or books, can give any information in regard to it.

2d. We have the known and admitted connection of that

record with the history recorded by Moses, and the incorporation

of its facts by him into his history.

3d. We have the known and admitted succession of the writ-

ten historical books and institutions of the Hebrew nation

down to the era of Malachi.

4tb. We have the known and admitted translation of these

books into Greek, containing the history of the people, their in-

stitutions, their prophets, their inspiration, their discipline, as to

God, some centuries before the Christian era.

5th. We have the known and admitted advent of Christ, as a

real personage, and the endorsement and affirmation of these

books by him as inspired, and the appeals to them, and the

teachings out of them by him as divine, whose life and works

forbid the possible supposition of his being a liar, or so mis-

taken and wild and superstitious in his judgment, or the subject

of such disastrous confusion and fanaticism, as would result

from his taking for the guide of his own, and all the world’s

opinion and conduct,,a volume of preposterous fables and for-

geries.

6th. We have the proof of his being not only a real person-

age, but divine in his life and character as delineated in the

gospels, which it would be as impossible for the men of that age

or any age to have fabricated, as it would be for Cuvier, or Tyn-
dall, or Sir Charles Lyell, or Sir John Lubbock, or all together, to

have manufactured in Paris or London fossil skeletons of men or

animals in strata known to have had their formation thousands

of years before the present century. Or, to take a more apposite

impossibility, gospels which are as impossible to have been im-

agined and written without the knowledge and inspiration of a

Divine Christ, as the Principia of Newton or the Mccanique

Cdeste of Laplace to have been calculated and printed without

the reality of an existing Solar System.

7th. We have the vastness, spirituality, and success of Christ’s

plans ; the claim by him of a lordship over the Sabbath for the
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execution of those plans for all mankind
;
the correlation of the

Sabbath with the laws of the constitution of the human frame
;

the consecration of the S ibbath to himself and his teachings

through the ages and the world, which is as impossible of suc-

cess, if he were not divine, as it would be for an angel to take

the sun from its place in the solar system, and set it in the

earth’s orbit without disarrangement of the visible universe,

and without consent of its Creator; we have the establishment

'of his spiritual kingdom and reign by such nrnans, with the im-

possibility of the creation of any spiritual kingdom in a world

of such immoral and sensual characteristics, except by divine

truth and power
;
we have the crystallization round about him

while on earth, and ever since through his life, truth, love and
worship, of a multitude of men, morally and spiritually trans-

formed from darkness into light, and the increase of these mole-

cular atoms (spe iking scientifically) into masses, under the same
attractions and laws, till first the Roman and Pagan Empires

were subdued under them, with their systems of state and house-

hold idolatry; to be followed by the breaking up and reduction

of all nations, Barbarian, Scythian, bond, free, under one and

the same rule of that divine revelation, in the centre of which

Christ stands, manifestly subduing all things unto himself.

8th. The personality, character, and magnetism of Christ, the

principles of his life and teachings, the inspiration of his Spirit,

have so taken possession of men, their societies and institutions,

and have so originated and planted the efficient causes, and

framed the ruling instrumentalities of history, and have so

realized predictions impossible either to have been made or ful-

filled by natural causation
;
have so destroyed and constructed

empires, and changed the face of the world, and created such a

dominion in it, that the government of it is in reality (as in

Isaiah ix : 6), “resting upon his shoulders,” and is so passed

over from God’s hands into his, as on the suposition of tbeir

being no government but that of natural selection, would be im-

possible
;
and on the supposition of God himself being Creator

and Governor would be equally impossible, if Christ were an im-

postor, which he is, by the premises of this philosophy of evolution.

Hsre is a body of evidence, amounting to a stronger combined

physical and moral demonstration, out of millions of known and

acknowledged facts and principles, than we possess of anything
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in all history that men have ever believed in and acted upoD.

Now, for men, in the name of science and with challenged

comparison of evidence, to put forth a mere hypothesis of nat-

ural causation for the origin of man and living species in the

world, excluding the claim of a supernatural Creator as being

“only a specious mask for our ignorance,” but in the same breath

admitting that they themselves have no facts, because the con-

ditions are necessarily beyond our cognizance
;
and to assume

this hypothesis as so true without facts, that the Scriptures, with

ail the fads in them, and all the systems of fact and belief

springing out of them, are to be set aside as fables, because they

do not agree with this hypothesis—is to play the fool.

But it is worse. It is reckless of the highest manifold inter-

ests of men. It is destructive of the foundations of their belief

in God and a Redeemer, without giving them anything in nature

or science to rest upon or be guided by. What is the mastery of

all conceivable facts, and the silent worship of the Unknown
and Unknowable, if it could be established upon the ruins of the

adoration and love of the only true God ? True science and tfue

religion, the science of fact, and the religion of fact, are one. But

with the hypothesis of evolution admitted, as taught in this

philosophy, which is presented as “ the grandest of all generali-

zations,” Moses is a fabulist, God is not our Creator, Jesus Christ

is an impostor, and there remains for men neither faith, nor

prayer, nor regeneration, nor hope of eternal life.

All is boundless, endless fatalism, revolutionary and yet un-

alterable
;
a depth of human misery, and a chaos] of helpless

speculation in the midst of that misery, out of which we cannot

even cry for deliverance
;
for to whom can the grand-children of

apes that never had a creator but by natural causation from a

practical infinitude, make their appeal ?

The bare, dry intellect cannot receive the knowledge of God
by cosines and tangents, by mathematical demonstrations, by the

analyses or experimental developments of science among the

elements of nature. God is for belief in the heart, and
duty in the conscience

;
and without a believing heart and a wit-

nessing and obedient conscience, the intellect may be as blind as

a bat, and must be just as blind as those senses, through which

alone the intellect without faith consents to believe. The intel-

lect sees, in such a case, no farther than the senses see, and
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they can see only the natural, but never the supernatural, never

God, who can be seen and known only by faith, only by a be-

lieving heart. So God hides himself behind his works, and men
who refuse to believe in any existence not tangibly perceptible,

make the senses, which God gave for the outlets and inlets of

truth and its perception, piisons and dungeons. And there men
remain, self-sepulchered in that carnal mind, which, not being

willing to retain God in their knowledge, becomes the fossiliza-

tion of a reprobate mind
;
and having rejected God as the be-

nevolent author of life and light, comprehendeth it not, even

when the light incarnate shineth in darkness.

The world was made by him, and the world knew him not, but

as many as received him, to them gave he power to become

the sons of God, even to them that believed on his name
;
and

they beheld his glory, beginning with those “ trailing clouds,”

that accompanied him from heaven, when he came as a babe in

the manger. For so the Son of God begins his own revelation

of himself with the humanity, the visible, and tangible. But the

angels of God are ascending and descending on the Son of Man.
And all along the line of the human development, the divine be-

comes more and more manifest, indicated by the superhuman

power and goodness, full of grace and truth. We behold the

growing glory. And thus men were prepared for the revelation

of the divine in Christ, God manifest in the flesh. And thus the

companions and followers of Christ came to know him and to

love him as a man; and thus, drawn to him by love and admira-

tion, and wondering at his character, they rose without conflict

to the reception and acknowledgment of his divinity. Their

knowledge began in the flesh to be made perfect in the Spirit.

Accepting God’s testimony, they came to God’s sight, through

the vision and revelation of the Son of God.—John xiv :7-9.

To him that hath shall be given. The ladder of Christ’s hu-

manity, the very first round thereof being laid hold upon faith

in God, and in his word, was that by which they ascended to

the landing-place of his Deity. And so, for us, and all mankind,

Matthew’s gospel is the book of the generation of Jesus Christ

the Son of David, while John’s gospel opens with the Godship

of Christ, as the Word, God made flesh
;
and all the Gospels

and the Apocalypse end with his eternity, and his unbegun

divine existence, as the Son of God, at the right hand of God>
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on the throne of God, in the glory of the Father, and himself

the Almighty.

Now, if nothing is to be received beyond the reach of verifi-

cation by experiment with the senses, and the analysis of ma-

terial elements, it is impossible to receive the development of

Christ’s existence as anything more than a product of starch and

oxygen, even according to the theory of the evolution and con-

version of forces, applied to the human organization of the ner-

vous tissues and the brain, as a growth and expenditure of force

from the elements. And so we return to the gloom of a more

than pagan philosophy, backwards from the light. Nature,

necessity, and chance, in Aristotle’s view, comprehended all

cause. If so, all is merged in necessity, for what falls out by
nature is necessity, and what falls out by chance is necessity,

and so of any and every other possible combination, or differen-

tiation by tendency to change. There, in the gloom of that

darkness, this philosophy of evolution, vaunted as the most

brilliant discovery of modern thought, leaves us; materialism,

worshipping its own fetish in the Unknowable, not having ad-

vanced in ten thousand years so far as from the savageism of a

stone hammer to a knife of flint; and, with all the advantages of

doubt in the form of scientific calculus, as the instrument of

knowledge, not being able so much as to ask, Is there not a lie

in my right hand ?

i
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Art. X.—DRAPER’S RELIGION AND SCIENCE.

The International Scientific Series, Vol. XII. History of the Conflict

between Religion and Science. By John Wm. Draper, M.D., LL.D.

New York : D. Appleton & Co.

When any one volunteers his services as umpire in a controversy,

the least that can be demanded of him is that he be thoroughly master

of the subject, and that he occupy a position of strict impartiality.

On his own assumption of a “ Conflict between Religion and Science,"

Dr. John W. Draper comes before the community as the historian of

that conflict, and thus implicitly asserts his competence for the task.

Modesty might restrain him from any reference to his capacity as a

historical investigator, but in his preface he supplies any defect in this

respect by his repeated assertions of his impartiality. It is unneces-

sary^) call in question the sincerity of his professions, but the simple

fact that his book appears as one of the “ International Scientific Series"

suffices to show that it is presumed not to be unacceptable to the pa-

trons of that series, and that they regard it as a help rather than a

hindrance in the attempt to supersede belief in revelation by the dis-

semination of scientific theories.

In his preface Dr. Draper indicates that his antagonism is mainly with

the Roman Church. As to the Greek, he says expressly, that “ it has

never, since the restoration of science, arrayed itself in opposition to

the advancement of knowledge/'—a remark which indicates a singular

ignoring of some notorious facts, or a disposition to make facts bend to

a foregone theory. As to the Protestant churches, they also are less

obnoxious than the Roman, mainly because they have never “occupied

a position so imperious,'’ or “ had such wide-spread political influence.”

Still they have excited theological odium, and in some few instances

gone further.

All this is preliminary to a eu’ogy of science, heightened by the

contrast
;
for science “ has never attempted to throw odium or inflict

social ruin on any human being. She has never subjected any one to

mental torment. She presents herself unstained by cruelties and

crimes.” Here, surely, we have what must be accepted as an illustra-

tion of professed impartiality. Religion, even in its Protestant phase,

“ throws odium,” while science is stainless as an angel. Religion is

pictured incarnate in the inquisitor or the bigot, while science is

stripped of all that connects it with human jealousies or passions, and

is treated as a pure abstraction. In other words, Christ is nailed up
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between two thieves, while the Barabbas, that made the Italian schools

before the Reformation rife with passions almost bitter enough for

Dante’s Inferno, is whitewashed, and let go not only scot free, but ac-

companied with scientific canonization.

All this may be due to unconscious bias, but it is bias nevertheless,

and when we are told that a divine revelation must have certain ele-

ments of the inquisition in it, we begin to doubt the competence of our

umpire. What are we to make of his assertion, that “ A divine revela-

tion must necessarily be intolerant of contradiction
;

it must repudiate

all improvement in itself, and view with disdain that arising from the

progressive intellectual development of man t” It is simply a gross in-

sult to Christian philanthropy, disguised under the form of a logical

inference. We have only to add that Dr. Draper's definition of his

theological position in the course of the work, in his remarks on Gene-

sis, and on the Evangelical Alliance of a year ago, as veil as on other

matters, clearly show that, whatever his professions of impartia ity, his

real position is not that of an umpire.

Of his competence for the task he has undertaken we have no suffi-

cient evidence in the book itself. Assuredly he ought first to manifest

a distinct apprehension of the question really at issue. If it be—as

he sometimes, and in his preface specially, seems to intimate—whether

science can expect patronage and help from the Inquisition, Papal In-

fallibility and Vatican Councils, it is too simple, and of too obvious so-

lution, to be discussed before a Protestant audience. That question

has been so thoroughly elucidated by Mr. Gladstone, that Dr. Draper’s

position becomes not unlike that of the man that cometh after the

king. If the question be, whether Protestants are so far identified with

the intolerance of the Roman church as to be entitled to a share of

its odium, it is a question which Dr. Draper simply evades, and here

discretion is wise. What, then, is the religion that conflicts with sci-

ence, and for some sixteen centuries has continued to do so? It is

simply a Proteus, that cannot be arrested long enough to be photo-

graphed. As we glance over these pages and endeavor to de ect it, it

assumes forms as various as the creations of classic fancy. And yet, if

this conflict has been with recognized forces, we want to know definitely

what they are. What is this religion—what is this science, that have

fought each other for sixteen centuries? We know how a bigoted su-

perstition banished Anaxagoras and murdered Socrates, but was that

superstition “ religion” in Dr. Draper’s sense of the word ? Then, on

the grounds of both science and religion, we take part with Socrates,

and in the superstition we recognize a common foe to both. Was it

the ecclesiasticism that Constantine established as a State institution,
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and which could banish Chrysostom, or confer bishoprics as civil favors ?

Dr. Draper himself, as if ignoring the title of his book, states that in

this case Christianity had been transformed into “ a political system.”

If the political system persecuted, what had religion to do with it ?

Most persons will infer very little, indeed. Again, Mohammedanism
bound up the soul in a death sleep by its rigid fatalism, but is the fa-

talism of the Turk the foe that we ask to have defined ? The Inquisi-

tion hunted down free thought, and crushed what vital Christianity it

could detect. Was this “ religion’
-

persecuting science ? Was it not,

rather, self-interest domineeiing over religious freedom and aiming to

exterminate religion itself? The Reformation led men to study the

Greek Testament and develop spiritual truths, which from Luther’s lips

pronounced the doom of Rome. In the conflict, when the Bible was

on one side, and the ruthless extermination of sacred learning was the

object of the other, how are we to recognize Dr. Draper’s combatants

as religion and science ? Of late it has been felt that the Roman hier-

archy, by the loss of temporal power, and certain threatening dangers

from the spirit of the age, must, to secure itself, draw closer the bonds

of spiritual allegiance and guard its unity. Hence the Vatican Council

and the dogma of Infallibility. It was the selfishness of a corporation

attempting to push back the tide of human thought, and stultifying it-

self in the attempt. But where was the “ Conflict of Religion” here ?

Dr. Draper will need to shuffle it in—if any consistent and uniform

meaning is to be attached to the word—as adroitly as some of the

members of the Council of Trent accounted for the presence or ab-

sence of the Holy Ghost at their Council— it came and went in the

Pope’s mail-bag.

It is very plain that Dr. Draper’s “ religion” can only be recognized

by an alias. He gives it the name, but in every instance it is something

else. When he meets it in its genuine form—as in early Christianity

—

there is no conflict. He cannot find or make one. Even Tertullian

passes muster then, and is eulogized. The “ religion” of Dr. Draper

cannot be located
;

it cannot be defined. Now it is at Mecca, now at

Constantinople, now at Rome ; but, unfortunately, in every case it hap-

pens not to be religion. The case is even worse than that described

by Pope:

“ Ask where’s the North? At York ’tis on the Tweed,

In Scotland at the Orkneys; and there

At Greenland, Zembla, or the Lord knows where.”

But in this case, with all reverence we say it, the Lord does not

know; because, what does not exist is not an object of knowledge.

And yet, Dr. Draper’s “Conflict” is all built up on the assumption of
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the reality and identity of this Proteus. Expose the monster, and the

book has nothing to support it as a unity but groundless and unjust

analogies. Attempt precisely to state the question at issue—if from

Dr. Draper’s stand-point it can be stated—and nearly all that he has to

say is obiter dictum. It has nothing to do with the real issue. There is

indeed, a live question underneath all this verbiage, but it is one to

which Dr. Draper never so much as alludes, and which we are confident

he will never attempt to handle. It is the question whether genuine re-

ligion, a spiritual Christianity, works in accordance with its own nature

in giving and studying and toiling to promote learning, in founding

colleges and universities, to which the world is indebted for most of

what it knows of science.

It would be worth while for a man, at once competent and impartial,

to discuss the question, whether a man can at the" same time possess

the Christian and the truly scientific spirit. This is the only question

which goes to the root of the matter. Dr. Draper has not only not

touched it, but he has kept at a very remote distance from it. Indeed,

taking his title for a text, he has produced a rambling and impertinent

discourse. Most of his book is really about the conflict between Ma-
hommedanism and Romanism on one side, and intel'ectual activity

—

not science—on the other. And, when he puts a word that has so

many aliases as religion in the place of Romanism, and then makes it

serve for Protestantism, too, he is equally unjust in his compliments and

his slanders. At one time he says that in the early centuries Christi-

anity was Paganized, and Paganism was Christianized, and they perse-

cuted in turn
;
and at another he brings out Servetus and Calvin to illus-

trate persecution, and yet all the while it is religion in conflict with

science. Verily, a man must wear green glasses who can see religion

in pretty mu.h every thing objectionable that turns up in history. Un-
fortunately, he sees science a naked angel, while religion never appears

except in the garb of Pope, Inquisitor, a Political System, a Paganized

Christianity, or some other alias among the ten thousand parodies on

the religion of the man of Nazareth, the only religion about which

civilized men have much concern to-day.

But may not a rambling discourse, that has very little to do with its

text except to leave itor mock at it, have merit as a history ? Assuredly;

and Dr. Draper has merits of style which have att: acted readers and

made his works popular in many quarters. His merits in his own
spheie cf science, none but a carping critic will call in question

;
but

one thing is quite clear, and that is t at future generations will learn

not to quote Dr Draper as authority in Saracen history. This, how-

ever, seems to be his chosen field. In bis “ Intellectual Develop-
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ment,” to which he complacently refers, this was alse the case. He
refers to Saracen attainments in science with a lomantic enthusiasm

like Burke’s, when he bemoaned that the age of chivalry was past.

Over the vanished glories of the Mahommedan middle ages he lingers

like one who had imagined that he had found there the millenium of

the world. His admiration for the Saracen Als—Alchemy, Algebra,

&c.—is unbounded. But his pictures, unfortunately, do more credit, in

some cases, to his imagination than to his scholarship. We have some

familiarity with portions of the period he traverses, and the philoso-

phies that he passes under review, but we confess that at times we can

scarcely recognize them under his handi ng. We are at a lo -s to know

what authors he has read, or where his authorities—which he never

gives—are to be discovered. We have been sometimes disposed to

credit him with profound acquaintance with the Arabian Nights—draw-

ing from these his poetry, and from Gibbon or Ockley his prose. But.

we can find nowhere anything to bear out the extravagant statement

that under Mahommedan dominion the world wras flooded with learn-

ing, and “ the Saracen empire was dotted all over with colleges.”

Much is said by Dr. Draper in praise of Arabian learning. To
students ordinarily familiar with the subject, this praise will seem ex-

cessive. They will recall, for instance, the statements of Gibbon, who

certainly was not prevented by prejudices in favor of Christianity from

doing justice to the adherents of the “ Prophet.” Admitting that the

Saracens had possessed themselves of Aristotle, and that they dex-

trously wield ; d his syllogism—“more effectual for the detection of

error than the investigation of truth,”—he adds, “ it is not surprising

that new generations of masters anl disciples should still revolve in

the same circle of logical argument.”

The ancient geometry, to which the Saracens added nothing, was re-

sumed in the state in which it had been transmitted by the Italians of

the fifteenth century, “ and whatever may be the origin of the name,

the science of Algebra is ascribed to the Grecian Diophantus, by the

modest testimony of the Arabs themselves.” The Saracens did not

venture to renounce the astronomical hypothesis of Ptolemy, nor did

they advance “a step towards the discovery of the solar system.” In-

deed, astronomy was overlaid by the vagaries of astrology. Some dis-

coveries were made by the Saracens in chemistry, but their most eager

search was “ for the transmutation of metals, and the elixir of immor-

tal health.” One certainly would scarcely infer from such statements

what is implied in the assertion, that “ the Saracen empire was dotted

all over with colleges.”

We are somewhat at a loss under what head to class one of the at-

empts of Dr. Draper to state the question at issue. He says—and.
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this is probably in his mind a leading phase of Ihe “conflict”

—

“ we are now in the midst of a controversy respecting the mode of

government of the world, whether it be by incessant divine inter-

vention, or by the operation of primordial and unchangeable law.’

If Dr. Draper has tried, as he professes, “
to present a clear and im-

partial statement of the views of the two contending parties,” and to

this end, to “ identify” himself with each, he has in this case been sin-

gularly unfortunate. We presume that he intended to place on one

side the Christian doctrine of a Divine Providence, and yet he has only

succeeded in substituting for it a gross caricature. “ Incessant divine

intervention” may very correctly answer to his idea of the doctrine,

but it only confirms the impression made by other portions of the book,

that he either does not understand, or ignores, the real issue.

An ordinarily well-read scholar will not be able to proceed far in the

book before discovering that it has much more of the show than the

substance of learning. Of Aristotle’s “ inductive” philosophy, which

he eulogizes in a style that would have exasperated the leading mem-
ber of the Royal Society two centuries ag >, he seems to have very in-

adequate conceptions. He very gravely tells us that “Vedaism de-

veloped itself into Buddhism.” His criticism of St. Augustine Is

perhaps as sweeping as anything in literature, for he says, “ His works

are an incoherent dream.” That single sentence lets a flood of light

on the critic, instead of darkening the fame of the greatest and most

brilliant thinker of his age. Whenever Dr. Draper wanders from his

thread of scientific discovery, he excites our distrust.

There is something plausible, perhaps, to many, in an argument so

constructed as to credit every discovery and invention of these last cen-

turies to what is called science, and then to represent religion as taking

a position opposed to them all. A man may have been as devout a

believer as Newton or Faraday, but his science is w.ested from him

and turned over to one camp, and his religion, as the foe of science, is

necessarily turned over to the other. This may, perhaps, be called

impartiality, or, possibly, learning, but it seems to us the very mockery

of argument, the reductio ad absurdum of the method pursued by Dr.

Draper. Science does everything in the abstract. Religion does

everything in the concrete. “ Science” takes in Luther, when the fight

is with religion as represented by the Papacy. But it disowns him the

moment that he is not needed for the service of the argument. Leib-

nitz, in his day, was reputed as a champion of Christian belief, yet he,

as inventor of the “ Calculus,” is passed over exclusively to the juris-

diction of science. Bacon, who declared that he would “ sooner be-

lieve all the stories of the Talmud, Alkoran, and Legend, than that this

universal frame is without a mind,” has been generally regarded as
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something of a philosopher, but, whether for that reason or some other,

he is not a favorite with Dr. Diaper, who says that to Leonardo da

Vinci, and “ not to Lord Bacon, must be attributed the renaissance of

science.” All that the great and honorable Robert Boyle and the

Royal Society of England accomplished, is of course credited by Dr.

Draper to his favorite “ science,” and he is either ignorant of the fact,

or conveniently omits to state it, that the leading members of that so-

ciety, with Boyle, Newtcn, Granville, and Ray at their head, were de-

vout believers in Christianity, and zealously prosecuted their studies

and discoveries, that they might lay a richer tribute on the shrine of

religion. Their aims were re’igious, and what they did for the world is

to be credited to their religion.

We protest then against the misrepresentations of Dr. Draper. It is

not creditable to his learning if he did not know the facts. It is dis-

creditable to his impartiality if he marshalled them in such a way, by

bringing some in the foreground, and keeping others in the background,

as to leave a false impression.

In his whole book there is nothing, so far as we can discern, to indi-

cate his hearty belief in God, or the immortality of the soul. His

paragraphs on the latter point seem calculated to leave the impression

that he favors the theory that the soul is finally absorbed in the original

substance from which it was derived. The immortality which he finds

suggested in nature, is not necessarily the immortality of conscious

being. He tells us, with a curious use of words, which seems to sug-

gest the inquiry what he means—

“

Nature has implanted in every man
means which impressively suggest to him the immortality of the soul and

a future life.” But in inquiring further, we find what suspicious com-

pany his doctrine of immortality keeps. It marches abreast with Pan-

theism. What else can we infer when we read—

“

Is there, then, a vast

spiritual existence pervading the universe, even as there is a vast exist-

ence of matter pervading it—a spirit which, as a great German author

tells us, ‘ sleeps in the stone, dreams in the animal, awakes in man ?’

Does the soul arise from the one as the body arises from the other ?

Do they in like manner return, each to the source from whence it has

come ? If so, we can interpret human existence, and our ideas may
iti'l be in unison with scientific truth.’’

Comment on such language from us is superfluous. We will only

allow Dr. Draper to make his own comment. Elsewhere he asserts

that the questions f< What am I ? Where am I ? What can I know ?”

are questions “ which men in all ages have asked, but which never yet

have been answered.” He suggests a Pantheism, by which we “ can

interpret human existence, and our ideas will be in unison with scien-

tific truth."
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We confess that we have been sadly disappointed in this book. Its

preface contained a thrice repeated profession of impartiality. Its

statements of the question at issue showed how these professions, to be

accepted at all, must be qualified with the concession, that he was in-

competent to state it fairly. Its presentation of “ religion” is a series

of caricatures, making Paganism and Romanism and self-interest and

the basest passions its representatives. Its claims for science ignore

any relation of religion to it but that of antagonism. It betrays re-

peateily a strange ignorance or confusion of historical matters, com-

bined with exaggerations, and an incompetence to judge a writer like

Augustine. And this is a volume of the “ International Scientific

Series,” put forth by a respectable publishing house, in a land that owes

nearly all that worthily distinguishes it to the Christian faith.

It is well to know how the war is carried on against Christianity. If

we can judge by this specimen of the series, it is a war of fair profes-

sions, but unfair strategems. The conflict, as we read it, is not that of

religion with science, but of false representations and travestied his-

tory, with truth itself. Religion—what the true followers of Christian-

ity receive as such—is not what Dr. Draper paints it, dealing with it as

inquisitors with heresiarchs crowned with mock mitres covered with

pictures of the devil. Religion, first of all, implies a love of truth, and

it welcomes truth, come whence it may, finding in him who spake as

never man spake, the incarnate truth, whose words no man can darken

without putting out a light such as science never kindled, to guide the

feet of the feeble and the trembling and the erring back to the love

and peace of God. We welcome science, and all the truth it re-

veals, and all the discoveries that it makes; but when the deeds of reli-

gion, in the genuine sense of that abused word, are told as fairly as

Dr. Draper assumes to tell the deeds of science, it will be found that it

has carried light and hope to homes and hearts that mere culture or

learning never could reach, and that upon its future ministries of charity

and humanity, and cheerful self-denial, depend that brighter future of

the world, without which science only guides the soul into a dreary Pan-
theism, and such an immortality as is no better than blank annihilation.

His view of man is that described by Campbell

:

“ The creature of a day,

Spouse of the worm, and brother of the clay,”

qualified only by another relationship developed in the pages of

Darwin and Huxley. For ourselves, we are not prepared to find our

God sleeping in the stone or dreaming in the animal, nor for us has

that view of the soul any special attraction which bears us back to the

communion of the ancient Stoics.

11
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Art. XI.—CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.
Theology.

Christand the Church. Sermons on the Apostolic Commission (Matt, xxviii.

18-20). By Adolphe Saphir
;
author of “ Lectures on the Lord’s Prayer,”

“Christ Crucified,” etc. London, 1874. The author closed a lectme de-

livered last spring at the English Presbyterian College, London, on “Our
Lord’s Divinity the Centre of Christian Life and Doctrine”* with a most

effective personal testimony in regard to the darkness of mind, and the

chilly and desolate state of heart, produced by the “ bare, vague and abstract

Monotheism ” in which he was brought up as a Jew
;
and then in regard to

his deliverance when “ the grand but inconceivable glory ” of Jehovah shone

upon him “ in the perfect, peaceful and hoty countenance of the Man Christ

Jesus.” His familiarity with the letter and spirit of the Jewish Scriptures

greatly enriches his testimonies by tongue and pen to his Redeemer. His

unusually able, devout and attractive works are gradually making him known

to a wider circle than can directly feel the influence of his talent, learning,

genius and fervor in his pulpit in the west of London. In Great Britain, and

by continental scholars like Delitzsch, he is recognized as one of the most in-

structive and original theological and religious writers of the day.

The ten sermons in the volume before us bring out so well the author's

excellent qualities and large resources, that he who reads them will be sure

to crave more from the same source. The themes derived from the
“ Apostolic Commission ” of themselves show what is his mind, and where

is his heart : the omnipotence of the risen Saviour
;
the omnipotence of Jesus

on earth
;
the catholic and spiritual character of the Church

; t
the name cf

God ; the name of God the glory of the old and of the new Covenant
;
the

new obedience ; the Church and the world; life in the Church
;
heathenism;

and the real presence.

The sermon on “ the Church and the World” first shows his Milltnarian

faith, and for this reason we read with the greater interest his subsequent

sermon on “ heathenism,” which is not only part of this series, but was

preached as a missionary sermon. Apart from any dissent which we may
express in this particular, we know of no course of sermons on the “ Apostolic

Commission ” that can be compared with this in expository, doctrinal and

practical richness and power. In their style there is a singular vigor and

freshness, and the occasional peculiarities of structure and phraseology that

indicate the author’s foreiDn birth, are only sufficient to keep us in more living

relations with him, without diverting attention from the thought which he is

so intent on uttering.

Which is the Apostolic Church ? an Inquiry at the Oracles of God as to

whether any existing form of Church government is of Divii.e Right. By
Thomas Witherow, Professor of Church History, Londonderry, Ireland.

Edited and annotated by the Rev. R. M. Patterson. Philadelphia: Presby-

* Disputed Questions of Relief. Lectu us, 1 1. lorn
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terian Board of Publication. The conclusion reached in this little volume is

that the six scriptural marks of the scriptural form of Church polity named
by the author; viz.: I, Officers, appointed by popular election

; 2, The iden-

tity of bishops and presbyters
; 3, In each congregation a plurality of elders;

4, Ordination the act of Presbytery; 5, The privilege ofappeal to the Assembly

of elders and the right of government in that Assembly ; 6, The Headship

of Christ
; are far more completely realized in the Presbyterian than in the

Congregational or Prelatical systems. The work is well done, and fitted

for its purpose.

Discourses ofRedemption, as revealed at “ Sundry Times and in Divers

Manners,” designed both as Biblical Expositionsfor the People and Hints to

Theological Students of a Popular Method of Exhibiting the “ Divers ”

Revelations through Patriarchs, Prophets, Jesus, and His Apostles. By
Rev. Stuart Robinson, Pastor of the Second Church, Louisville, and late

Professor of Church Government and Pastoral Theology at Danville, Ken-

tucky. Third American Edition. Richmond : Presbyterian Committee of

Publication. It only requires that we read a short way into this volume to

discern the grounds of the author’s great reputation as a preacher and divine,

and of his remarkable influence in that branch of the Church in which he is

second to none, if not primus interpares. His method is at once scriptural

and logical, and blends high originality and affluence of thought in the

preacher with a vigorous maintenance of that standard theology, whose prin-

ciples, though everlasting and unchangeable, are “ever new and ever young.”

Systematic, exegetical and practical theology are made mutually ancillary,

and are all brought to co-operate in setting forth the richness and fulness of

Scripture to the apprehension and edification of the people : and to render

it “ profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction and instruction in

righteousness that the man of God maybe perfect, thoroughly furnished unto

all good works.”

We think this .volume fitted not only to be of use to the people, but as a

study for preachers : wherein they may see how the thorough preaching of

the Scriptures may outdo the sensational pulpit, in interesting people, at least

in the long run, and always in profiting them. It may be seen, too, how a

thorough Calvinism in a preacher, rightly handled, helps him to reach, and

draw forth from, the fountains of scriptural truth, and to obtain and give a

living insight into every part of it. Dr. Robinson, though always for-

cible and earnest in contending for the faith, is seldom in an offensive sense

a polemical or controversial preacher. While his line of thought is occasion-

ally excentric to our own, yet we do not often see cause for serious difference.

He shows that Arminians in their devotions recognize all that Calvinists have

at heart. As they sing with the spirit and understanding the hymn, “Grace

first contrived the way,” etc., Dr. Robinson asks, “ When or where did

Calvin ever distil a bluer Calvinism than that ?”

Dr. Robinson, in an appendix, gives an extended discussion of the nature

of the Church in itself and in its relations to the State, in which he works out

with much ability the doctrine which has been taking possession of the
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Southern mind since the war. Most of his principles are not debatable, but

have long been accepted as axioms or truisms by the average American.

But he now and then pushes them to an extreme which will hardly endure the

test of actual trial. We think for example that the State is a necessity to

man as a social being, who cannot otherwise attain the ends of his existence,

whether fallen or unfallen, and not merely “set up . . to hold in check the

outworking of that devilish nature consequent on the apostacy;’’ that it is not

always true that “ religious is a term not predicable of the acts of the State,”

that irrespective of all temporal benefits arising from the Sabbath, legislators

and rulers are bound to observe it and protect others in the observance of it, by
abstinence from secular works not of necessity and mercy, simply because

God has commanded its observance— even though infidels, Jews, and seventh-

day Baptists are of a contrary mind : that to do otherwise is to rebel against

God
;
while for the State thus to suspend its work on that day because God

hath so enjoined it, is a “ religious ” act. This is one of the cases in which

some sta tements of the author will not hold at all lengths, and without

qualification.

The Works of Aurelius Augustine, Bishop of Hippo. Anew translation.

Edited by Rev. Marcus Dodd. Vol. XI., Lectures or Tractates on the

Gospel according to St. John, vol. II. Vol XII, The Anti- Pelagian Works of

St. Augustine, vol. II. Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark. New York: Scrib-

ner, Welford & Armstrong. $3 oo a volume. We need only announce these

new volumes of one of the most important series of theological works now in

the course of publication by Messrs. Clark of Edinburgh, who richly deserve

the thanks and encouragement of all who are interested in the study of theol-

ogy in all branches of the Church. For Augustine is not the herald of a

sect, but a great teacher of the Church universal, by common consent the

most eminent of the Fathers of the Church. No one knows Christian theo-

logy until he has read his more important treatises. Twelve volumes of this

series are now out; next year it will be completed by four, more volumes,

viz : The Confessions of Augustine; the third volume of his Anti-Pelagian

Writings; the second volume of his Letters; and his Life by Principal

Rainy.

The Carters have brought out in good style, Christianity and Science,

a Series of Lectures delivered in New York in 1874, on the Ely

Foundation of the Union Theological Seminary, by Dr. A. P. Peabody, of

Harvard College, which constitutes an interesting and valuable addition to

our apologetic literature. After proving the genuineness of the gospels, he

proceeds to offer a strong vindication of the possibility, necessity, and reality

of the scriptural miracles, against all the “oppositions of science, falsely so

called,” and various forms of skeptical and infidel opposition. As an essential

step he starts with a definition of true science and its authority. These

miracles withal, he argues, “ are a sufficient guaranty for the substantially

correct transmission of the^words to which they give authority, for if, by

events aside from the common’course of nature, God attests communications
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of such a kind as to be obviously designed and adapted for men ot

all ages, it is inconceivable that he should not provide for their authen-

tic and permanent record. For this reason I regard all that is essential

in the question of inspiration as involved in the authenticity of the

Christian miracles. ” p. 109. Christ’s words thus “become not opinion, but

truth; not reasoning, but knowledge. They are attested not by the weight

and worth of a human intellect and character, but by the only Being in the

universe who has underived knowledge in the realms that transcends finite

consciousness and experience.” p. 108. He reinforces the argument from

miracles and external evidence by the internal proof afforded by the contents

of the Bible itself, from it internal harmony
;

the Resurrection of Christ;

the adaptation of Christianity to the needs of man ; its production of the

highest virtues and best forms of human character
; its renovating power in

human society ; the experimental testing of it as a factor in the formation of

character, a source of energy, a support in trial, a sustaining hope in death.

‘The great lines of argument, while mainly those of our accepted apologetic

treatises, are yet put with freshness, and tinged with the fine glow of the au-

thor’s deep and fervid convictions, while they breathe the quiet eloquence

thus inspired, and well sustained by his genius and culture.

We need not say why all readers will be specially concerned to know what

he has to say of divine revelation as related to sin and its remedy, and especially

of that divine Saviour who is the grand figure-head of his argument, even as,

according to the testimony of what Dr. Peabody proves the oracles of God,

he “hath a name that is above every name.” As to the person and nature of

Christ he tells us, p. 59 :

“But the evangelists do not leave these marvels unaccounted for. Accord-
ing to them, Jesus bears a unique relation to the Supreme Being—a sonship
more intimate, more entirely consubstantial—if you will tolerate a word from
the old theology—than belongs to any other being in the universe. He is the
image, in human form, of the omnipresent and eternal God. It is his special

mission, living and dying, to manifest all of the divine that can admit of

manifestation.”

Again, pp. 228-9,

“ Now those who would thus with one heart and voice reveal a common
consciousness, are the foremost men in the esteem of their fellow men, the
leaders in all good works—those whose lives are confessedly pure, true, faith-

ful, generous, holy. Is there not in the united testimony of such men of all

ages, nations, and sects, evidence of no mean worth to that which they all

affirm ; namely, that Jesus Christ is the Sent of God, the Saviour of Men, the
Source of all Excellence, the Inspirer of all Virtue, the Way to the Father, the
Incarnate Truth, the Eternal Life made manifest?”

The experimental argument is thus beautifully summed up, pp. 184-6:

“ Let us now sum up our argument. Christianity has nurtured every type of
goodness—the tender, the heroic, the philanthropy that has ministered to all

forms of social wrong and evil, the compassion that has relieved all descrip-
tions of want and misery, the intrepid courage which has counted life of no
worth in comparison with loyalty to the true and the right. It has given peace
and gladness to unnumbered souls in every form of distress, suffering, bereave
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ment, and desolation. It has inspired an elastic and immortal hope in those
who have watched by the death-bed of their best-beloved. Its notes of

triumph have been rehearsed and echoed by believing souls over the open
grave. It has filled the hearts of the dying with solemn joy, and merged the
agony of dissolution in the clear vision of an open heaven. These are the
highest, the most benignant ministries that have ever been or ever can be
rendered to humanity. Christianity has rendered them and is rendering them
to thousands upon thousands. It stands alone. No other (so-called) religion,

no other type of belief or unbelief, can be brought into momentary compari-
son with it. Those who have made these experiments testify with one heart
and voice to the source of their virtue, their peace, their joy. The greatly

good, if crowned, will cast down their crowns before Christ, saying, Thou
alone art worthy.’ The heavily afflicted have found consolation, because they
have trodden the wine-press, not alone, but leaning on the sufferer of Calvary.

The dying have looked so steadfastly with the inward eye on the countenance
of their risen Lord, that the vision has not infrequently seemed phototyped
on the fleshly orb. Are all these successful experiments to pass for nothing,

while the commingling of an acid and an alkali shall be vaunted as proclaim-

ing a fundamental law of nature ? I believe in the teaching of the acid and
#

the alkali, even though the experiment be but once performed. Shall I, can
1 doubt the thousand upon thousand-fold experiment of the commingling

—

with gracious and glorious issues, indicating eternal laws of the spiritual

world—of the life and soul of Jesus Christ with the life and soul of his disciple ?”

The supernatural forces by which such glorious results are achieved, are

thus grouped, pp. 216-17:

‘ ‘ But we should antecedently expect to find in the divine economy the anti-

dote and remedy for moral evil. This antidote, this remedy, can consist only
in God’s revelation of his being and will

;
in the establishing on the earth of a

regenerating agency ; in the forgiveness of sins repented of and forsaken; in

help for those who seek to be delivered from inherited or acquired proclivity

to evil
;
in a power of amelioration and progress for the race in this world;

and in a state of being in which human virtue, at best imperfect and inchoate

here, yet capable of indefinite growth^ may have its full consummation. In

Christianity, and nowhere else, we have precisely what might have been thus

anticipated. We have a revelation of God in the person of Christ, of the law
of God in his precepts and his life

;
a regenerating power in his whole earthly

ministry
;
the forgiveness of sins in his cross and sacrifice

; help for our in-

firmities in the Holy Spirit, proceeding from the Father and the Son in accord-

ance with his promise
;
a power of progress in his everlasting gospel

;
eternal

life made manifest in his resurrection.”

There is so much in this volume to command our assent, not to say admi-

ration
;

it is so rare that the author denies what we would affirm, that we the

more keenly crave greater explicitness on some leading points upon which, at

times, he seems almost, if not altogether, at one with us.

We cannot doubt that the volume will do an important service to the cause

it advocates.

Preaching : Manner and Matter. An address delivered by Dr. John

Hall, of New York, before the Drew Theological Seminary, is issued by Nel-

son & Phillips, of New York, and thus has the clear imprimatur of our Metho-

dist brethren before whom it was delivered. And well it may. No better

service could be done than to put it into the hands of every minister and

candidate for the ministry, and we would by no means prohib t it to the
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laity. Every paragraph in its thirty pages is replete with solid Christian

wisdom, which all preachers would be the better for knowing and heed-

ing. While free from all pretence, its positions appear at once so indis-

putable and apt, when once stated, that we wonder why we had never

thought of them before. We are glad to see that Dr. Hall is coming into re-

quisition for courses of lectures to theological students—great and mani-

fold as are his services to the church, he can render none more important

than this. We make one extract for two reasons, i. As showing the true

way of preaching to edification certain doctrines which have generally been

deemed offensive to Arminians. 2. As confirming the view we have before

given, that it is more against certain distortions of the truth than against the

truth itself, on these subjects, that evangelical Christians who disown them

array their opposition. Surely, if our Methodist seminaries welcome such views,

and Methodist publishing societies print and circulate them, they are Calvin-

istic enough for us.

“ Take another truth, which, perhaps, you will regard as one of the hardest

examples to which we can apply that principle—that truth of the sovereignty

of God and the impotence of the depraved creature, as we have it in the Bible.

If I should stand up to unfold and demonstrate these truths nakedly, and by

themselves, I doubt very much if I should help anybody
;
and if this has ever

been done, I doubt if it has helped anybody. But if I take these very same truths

in the connections in which they are put in this Bible, and teach them in

those connections, then I do furnish help. Look at it. Shall I arrogate to

myself the credit and the praise of being a child of God, and thereby be-

coming holy ? Then these truths come in to bar my way, if I do. Ephesians

1. 4, reads, ‘According as he hath chosen us in him, before the foundation

of the world, that we should be holy and without blame before him in love.’

Then let my pride go down into the dust, and let all the glory be to him who
has chosen me in order to make me holy. Look again. You and I are

preaching the gospel to men whom we think in danger of being lost. ‘ Oh,

yes,’ they say in a light and jaunty way, ‘ all very true
; no doubt about that

;

we all ought to be saved
;
please God, all shall be saved

; at the eleventh

hour men can be saved
;
the door of mercy is always standing open

; and, for

my part, I mean to go on as long as it is prudent in sin, and I shall turn the

corner and slip into the open door at the eleventh hour.’ There are thous-

ands in whose secret heart that is the impression. Then comes in this awful

doctrine of the Bible: ‘No man can come to me, except the Father who
hath sent me draw him,’ as in John vi. 44; and when I preach it in its con-

nection, there is the obvious use of it Look at it again. Here comes
Jesus Christ to the world, and behold Judas, one of his own family, betrays

him. Men say, ‘ Didn’t he know what was going to happen ? Can he be the

Son of God, the Saviour, when he is so wretchedly taken in and betrayed ?’

Then comes in this truth, as stated in Acts ii. 23, and iv. 28, that they did,

‘whatsoever thy hand and thy counsel determined before to be done.’ Here
is the Jewish people that God choses, makes his own, favors, blesses, honors,
and lifts up among the nations, and they sink into such depths ! Shall the
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nations blaspheme and say,
1 they have been broken off like wild branches

;

God’s purpose has been defeated
; they have wearied him out, and beaten

him ?’ Then comes in the truth as you read it in the Epistle of Paul to the

Romans—they were broken off
; it was God’s will, he always meant it so

; but

their fall is the rising of men. They are broken off that you Gentiles might

be grafted in
;
and there has been no defeat of him, no disappointment

;
he

has seen the end from the beginning. Don’t we, all of us, look at those truths

just in these relationships ? And when we do look at these truths in these re-

lationships, have not they their value and power ? Does not the mischief begin

when we dislocate the Bible and detach the fragments, and enforce them upon

men outside of the connections in which God has been pleased to put them

in the word ? I may not have succeeded in making my idea clear to you in

this matter, but if I have, I commend it to you as well worthy of your thought.

To you, as to me, I hope it may serve to show how necessary it is to tell all

the truth God gives us in the proportions in which he puts the truth here, and

in the connections and relations in which the all-wise spirit gives it to us.”

Few will begin to read the discourse of Dr. Charles Hodge on the re-open-

ing of the Chapel of Princeton* Theological Seminary, without eagerly read-

ing on to the end,—charmed by its historical narrative, its biographical re-

miniscences of great and good men, its sound teachings and sage maxims,

often set forth in passages of power and beauty, which show not only the great

divine, but the “old man eloquent.”

A Baccalaureate Discourse, delivered by Dr. Asa D. Smith, President of

Dartmouth College, at the last Commencement, on the Creed as related to the

Life,
is a vigorous and manly defence of creeds in religion, against the mania

in opposition to them which has been gaining ground in many quarters. We
should look to the author of such a discourse to press the inquiry, w hich he

has since so faithfully done, as to what is meant by the growing assimilation

between the Orthodox and Unitarian congregationalists, which has of late

been proclaimed and joyfully hailed by influential organs on both sides.

The Law of the Tithe, and of the Free- Will Offering, and of Almsgiving,

by Rev. A. D. Miller, D.D., is republished from the Southern Presbyterian

Review, by the Presbyterian Publishing House, Columbia, S. C. It is an

able and learned discussion of a very important subject. The very imperfect

and unsatisfactory workings of our present methods of ministerial sustenta-

tion, should lead us to study more thoroughly the scriptural methods, and see

how far the law’ of the tithe is binding upon the Christian Church. Two

great evils of our present system are constantly growing greater and more

portentous. The one is the poor support generally given to the Christian

minister ; the other, the increasing and alarming distance between the Gos-

pel, as now administered, and the great body of the poor. Dr. Miller insists

with forcible argument that the tithe is a perpetual divine ordinance, designed

in all ages to provide amply for God’s ministers and worship, by setting apart

for the purpose one-tenth of every man’s income, as not his own, but the

Lord’s, and sacred to this very purpose. He argues by large citations that

this was the prevailing doctrine of the Christian Fathers. He shows that.
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compared with all other methods, it is effective for providing an adequate

support for the ministry, and divine service. He argues that the people lose

far more than they gain, even of property and income, by withholding from

God his due portion of the same.

While we see many difficulties in carrying into execution any law of the

tithe, even if it should be recognized by the Church, and in determining how
income should be estimated, for this purpose, with reference to civil taxes,

and many complex conditions of our modern financial and industrial systems,

yet we do not, for this reason, discourage such discussion
;
we favor it until

this whole subject of ministerial support is better mastered by us than at pre-

sent. If it turns out that the tithe is God’s method, there must be a possible

way of carrying it into effect. If we ascertain the one we can discover the

other.

The author’s doctrine is best stated in his own words (pp. 60, 61), thus:

“ That the ministry are immediately dependent upon God, and not upon the

people for their support. They do not live upon the people, they live

upon God. They live upon the Lord’s portion, not upon the people’s.

For tithes never belonged to the people, and so they could not give what

never belonged to them. They belonged always to God. And so He de-

mands of the people that they render unto him the things that are God’s.

Not to do this is theft and robbery'. Hence, he charges it upon the peo-

ple : ‘Ye have robbed me in tithes and offerings.’ When his tithes and

offerings are paid unto him, then he gives these to his ministers ; so that it

is the Lord’s money, and not the people’s money, that supports the Lord’s

church, and the Lord’s ministry.”

That it is quite time this subject were further studied, the author presents

melancholy and startling proof in the following (p. 1 19) : “The Government
statistics, for 1871, may well cause every honorable man to hang his head

with shame, and may well fill every patriot’s heart with alarm. They are as

follows : let them be pondered by every lover of his country :

Salaries of all ministers of the Gospel $6,000,000
Cost of dogs $10,000,000
Support of criminals $12,000,000
Fees of litigation $35,000,000
Cost of tobacco and cigars $610,000,000
Importation of liquor $50,000,000
Support of grog-shops $1,500,000,000.
Whole cost of liquor $2,200,000,000

And these are the facts in this “enlightened” nineteenth century, and in

these United States! One might infer from them, that we are fast becoming,

if we are not already, a nation of drunkards. And then consider this

country’s estimate of the gospel ministry, the ministers of all denominations

costing a sum, less by millions, than the very dogs of the land /”

Natural Science, Religious Creeds and Scripture Truth. What they

Teach Concerning the Mystery of God. By Daniel Reid, Author of the

“ Divine Footsteps in Human History.” Edinburgh : William Blackwood &
Sons. The author lays down some very important principles in regard to
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the proper method of searching truth, whether in the department of natural

science, or revealed religion. Among them are the obvious maxims that

theologians should be open to receive all the discoveries and facts which are

duly proved in the domain of science, while scientists should give equal

credit to the clear testimonies of revelation. He signaliz .s the fact that the

conflicts between science and religion do not emerge from any real contradic-

tion between the undoubted testimonies of either, but rather from unproved

assumptions as to what these facts and testimonies really are, and false inter-

pretations of, or groundless inferences from, them. He also demonstrates the

impossibility of accounting for the origination of the various grades of inani-

mate and organic objects, by the uniformity and invariability of nature’s

laws, or for the incertitude and variation brought into human history by the

caprice and volatility of the human will, in consistency with any uniformity

of law in producing the phenomena which are due to this agent.

He also maintains the supernatural origin and absolute authority of the

Scriptures, and copiously discusses some of their chief representations in re-

gard to the being and nature of God, especially as these are evinced or

illustrated by the light of nature, and this as brightened and amplified by the

discoveries of science. This, which is by far the larger portion of the vol-

ume, however, is quite the least satisfactory. It is in a high degree devout

and reverential. But it is intensely mystical. It does not merely conduct to the

mysterious and incomprehensible as any proper setting forth of the divine

nature must do. It gives no intelligible idea of the proper bounds beyond

which the mystery lies, so tha". we may know when we approach it, and when

we are entering the fathomless abyss. Moreover, mystery, if incomprehen*

sible, is not absurdity or contradiction, into which it seems to us many pas-

sages of this book run. Passing more or less of this nature in regard to

created things, we quote a specimen or two with regard to the nature of God
Himself

:

The heading of pages 158,9 of Part II., is “The Immutability of the

Eternal Spirit and the Mutability of its Entire Essence.” “ God is a Spirit

:

and the Spirit which God is in this essential existence, is both an Infinite

and Eternal Spirit; but even an Infinite and Eternal Spirit, whatever may be

said of other Spirits, is of necessity an uncreated and uncreatable Spirit.

But even an uncreated and uncreatable, Infinite and Eternal Spirit is not

God." Part I. p. 65.

“There are two invisible things in God : a foundation of personal exist-

ence and a beginning of personal knowledge, which are not possessed by a

Spirit
;
and they are two invisible things of God which, from the creation of

the world, are clearly seen.” Id. p. 66.

“ The existence of the one God was dual—without duality the existence of

the one God was an impossibility
;
for a Spirit self-existent, even although eter-

nal, and also associated with infinite thought, is not, and never could be, God.

The foundation of God’s existence as God was laid in self-sacrifice, even the

sacrifice of his existence as an Eternal Spirit.” Id. p. 68.
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Any amount more of the like might be quoted. Sometimes the author

reads like one who has drawn his inspiration from Swedenborg, and some-

times from later sources.

The Presbyterian Board send us Christian Love, as Manifested in the

Heart and Life. By Jonathan Edwabds, some time Pastor of the Church

at Northampton, Massachusetts, and President of the College of New Jersey.

Edited from the original manuscript, by the Bev. Teton Edwabds, D. D.

;

a posthumous work of the great divine which treats the essential elements of

Christian piety as no other uninspired pen could do it—blending the keenest

insight into character and most subtle discrimination of piety from all

counterfeits, with seraphic fervor and devotion.

The Paraclete : An Essay on the Personality and Ministry of the Holy
Ghost, with some References to Current Discussions. Scribner, Armstrong &
Co. The author of this anonymous work commences his introduction with

the question—“ How far is it possible to divest the Christian doctrine of the

Holy Ghost of such mystery as is superstitious rather than religious ?”

Christian theology asserts the existence of a Personal Spirit, the highest

Teacher of Truth and the Supreme Minister of comfort. There is presump-

tion in favor of this truth to be derived from the indisputable existence of a

spiritual world, a world of invisible forces, the most powerful that can be

brought to bear upon the human soul. Moreover, the whole movement of

history, in all that is vital and permanent, is a movement from the outward

and visible, to the inward .and spiritual. The Bible also forces upon the soul,

as it grows in intellectual and spiritual life, the conviction of its inspiration.

The fact of its inspiration asserts itself in its character, and in the biography

of Christ. The way is thus prepared to maintain that the Holy Spirit is the

interpreter of Scripture, and to exhibit his office in connection with his

ministry of comfort, conviction, and regeneration. After gathering up the

evidence’of the existence and work of the Spirit in connection with the Pente-

cost, the witness and miracles of the Spirit, the author proceeds to the sec-

ond portion of his work, in which he takes up some of the skepticisms of the

day, and very ably handles some of its materialistic theories. His criticism

on John Stuart Mill is a very effective argumentum ad hominem, and some
other noted names of the school to which ho belonged invite strictures of

the author. The book is ably written, and gives evidence of familiarity

with current discussions, and the foundations of Christian truth, as well as

of original and careful thinking. Any exceptions which we might be dis-

posed to make would concern certain minor matters of form rather than sub-

stance. We hope that in another edition the author will not withhold his

name.

Biblical Literature.

An Examination of the Alleged Discrepancies of the Bible. By John
W. Haley, M. A.; with an Introduction by Alvah Hovey, D. D. Andover;
W. F. Draper. In this volume Mr. Haley has collected with great diligence,

from a wide range of study, some 900 difficult passages, “ Alleged Discrep-
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ancies ” of the Bible, with attempted solutions. In the first part he discusses

the origin, the design, and the results of the discrepancies. In the second

part, he digests them into the three heads of doctrinal, ethical and historical

discrepancies, and shows in what way they may be reconciled or relieved. Of
course, the criticism must generally be quite brief—sometimes by mere hints.

Some of the difficulties are so very slight as to be hardly worth the promi-

inence assigned them. Other discrepancies are so difficult that volumes

have been written on them. All persons can not and need not agree in any

particular solution. Most of the difficulties require only some credible hy-

pothesis
;
and for some of them undoubtedly we have not the materials for a

final and satisfactory decision. The book is honest, candid, and painstaking.

It will be found useful to all students of the sacred volume. It is very con-

venient to have all these instances collected In such a condensed way, and

presented in so clear a style and so good a method. It is the only complete

work of the kind. It was also well to bring together all these discrepancies,

often so much exaggerated, that all, both friends and foes, might see just

what they are, and how slight they are compared with the inherent majesty

and unity, the essential truthfulness and the saving power, of the word of

God.

Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament. By H. A.

W. Meier, D. D. The Clarks of Edinburgh have published two more vol-

umes of their projected translation of this admirable commentary, viz : The

Gospel of John, vol. I., and the Epistle to the Romans, vol II. ; the former

translated by Rev. W. Urwick, and Romans by Rev. J. C. Moore and Rev.

E. Johnson ;
revised and edited by Prof. W. P. Dickson, D. D., of the Uni-

versity of Glasgow. A special edition is imported for this country by Scrib-

ner, Armstrong & Co., at $3.00 a volume.

We have already strongly commended this work, as upon the whole the

best critical commentary on the New Testament for the use of scholars. The

translation is made from the fifth edition of the German. Dr. Meier was con-

stantly at work during a long life upon the preparation and improvement of

his commentary. Each new edition bore witness to the thoroughness of

his studies. All interpretations of importance differing from his own are

carefully noticed, so that the literature of the subject is in effect reviewed

.

He was not misled by the daring theories and a priori constructions of the

extreme schools of theological thought ;
on the contrary he carefully notices

and ably refutes them. See for example his admirable discussion of the

authenticity of John’s Gospel. After reviewing all the evidence he says:

“ On the whole the work is a phenomenon so sublime and unique among the

productions of the Christian spirit, that if it were the creation of an unknown

author of the second century it would be beyond the range of all that is his-

torically conceivable.” “ After having stood the critical tests originated by

Bretschneider and Baur, this gospel continues to shine with its own calm

inner superiority and undisturbed transparency, issuing forth victorious

from never-ceasing conflicts
;
the last star, as it were, of evangelic history

and teaching, yet beaming with the purest and highest light, which would
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never have arisen amid the scorching heat of Gnosticism, or have emerged

from the fermentation of some catholicizing process
;

but which rose rather

on the horizon of the apostolic age, from the spirit of the disciple most

intimate with his Lord, and which is destined never again to set—the guide

to a true catholicity, differing wholly from the ecclesiastical development

of the second century, and still remaining as the unattained goal of the

future.”

The Holy Bible According to the Authorized Version (A. D. 1611), etc.

Edited by F. C. Cook, A. M., Canon of Exeter, etc. Vol. IV. Job, Psalms,

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, The Song of Solomon. New York: Scribner, Arm-
strong & Co. This excellent and concise commentary is carried forward with

commendable rapidity, and it bids fair to be one of the best expositions of the

Bible for general use. The general editor contributes the commentary on Job

with a valuable introduction. He is inclined to the opinion that Job, as we now
have it, was “transcribed or translated” forthe Jews; and that it was manifestly

written where and when little was known of the Mosaic code. The Psalms

are interpreted by various hands—its editor, the Dean of Wells (Rev. G. H.

S. Johnson), and Rev. J. C. Elliott. The Maccabean origin of any of the

Psalms is opposed—in agreement with such critics as Ewald and Bleek.

Professor Plumptre writes on the Proverbs ; Rev. W. T. Bullock on Ecclesi-

astes
;

and Rev. J. L. Kingsbury on the Song of Solomon, with a sparing

use of the allegorical method. Each fresh volume of this Bible-work is a new
and strong argument in its favor. It is learned, but the learning is not obtru-

sive. It is condensed, but perspicuous. It does not waste space in theorizing

or in practical remarks. It sticks to the text.

A pamphlet on The Genuineness of i John ,
v. 7, whic h, though anonymous,

we presume we violate no confidence in attributing to the Rev. N. E. Corn-
wall, D. D., of New York, seems to us to deserve the notice of our exegetee

and theologians. It is called forth by the action of the “Irish Church
Synod for Liturgical Revision,” in substituting “a new epistle for the

Sunday after Easter, because the old one contained a passage which was con-

sidered spurious.” That passage was the above, viz.: “For there are

three that bear record in heaven, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost,

and these three are one.” In this scholarly paper Dr. Cornwall certainly

adduces many reasons, which deserve careful consideration, for rejecting the

opinion, which of late has been nearly universal among scholars, that this

passage is spurious
; in his view the weight of evidence, after thorough criti-

cal sifting, is the other way. We are not now prepared to go further than

to say that his argument is worthy of candid and respectful examination.

An Inquiry into the Usage famid, go, and the Nature of Christie and

Patristic Baptism, as exhibited in the Holy Scriptures and Patristic Writ-
ings. By James W. Dale, D. D. Philadelphia : Wm. Rutter & Co. pp.
680. With this volume, Dr. Dale concludes his indefatigable and learned

investigations into the usage of a single word during a period of a thousand
years. Whatever judgment may be formed as to some of his positions, all
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will agree in admiring liis scholarly enthusiasm, his immense research, his

skill and ingenuity, as well as his candor in the management of a very diffi-

cult subject. He has undoubtedly shed light on many important points,

and given new and valuable interpretations to passages of Scripture, and to

the patristic usage. Even where he may have spiritualized the sense of the

word to a greater degree than we have been wont to do, he has still opened
the way to needful investigations. It is an indispensable work for all who
engage in this controversy

;
and we bespeak for it a cordial reception. It is

almost pathetic to read, that “ neither for labor expended, nor for money
invested, has the author received one dollar. ” This ought not to be so.

Proposing to have it noticed in our Review at some future time, more fully,

by a competent critic, we cau now only give the author’s summary of the

chief results of his four solid volumes.

“The Inquiry into the meaning of ^a7TT12,00, as determined by usage through a

thousand years, and as that meaning bears on Christian baptism, is now com-

pleted.

“ Classic Baptism shows that fia.mi2ao demands a thorough change of

CONDITION for its object : I. By intusposition (usually within a fluid', by any

form of act, without limitation of time ; 2 . Without intusposition
, by any controlling,

penetrating, pervading, and therefore assimilating influence, however applied, and

without limitation of time.

“Judaic Baptism shows the same primary and secondary meanings in relation

to ships sunk and men drunk ; and also, the application of the secondary meaning

to ceremonially purify religious rites, whereby is secured a new specifically changed

condition and meaning—to purify ceremonially.

Johannic Baptism abandons the use of the primary meaning within the sphere

of physics, but introduces it in a new and ideal sphere, by representing the soul as

passing into a spiritual element

—

repentance, remission of sins—under the influence

of the Holy Spirit, and by a rite in which water (occupying the position of symbol

agency) symbolizes, by its purifying nature, this thoroughly changed spiritual con-

dition. The water in its use has no dependence whatever on /3a7tTi'2oo.

“ Christic Baptism shows the same rejection of the physical sphere, and pre-

sents the Lord Jesus Christ (the slain Lamb of God, whose atoning blood cleanseth

from all sin) as the ideal element, by passing into which the spiritual condition of

the soul is thoroughly changed, and also, a rite in which water (still in the position

of symbol agency) symbolizes, by its purifying nature, this purified spiritual con-

dition. This baptism into the Lord Jesus is preparative for and causative of the

further and ultimate real baptism into the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and

of the Holy Ghost.

“ Patristic Baptism shows outside of the religious sphere the same meanings

as in Classic and Judaic Baptism, and within the religious sphere the same ideal

use as in Johannic and Christic Baptism. It departs from them, however, by

merging symbol in the real baptism, and making the water co-active with the Holy

Spirit in effecting the real baptism. It also exhibits fla.7TT i2oo (having absorbed

the original phrase) with the acquired meaning—to purify spiritually."
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Philosophy.

The Philosophy of History in France and Germany. By Robert
Flint, Professor of Moral Philosophy and Political Economy, University

of St. Andrews. Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood & Sons.

This work is a series of succinct accounts of the chief contributions which

have been made towards a Philosophy of History, by French and German
authors, accompanied in each case with criticisms as searching as the

author has judged requisite. As such, those who may differ from it in some

of the estimates of authors and systems, will find it a very important aid to the

study, and a valuable addition to the literature of the subject. It is to be followed

by another volume on the same topic, as it has been treated by the philoso-

phers of Italy and Britain. The great merits of the present volume will beget

a keen appetite for its successor, among all interested in such studies. The
authors and treatises chiefly brought to view by the author, have not had

for their chief object the treatment of this subject, nor is it in reference to

this specially that they have been most known to fame. The great philoso-

phers of each country and of all schools, have dealt with the subject incident-

ally at least ; and in some instances have put it among their foremost topics.

At all events, in analyzing human nature, they have investigated or touched

upon the great principles which belong to manhood, and underlie its devel-

opment individually and socially, in the family, the church, the state, the race

or community of nations, i. e. collective humanity itself. The principles or

laws which control this development in the Past, Present and Future, with the

methods of ascertaining them, when duly determined, systematized and for-

mulated, constitute the philosophy of history.

It is easy to see, therefore, that those who have cast any light upon the philos

ophy of mind in any of its departments or applications, or upon any of the

great motive forces which actuate men on any side or in any sphere, set forth

more or less which has points of contact with this subject, and so, to this ex.

tent, come under the inspection and review of our author. Hence the great

systems of philosophy advanced by the founders of schools and leaders of

thought themselves fall under his survey. The brief outline of these systems

of philosophy as such, given by Prof. Flint, as a preparation for estimating

their value as contributions to the philosophy of history, will be very service-

able to those who, in seeking the true method and progress of the philosophy

of history, also desire an outline of the history of philosophy. It is only ne-

cessary to note in the long list reviewed by our author the names and systems

of Descartes, Bossuet, Montesquieu, Turgot, Voltaire, Condorcet, St. Simon,
Cousin, Jouffroy, Guizot, Comte, De Tocqueville, Laurent, in France; or

Leibnitz, Lessing, Herder, Kant, Schiller, Fichte, Schelling, Frederic Schlegel,

Krause, Hegel, Bunsen, Lazarus, Lotze, and Hermann in Germany, to see

how broad and high is his range in this respect.

The philosophy of history, i. e. the laws of the progress and development
of humanity, must be the subject of great diversity and conflict of opinion,

except with Christians who recognize in the principles set forth in the Word
of God, the ultimate ground-basis of all philosophy of its history : i. e. who
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find in the Mediatorial Kingdom of Christ, and the salvation of man and

glory of God as involved therein, the final cause and dominant force in human
history—since all things are to be gathered into one in Christ, whether of

things in heaven or on earth, even in Him, and he is Head of the church not

only, but over all things to the church. This does not exclude, but rather

includes, and subsidizes into its own service, all other laws and forces that con-

tribute to produce or explain the onward movement of the human race. In-

deed, as our author well observes, the earliest idea of a philosophy of History,

i.e. of apprehending the great complex of historic phenomena in their causes

and their unity, was the product of Christianity, and was first largely illustrated

in the “ De Civitate Dei," of Augustine. As Prof. Flint well observes,

“ Christianity further introduced the great idea that the course of history is

the unfolding of a divine plan ; that kingdoms have risen and fallen in order

that a purpose of God regardingman might be realized. . . It gave a previously

unknown significance and extension to the doctrine of Providence, teaching

not only that God cared for men as individuals, but so directed them by his

wisdom and power as a race, as to bring about the end which he had in their

creation. It forced on the mind of the Christian the conviction of a unity

pervading history in consequence of all events having been fore-ordained, and

being related to a final cause, the chief end of man.” (pp. 16-17.

)

The author, however, deems this totally inadequate as philosophy of his-

tory.—He says, “The Augustinian philosophy of history is very superficial

as a philosophy of history or scientific explanation of history
;
but the doctrines

with which it seeks to elucidate history are true doctrines, really drawn from

Scripture—legitimate statements of verities made known through revelation,

and more important by far than any thing to be found in the ordinary records

of humanity.”

Prof. Flint criticises all the authors and systems that come under his review

very much in the same way, i .e., more or less conceding their truth and value

in some degree
;
or within certain limits he sometimes disproves, but always

denies, their adequacy to constitute any proper philosophy of history. This

being so, we think the great defect of the book as to intrinsic value and artis-

tic merit lies in the failure of the author to make any positive and explicit

announcement of his own doctrine on the subject. This desideratum we trust

will be supplied in the next volume.

We infer, however, from the tenor of his criticisms, that the philosophy of

history which he recognizes as worthy of the name must be inductive in its

proofs and generalizations, and that the essential defect, however varied in ac-

cidental form, of the systems he criticises, is the lack of this inductive process

applied to the facts of universal history. The criticism is for the most part

valid. All philosophy of history should be founded on, developed and tested

by this process—yet induction is itself impossible without some a priori prin-

ciples, or pre-suppositions which render any reasoning or philosophy pos-

sible. Can we, in solving the enigma, tracing the thread, or finding the law of

history, expect to reach the truth, if we ignore at the outset those great truths

and principles made known by the Word of God, which underlie, shape and
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interpret all history ? We do not suppose our author means this. We put

these questions to show the importance of a precise statement of his own doc-

trine, as to what is a true philosophy of history.

The most important philosophical work of the season is The Scottish Phil-

osophy, Biographical, Expository, Critical,from Hutcheson to Hajnilton, by

James McCosh, LL.D., D. D., President of Princeton College, pub-

lished in handsome style by the Carters. In this volume Dr. McCosh appears

at his best, and that is saying a great de.il. He may be said to have realized

in it the supreme felicity of authorship, in that he has addressed himself to a

high work; of which the world was in great need, never before seriously at-

tempted, for which he has the requisite qualifications beyond any living man,

and which affords the fullest scope for each and all of that assemblage of gifts

native and acquired with which he is endowed. A Scotchman himself, with

the perfervidutn ingenium Scotorum, nurtured and educated in his native land,

trained by her greatest masters in phdosophy, or otherwise brought into con-

tact with those of them not passed off the stage when he entered upon it,

having that mastery of the works of all, whether living or dea l, which the

most thorough and sifting study alone can give; with a loving appreciation

of their philosophy, which, without blinding him to its defects, yet breathes

the warmth which patriotism, kinship, and, more than all, a hearty conviction

of the fundamental truth and importance of its main distinctive principles in-

spire; a catholic knowledge and appreciation of the philosophy of other ages

and countries, which has preserved him from all narrowness and one-sidedness

in estimating that of his own country—all this has qualified him, not

only to expound it as it comes from successive authors, but to judge it by a

comparison with philosophy as a whole, and to criticise it with judicial fair-

ness and discrimination. This book, moreover, is not exclusively a history

a, id exposition of Scottish philosophers, but it intersperses biographical

sketches of them successively, with reference to whatever in the general cir-

cumstances and surroundings of each one, whether of the country or the time,

impressed itselfonhis speculations. This brings into play thatspvightly imagin-

ation and general vivacity of style which render even Dr. McCosh’s metaphysical

writings more buoyant and widely read than most philosophical productions,and

which in so favorable a field for their exercise, have spread over a book full of

the profoundest and acutcst metaphysical disquisition much of the fascination

of a good novel. Few who begin the book will fail to read it through, and it

will have charms for others destitute of any special philosophical taste or in-

sight, while it will tend to kindle these in many minds as yet indifferent to

such things. On the whole, we reckon this book the greatest success among
the distinguished author’s published works, certainly as a ripe and complete

thing of its kind, if not even as a contribution to philosophy.

He justly describes the method of the Scottish philosophy as one of obser-

vation, employing consciousness as its instrument, and leading to the knowl-

edge of facts beyond consciousness, of truths beyond experience. Looking
at his accounts of the greatest names, as leaders of thought, whether in ac-

cordance with their own systems, or in rousing a reaction against tn, we

12
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find his sketches and estimates of Hume, Reid, Stewart, Brown, Hamilton, as

just and discriminating as they are careful and elaborate. Hume, indeed?

though second to none in keenness, subtlety, and influence even, direct and in'

direct, comes into the account, not so much as a representative of the Scotch

philosophy, as a Scotchman who originated speculations subversive of that

and every other sound system. But in his way he was one of the greatest of
masters. He clearly stands at the head of modern destructive thought, alike

in its forms of nihilism, materialism, and this latter, whether pure and simple,

or as in the system of J. S. Mill, on a basis or with a tincture of idealism.

We have long thought, as Dr. McCosh so well shows, that scarcely any

assault has been made by recent Materialists, Positivists, Utilitarians, Associa-

tionists, we may add too, without much strain, Idealists, or Destructives or

Nihilists of whatever sort, which has not drawn from Hume’s well-stored ar-

mory the weapons already forged by him for the purpose. This Hume accom-

plished by pushing to their just logical consequences certain assumptions con-

cerning cognition, which had passed current or scarcely questioned among
philosophers, and made the immediate object of all knowledge some mental

act or state, or some intermediate between the thing to be known and the

mind knowing it. When Hume pressed this premise to its proper conclusion

of the destruction of all knowledge of things extra-mental, and by one further

step, of the mind itself, he showed that it undermined all Existing philosophi-

cal and religious systems. He was hailed with loud acclaim by the sceptics

and materialists of the time—British and Continental. He aroused philoso-

phers and theologians to a re-examination of the principles so long unques-

tioned, the pernicious principles lurking in which had thus been laid bare by

the testing search of the great sceptic. As Kant confesses, it roused him from

his “ dogmatic slumbers, ” and set him upon investigating the sources and

limits of our knowledge. This resulted in the Critic of Pure Reason, which is

the starting-point of all modern German philosophy, for better and for worse.

It likewise set Thomas Reid upon a similar study in Scotland, which resulted

in his treatises on the intellectual and moral and active powers of man.

These with all their imperfections, gave to Scottish philosophy its subsequent

drift, and made it a great power in promoting sound thinking, not only

in Scotland, but throughout the English-speaking peoples, and also in the

French reaction against the sensationalism which Locke’s speculations had

been used, and abused, to promote. We quite agree, and more than agree

with Dr. McCosh in ranking him as the head and founder of what is properly

known as the Scottish School, while we also agree with him that his system

required much supplementing to perfect it, and clear it of blunders and incon-

sistencies.

This, however, is what usually happens with regard to all who are in

any sense discoverers, or founders of schools of thought. What they do is

to find and point out the right line of movement, the hinge-principles which

faithfully followed out will solve tne problem before them. But they generally

fail to clear up many of the collateral and incidental difficulties that emerge,

and often run into inconsistencies and crudities in the attempt. To remove
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these is the work of successors, one after another, and belongs to that healthy

progress which is inseparable from systems of permanent and fundamental

truth. This is true of the Organum of Aristotle, and the Novum Organum of

Bacon, of the theological and philosophical systems alike of Augustine,

Calvin, Edwards, Chalmers. It is of course true of Reid.

But he brought to light, in such a manner as to command the attention and

wide assent of the philosophic world, under the title of the philosophy of

common sense : i. That we have a real immediate knowledge of external ob-

jects in sense-perception. 2. Of the self or soul in consciousness. 3. Of funda-

mental intuitive truths above sense by the reason—principles which underlie

all true philosophy, and all true religion. While he fell into inaccuracies in

his enumeration and classification of intuitive truths, which others after

him have been correcting, and left even the precise sphere of common-sense

itself in philosophy to be more adequately defined, there yet remains as our

permanent possession the indisputable self-evidence and authority of these,

happily called by Stewart, fundamental laws of human belief. So in regard

to external perception, there remains after eliminating the adventitious ele-

ments from his analysis, the immediate cognition of extra-mental objects.

And although he boggled somewhat in applying the doctrine of infer-

ential and acquired perception, along with the distinction of the primary and

secondary qualities of Matter, to the explanation of seeming fallacies or

illusions in sense-perception, in consistency with his doctrine of an immediate

true cognition of externals, yet he herein detected the clew which, more

thoroughly followed and worked out by Hamilton, we think culminates in a

grand solution of the problem.

Compared with Kant, Reid regains to us and guards the solid fabric ofactual

being and truth so mercilessly threatened and assailed by Hume. His work

had been more complete, if it had been more shaped and compacted by the

a priori principles and logical forms of which Kant was so great a master.

Kant on the other hand so exalted the a priori and formal element of our

knowledge, that he reduced actual being itself to mere mental forms or phe-

nomena which had no guarantee of extra-mental existence, his great effort to

overthrow Hume’s nihilism thus unwittingly ending in it, with only a change

of its form.

Hamilton, as Dr. McCosh shows, undertook to weld together Reid and

Kant, avoiding the errors and retaining the truth of both. His publica-

tions are so fragmentary that we hardly know how his system would have ap-

peared, had he brought it out as a compacted and organic whole. It is

certain that he has wrought out the distinction of the primary and secondary

qualities of matter, and of direct and indirect, or mediate and immediate

perception as implicated therewith, in such a way as to be a lasting contri-

bution to sound philosophy and a monument to his fame. But, he destroys his

own work by his doctrine of the Relativity of Knowledge imbibed from Kant,

which virtually annihilates that distinction, or renders it unavailable for his

purpose. So he makes many sage observations about the intuitive or regu-

lative faculty of first truths, but it is all strangled in the net-work of Kantian
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antinomies in which he himself got hopelessly entangled—whereby all

knowledge of the Infinite, Absolute and First Cause is a nullity, .because lost

in a hopeless thicket of contradictions
;
and even so fundamental an idea as

causality itself is evaporated into a mental impotence. He signalized himself

by his somewhat bitter and relentless criticisms of Brown. The two deviate

from Reid about equally in opposite directions. As we desire to give our

readers a sample of Dr. McCosh himself, we cannot do better than give his

contrast between these two philosophers at length, which we reckon one of

the fine passages not only of this book, but of English literature :

“ We may compare him with the Scotch metaphysician who had the greatest repu-

tation when Hamilton determined to claim a place for himself. Brown and Ham-
ilton are alike in the fame which they attained, in the influence which they exercised

over young and ardent spirits, in the interest which they excited in the study of the

human mind, and in their success in upholding the reputation of the Scottish col-

leges for metaphysical pursuits. Each had an ambition to be independent, to appear

original and establish a system of his own
;
both were possessed of large power of

ingenuity and acuteness, and delighted to reduce the compound into elements ; and

each, we may add, had a considerable acquaintance with the physiology of the

senses; but in nearly all other respects they widely diverge, and their points of

contrast are more marked than their points of correspondence. They differed even

in their natural disposition. The one was amiable, gentle, somewhat effeminate,

and sensitive, and not much addicted to criticism; the other, as became the descend-

ant of a covenanting hero, was manly, intrepid, resolute—at times passionate—
and abounding in critical strictures, even on those whom he most admires. As to

their manner of expounding their views, there could not be a stronger contrast.

Both have their attractions
; but the one pleases by the changing hues of his fancy

and the glow of his sentiment, whereas the other stimulates our intellectual activ-

ity by the sharpness of his discussions, and the variety and aptness of his erudition.

The one abounds in illustrations, and excites himself into eloquence and his reader

into enthusiasm; the other is brief and curt; seldom giving us a concrete exam-

ple; restraining all emotion, except it be passion at times; never deigning to warm
the students by a flash of rhetoric

;
and presenting only the naked truth that it may

allure by its own charms. If we lose the meaning of the one, it is in a blaze of

light, in a cloud of words, or in repeated repetitions : the quickest thinkers are not

•always sure that they understand the other, because of the brevity of his style, and

the compression of his matter ; and his admirers are found poring over his notes,

as the ancients did over the responses of their oracles. The one helps us up the

hill, by many a winding in his path, and allows us many a retrospect, when we

might become weary, and where the view is most expanded ; whereas the other

conducts us straight up the steep ascent, and, though he knows all the paths by

which others have mounted, he ever holds directly on
;
and if there be not a path

made for him, he will clear one for himself. Both were eminently successful lec-

turers ; but the one called forth an admiration of himself in the minds of his whole

class ;
whereas the other succeeded in rousing the energies of select minds, in set-

ting them forth on curious research, and in sharpening them for logical dissection.

One feels, in reading Brown, as if he were filled and satisfied ; but sometimes, as

he finds in the digestion, the food has been far from substantial ; whereas we are

forced to complain, in regard to Hamilton, that he gives us the condensed essence,

which the stomach feels great difficulty in mastering. The one never coins a new
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technical word when the phrases in current use among the British and French

philosophers of the previous century will serve his purpose; the other delights to

stamp his thoughts with a nomenclature of his own derived from the scholastics

or the Germans, or fashioned out of the Greek tongue ; and so the one feels soft

as a bird of delicate plumage, whereas the other is bristling all over with sharp

points like a porcupine. The works of the one remind us of Versailles, with its

paintings, its woods, its fountains—all somewhat artificial, but beautiful withal ;

those of the other are ruled and squared like the pyramids, and look as if they were

as lofty, and must be as enduring.

“Both were extensive readers; but the reading of the one was in the Latin clas-

sics, and the works of the well-know.i authors of England and France in the last

century ;
whereas the other ranged over all ancient literature, and over the philo-

sophic systems of all ages and countries ; delighted supremely in writings which

had never been read since the age in which they were penned, troubled many a

librarian to shake the dust from volumes which no other man had ever asked for

;

and must, we should think, have gratified the dead grieving in their graves over

neglect, by showing them that they were yet remembered. The one delights to

show how superior he is to Reid, to Stewart, to the Schoolmen, to the Stagyrite

;

the other rejoices to prove his superior learning by claiming for old, forgotten

philosophers the doctrines attributed to modern authors, and by demonstrating

how much we owe to the scholastic ages and to Aristotle.

“ Both departed so far from the true Scottish school ; but the one went over to

France for refinement and sentiment, the other to Germany for abstractions and

erudition. If Brown is a mixture of the Scottish and French schools, Hamilton

is a union of the schools of Reid and Kant. Brown thought that Reid’s influence

was too high, and had a secret desire to undermine him and Stewart with him ;

Hamilton thought that Brown was over-rated, and makes no scruple in avowing

that he labors to strip him of the false glory in which he was enveloped
;
and he

took up Reid at the time he was being decried in Scotland, and allowed no man
but himself to censure the common-sense philosopher. Brown had no sense of

the merits of Kant, and did his best (along with Stewart) to keep him unknown

for an age in Scotland. Hamilton was smitten with a deep admiration of the

great German metaphysician, helped to introduce him to the knowledge of Scot-

tish thinkers, was caught in his logical net-work, and was never able thoroughly to

extricate himself.

“ As to their method of investigation, both employ analysis as their chief instru-

ment, but the one uses a retort and proceeds by a sort of chemical composition,

while the other employs a lens and works by logical division. In comparison with

Reid and Stewart, both erred by excess of decomposition and overlooked essential

parts of the phenomenon; but the object of the one was to resolve all mental

states into as few powers as possible, whereas the aim of the other was to divide

and subdivide a whole into parts, which he again distributes into compartments

of a framework provided for them. The one has added to the body of philosophy

mainly by his acute analysis of concrete phenomena and by his illuminated illus-

trations of psychological laws ; the other by his vast erudition, which enabled

him to dispose under heads the opinions of all philosophers, and by his skill in

arranging the facts of consciousness by means of logical division and distribution."

pp. 418-420.
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A Suggestion as to Causation, by FRANCIS Wharton, a name far

from unknown in law, ethics and metaphysics, is a brief pamphlet of which

the author says: “The following pages, which are the appendix to a

treatise on Negligence which I am about to publish, have been bound in a

detached shape, as a contribution to the controversy on Causation, which

has been revived by Mr. Mill’s autobiography and by Mr. Tyndall’s Belfast

.address.” The foretaste furnished us in these twelve pages has given us a

keen appetite for the volume to which it belongs, and which must be of high

-value. It is srldom that we have seen so much important legal and moral

truth packed into twelve pages, from which we should like to make large ex-

tracts, if we had room. Indeed, we should like nothing better than the

whole of it in an article, were it not already published. It says just what we
think ought to be said of the objections of pseudo-science to prayer

;
of

the utter antagonism between the materialistic idea of cause and the princi-

ples recognized not only by religion and Christianity, but in the administra-

tion of civil law through the ages. This ever sharply distinguishes between

physical and moral causes, and is even coming to disregard the judgments of

materialistic physicians and experts concerning insanity. We have but a single

criticism to offer. We do not agree with the author that “ only a free

moral agent can be a cause.” He only can be a free and responsible cause.

But surely there are physical forces created by a free divine cause—a causa-

tive energy which is efficient to produce effects. Aside of the engineer,

the expansive force of the steam is the cause of the movement of the engine,

in a sense in which the surrounding air, the track, the wheels and the boiler

are not. The wind which propels the sailing vessel is surely a cause of that

propulsion.

New Elementsfrom Old Subjects

:

Presented as the basis for a Science of

Mind. To which are added : I. The Philosophy of Numeration
;
H. The

Philosophy of Government
;
III. The Philosophy of Definitions, as applied

to the aforesaid elements. By John Gaskell. Philadelphia : Claxton,

Remsen & Haffelfiuger. Mr. Gaskell was an Englishman, who came to this

country in 1819 ; he was a stone-cutter and something of a sculptor, in Wil-

mington, Delaware, and at last settled in Philadelphia, where “he followed

the occupation of bookkeeping. ” He was also addicted to philosophical specu-

lations, and found in metaphysics the ultimate principles of all knowledge.

He appears in this posthumous work as a metaphysical “ discoverer” of the

Principle of Correlation, as underlying, or involved in, all thought, and es-

sential in all philosophy. He defines the principle thus: “A Correlation

denotes three things reciprocally connected in such a way that they differ in

degrees relative to that in which they agree." There are only three modes

of correlating, viz. : The Direct, as in, long, longer, longest ;
the Inverse,

as in, shortest, shorter, short; and the Reverse—“Where two things aro

s.en reversely relative to a third one.” All the elements of a pure method

are reduced to Correlation, Arrangement, and Classification. The author

hows considerable acuteness in stating his views, and in critic’s ns on other

writeis. It may, perhaps, be doubted whether his Law of Correlation has

all the importance which he ascribes to it
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Asa K. Butts & Co., New York, send us The Philosophy of Spiritualism

and the Pathology and Treatment of Medio-mania, by Frederic R. Mabvon,

M. D., Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence in

the New York Free Medical College for Women. The book is an earnest

protest against modern pseudo-spiritualism, especially that of which Andrew

Jackson Davis is the expositor. It denounces materialism as “unscientific

and groundless.” It deals some trenchant blows at this imposture or delu-

sion, which it represents as having more or less bewitched four millions of

our people. But we do not perceive that he substitutes any thing better in

its place. His tone is evident enough when he tells ns that “religious re-

vivals, spiritual seances, and Romish pilgrimages seldom fail to result in

epidemics of spiritual impropriety. The fives of saints, priests, ecstatics,

devotees, and media, are so many records of sexual derangement.” This

will suffice.

History and Biography.

A History of Germanyfrom the Earliest Times. Founded on Dr. David
Mueller’s “History of the German People,” by Charlton T. Lewis.

New York: Harper & Bros. The recent wonderful progress and concen-

tration of the German nation give an increased interest to its past history.

And it is a history more difficult to grapple with and present in its unity, than

that of any other European country, so many have been its governments, so

varied its fortunes, and so involved is it in the history of all the great West-

ern powers. Now it is asserting its inherent supremacy as a race, and gives

unmistakable signs of a new and growing fife. Every scholar has felt the

need of a suitable text-book of the remarkable history of this people ;
but

there has been none such in the English language. Mr. Lewis, an accom-

plished scholar and writer, has in a most satisfactory manner supplied the

want in this excellent volume. He is abundantly qualified for the work.

He has done wisely in selecting the best concise German manual, and re-

writing it in English, with special additions for the English Reader. There

are no traces of the German idiom : the book is good English throughout.

The proportion of the parts is adjusted with unusual care. While rewarding

the scrutiny of the scholar, it will be found interesting as well as instructive

by all classes of readers. Two good maps, and portraits of the most famous

emperors and rulers, and a full index, add to the value of the work, which is

brought out in good style, in a compact volume of 800 pages. We cordially

recommend it. The closing sentence is so well put, that we cannot help

quoting it: “ The diplomacy of Bismarck has retained the firm friendship of

the Czar, in spite of the avowed hostility of Russian public sentiment; has

won the alliance of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, in spite of the long-cher-

ished prejudice of the court of Vienna
;

and has secured the cordial respect

of the Italian government, and the trust of the Italian people.”

Life of Andrew Hull Foote, Rear-Admiral, U. S. N., by Professor James
M. Hoppin. With a portrait and Illustrations. New York: Harper & Bros.

Admiral Foote is certainly fortunate in his biographer. A difficult and deli-
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cate task has been executed with great fidelity and rare skill; the narrative of

events is simple and complete; the proportion of the parts is well kept; and
the portraiture of the character of the Admiral is eminently just. There is a

praiseworthy lack of exaggeration, even where there were strong temptations

to indulge in superfluous rhetoric. Such biographies are a real and perma-

nent addition to our historical literature.

Admiral Foote was a man of mark, in his native characteristics, in his

training, and in his achievements. He was every inch a sailor, of indomitable

courage, high daring, and unusual resources. Greater opportunities would

have found him ready for them. He led some of the most brilliant and successful

of the expeditions in our late war, notably on the Mississippi river. He was

patriotic to the core. And he was also an humble and earnest Christian, ever

ready to speak a word in season, an example of a consistent religious life amid
the most adverse circumstances. His memoir should be widely read, especially

by young men of his chosen profession. The volume is brought out by the

Harpers in a handsome and solid style.

The Genesis of the New England Churches, by Leonard Bacon. With
Illustrations. Harper & Bros. Dr. Bacon is as well qualified as any New
England divine to write the story of the New England churches. He is mas-

ter of his subject, and has the gift of a clear and forcible style, as well as the

capacity to construct an excellent historical narrative of events, and to seize

upon the main principles involved in the history itself. This volume is a

panegy ric of the Plymouth colony of Separatists, not only in contrast with

prelacy and “nationalism,” but also in comparison with the more conservative

genius and policy of the larger colony of Massachusetts Bay. Taking the

New England Churches as a whole, it may be questioned whether the author,

in his love of Independency, has not somewhat exaggerated the extent of the

actual influence, and its inherent capabilities of the Plymouth colony.

The earlier chapters give Dr. Bacon’s views of the scriptural church, and

of its speedy vanishing in the earliest history of the church
;
of its resusci-

tation among the English Separatists, of which a full account is given. The

Church at Scrooby is admirably described, also the fortunes of the Separatists

in Holland. Only the last third of the volume is devoted to the planting of

the model Plymouth Church, including an interesting and spirited sketch of

the attempts of Nationalism against it, with a brief view of what came of the

“ Puritan Colony ” of Massachusetts. The narrative closes at 1629.

We hope that the venerable au.hor may be able to continue and complete

this sketch, and give us, what we have not yet, a complete history of the New
England Churches, in as impressive a form as that part of it contained in this

volume. It would be a fitting close to a highly honored and useful life.

The Carters give us The History of the Reformation, 1517 to 1648, by Lud-

wig H.ansser, edited by Wilhelm Oncken, Professor of History at the Uni-

versity of Gilssen, translated by Mrs. C. Sturge. It consists of lectures de-

livered in Heidelberg by Prof. Hiinsser, taken verbatim in short-hand, by

Prof. Oncken, and translated by Mrs. Sturge, with his sanction. It makes a
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closely printed volume of almost 700 pages. The translator says, “It con-

tains not only a spirited sketch of the history of the Reformation in Germany,

Switzerland, France, Denmark, Sweden and England, but also gives a com-

prehensive survey of its influence on the course of thought and action during

the period of which it treats, and offers, in a compact form, information

which must otherwise must be sought for over a wide field of literature.”

The English in Ireland in the Eighteenth Century
,
by James Anthony

Froude. New York : Scribner, Arm trong & Co. Vols. 2, 3. Mr. Froude’s

brilliant work on Ireland under English domination is now brought to a-

close, and no one can read it without being impressed with its wonderful

vigor, and borne along by the swift current of its narrative. It brings as

down to the catastrophe of the Rebellion of 1798, and the Union in which

this resulted. It is, however, as unsatisfactory as it is clever
;

for the sum
of it is contained in the propositions,—that Ireland had not force enough to

govern itself, and that England has not succeeded in governing Ireland.

The Celtic race is enigmatical and ungovernable. The Irish question is

still an unsolved problem. By its very wilfulness, restlessness, spasmodic

zeal, deep-rooted prejudices, and entire lack of method, Ireland has baffled

all the wisdom of English statesmen and all the power of English arms.

Nor do things look much better for the future.

Mr. Froude’s theory seems to be that Ireland must be held, and held as a

subjugated province. The underlying law of history with him is the doctrine

of force—the supremacy of the strongest. This view may be fascinating for

its simplicity
;
but it is, after all, pagan and not Christian. It magnifies power

at the expense of justice and charity. No government founded on it can
have a long prosperity

;
its successes are delusive. England has latterly

more and more receded from it in practice, and in this has shown her
wisdom, even though Ireland be not yet content. But the chief difficulty

now is that Ireland rejoices in its loyally to a foreign pontiff'.

General Literature.

Some Leading Principles of Political Economy Newly Expounded, by J t

E. Cairnes, M. A., Emeritus Professor of Political Economy in University

College, London, comes to us in admirable style of mechanical execution from

the Harpers. It is precisely what its title imports, not a complete or exhaust-

ively scientific treatise on Political Economy, but a fresh exposition of some of

its leading principles. It deals principally with Value, not absolutely and iu

all its relations, which would comprehend the whole of Political Economy, but

chiefly as it affects questions of exchange, trade and commerce, domestic and

international, such as market-value, price, supply and demand, actual, (nor-

mal and abnormal,) protection and free-trade. It touches production and its

cost, money and taxation, only incidentally at their points of contact with the

main theme. It, however, carries the subject up to its bearing on the relations

of labor and capital, which, in all its branches now in controversy, it discusses

thoroughly as a topic in chief.
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On the subjects discussed by the author, he justifies his claim to the merit

of giving a new exposition of them. Without overthrowing any chief prin-

ciples of the science on which its great masters and expounders have been

agreed, he nevertheless corrects, supplements, and amplifies their expositions

by a more rigid and thorough analysis. His book is no mere compilation from or

rehash of antecedent treatises—it is afresh contribution of original reasonings

and conclusions, which are the product of his own independent, penetrating

and precise thinking. And we are glad to say that the work is not only in-

structive in what it “newly ” proves, but in what it suggests, even when we

cannot follow it all lengths.

We think Professor Cairnes has furnished data for a more exact apprehen-

sion of the nature and grounds of supply and demand, and the equation be-

tween the two, also of normal and market value and price, than has before

been given. His views and arguments cannot be ignored by any competent

future expositors of the science.

He brings much acuteness and vigor to bear upon the labor question, and

*he various issues growing out of it, relating to trades unions, eight hour

laws, strikes, the efforts of artisans by violent means to establish for them-

selves monopoly privileges and prices in their own departments of labor. He
exposes the mingled atrocity, futility and ruin of these precedures, while he

ever evinces a true sympathy with the laboring classes, and the strongest de-

sire to better their condition. We are sorry that his view of the future of

labor is so cheerless
;
that he is, like nearly all British economists, constantly

haunted with the spectre of an increase of population outrunning the means of

subsistence; and that his great remedy for the ills present and prospective of the

laboring class is to prevent its increase, and promote its decrease.

Yet it is one of the many instances of the harmony and coincidence between

true economics and Christian ethics, when he shows how the poverty-stricken

laborers of Great Britain might become capitalists, by simply saving what

they spend upon their vices. He says (p. 288) that from the excise returns,

“ It has been calculated that a sum of no less than ^120,000,000 sterling is

now spent on alcoholic drink. In what proportion the working-classes take

part in this expenditure we have no means of accurately determining ;
but I

imagine it will not be disputed that by much the largest proportion must be
set down to their account; and I am certainly within the mark in assuming
that of the money so spent the greater portion—I am sure I might say three-

fourths of the whole, so far from conducing in any way to the well-being of

those who spend it, is both physically and morally injurious to them. Here,

then, is a sum of, let us say, some ^60,000,000 sterling, which might annually

be saved, without trenching upon any expenditure which really contributes to

the laborer’s well-being. The obstacles to this saving are not physical, but

moral obstacles
;
and supposing laborers had the virtue to overcome them,

the first step toward what might fairly be called their industrial emancipation

would already have been accomplished.”

What is true in Great Britain is equally true in this and nearly all coun-

tries. And the first great step in morality and religion here, would be a pro-

digious stride in worldly thrift.

Although we think the author’s discussion of revenue systems, especially as
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applied to th :

s country, is less adequate, owing to. an imperfect apprehen-

sion of some of the economical facts and influences at work in our recent his-

tory, yet it is characterized by the originality and vigor he elsewhere displays.

It presents considerations and reasonings which no competent advocates of

either side of this controversy can afford to overlook or ignore.

The Relations of Employer and Employe, is the title of an address by

Hon. M. D. Leggett, U. S. Commissioner of Patents, before the Engine

Builders’ and Mechanics’ Convention, at Cincinnati, December 18, 1872,

which, in a very unpretending way, sets forth more truth in regard to the re-

lations of labor and capital, than we have seen compressed into equal space

for a long time. Well will it be for our mechanics and laborers of all sorts,

in all parts of the country, when they will listen calmly and candidly to such

views and reasoning. The fallacy and absurdity of eight-hour laws and

tyrannical Trades Unions, as a means of relief to the laboring class, are

made transparent. We wish it could be printed as a tract and circulated

broadcast among capitalists and laborers throughout the land

.

Of a very different character are some tracts by Edward H. Rogers, en-

titled Eight Hours a Day's Work, the Church of the Laborers, &c., who seeks

to treat these subjects from a Christian stand-point, and has urged his princi-

ples before various Christian bodies by arguments drawn from the Bible.

The main fault is that he entirely misinterprets or misapplies its teaching-

relative to this subject; still his tracts show considerable ability. They bring

into broad relief many of the issues raised by the labor reformers, and ele-

vate the tone of the whole labor-reform projects by attempting to place them
upon a Christian platform. We cheerfully award the author the credit of

making this attempt, notwithstanding his signal failure. His great argu-

ment for the eight-hour system is, that ten hours-work results in over-pro-

duction which gluts the markets, and that the laborer needs the time rescued

from work on the eight-hour system for culture, with an increased pecu-

niary income to sustain it. But he does not show how the laborers can have

more to enjoy when they earn and produce less, or how, if labor is ever

rightly distributed, there could be any possibility of over-production, of not

only satisfying, but satiating the desire of men for useful and enjoyable

things, for lack of which, according to his own complaint, the great mass
are now enduring the most abject privations. The argument for shortening

hours of work in unhealthy occupations is entirely aside of the general issue.

These are exceptional cases which prove nothing against the general princi-

ple to the contrary.

Still, the author, while wrong in the main, says many important things,

and we should deem it a good use of our pages, if we could spare them, to

sift his statements, and thus ventilate some great questions of the time.

That he often speaks at random, and with a very imperfect conception of the

connection between premises and conclusions, we think is sufficiently evident

.
in such passages as the following :

.
“ The English government forbids the issue of notes of less than £5. In

doing this it closes the door on speculation, and insures cheap ships by
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cheap living, and steady employment to the workingman, and diverts large

sums of money, at low rates of interest, into the hands of builders and

owners,” Eight Hours a Day's Work.—p. 17.

An Address to the Alumni Association of Centre College
,
by James Bar-

bour, A. M., presents facts in regard to the origin and history of that insti-

tution which ought not to be forgotten, and broad views of its future mission

in connection with the Theological Seminary, also at Danville, which ought

to command attention. We are glad that both institutions, having survived

the war, are now well organized, with good prospects of growth and useful-

ness. Mr. Barbour’s address, in addition to many other points of interest,

has specially interested us by the explanation it presents of the causes which

have given Kentucky a character so peculiar, not to say idiosyncratic, both

politically and ecclesiastically, among the States of the Union.

Another Address of superior merit, on a like occasion, is that on The

Higher Education, before tbe Literary Societies of the College of New Jer-

sey, at the last commencement, by Melancthon W. Jacobus, D. D., LL. D.,

one of her honored graduates. It presents a just and discriminating estimate

of the true liberal education which develops, trains, and informs the whole

man, and in all the humanities, as compared with that which deals solely

with physical science, and this, too, applied to the production of material

wealth.

Oriental and Linguistic Studies. Second Series. The East and West ;

Religion and Mythology
; Orthography and Phonology ;

Hindoo Astronomy.

By William Dwight Whitney, Professor in Yale College. New York :

Scribner, Armstrong & Co. $2.50. In accordance with a promise previously

made, Professor Whitney, to the great satisfaction of his readers, has collect-

ed several of his articles in this solid volume. Some of them are re-

written. They are twelve in number, and their titles will give a slight indi-

cation -- the varied interest of the volume. I. The British in India (first

published in 1858). II. China and the Chinese (1859). III. China and the

West (1861). IV. Midler’s Chips, etc. V. Cox’s Aryan Mythology. VI.

Alford’s Queen’s English—decidedly caustic. VTI. How shall we Spell ?

VIII. Elements of English Pronunciation. IX. Belation of Vowel and Con-

sonant. X. Bell’s Visible Speech. XI. On the Accent in Sanskrit. XII.

On the Lunar Zodiac of India, Arabia, and China, with a chart—a learned

and curious investigation. All the articles are not only valuable, but very

readable. For Professor Whitney has the art of expressing his meaning

quite plainly,and enforcing it with strong reasons and good illustrations. Few
philologists have more common sense in treating the fascinating theories of

their peculiar branch of scholarship. With some of his views we do not

fully agree, especially as to the early monotheism of the Vedic hymns. And
perk aps he presses Max Midler somewhat too sharply.

Manual ofMythology. Greek, Roman, Norse and Old German, Hindoo and

Egyptian Mythology. By Alexander S. Murray, Professor of Greek and Ro-

man Antiquities, British Museum. Second edition, re-written. With forty-
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five plates. New York : Scribner & Co. $2.25. This is a very excellent and

compact manual, the best in a short compass which we have, and well print-

ed and illustrated. It is also furnished at a low cost.

The Building ofa Brain. By Edwakd H. Claeke, M. D., author of

Sex in Education.” Boston: Osgood & Co. We have already noticed

Dr. Clarke’s useful volume on “Sex in Education,” and we heartily com-

mend this new address, bearing on the same general subject, which is treated

with learning and ability. Its views are broad and philosophical, and de-

serve careful study. He leaves for the most part the application to teachers,

from some of whom he publishes various communications in harmony with

his general theory.

Latin Hymns with English Notes. For use in Schools and Colleges. By
F. A. Mabch, LL.D., Professor of Comparative Philology in Lafayette Col-

lege, Pennsylvania. New York : Harper & Bros. Being Yol. 1 of the

Douglass Series of Christian Greek and Latin Fathers. This selection is

made with good judgment and taste, and exceedingly well edited. There is

no good reason why the Greek and Latin Fathers should not be taught in

our schools and colleges. As Professor March justly writes, “ Christian is a

better word than Augustan. For inspiring and elevating thought, and for

vigor, harmony, and simplicity of language, the hymns are better than any

Augustan odes.” Any scholar who will try committing them to memory will

find some of the noble verses ringing long in his soul, like strains of a di-

vine music. We hope that this, and the other contemplated volumes of the

Douglass Series, may have a good welcome.

The Church Hymn Book, with Tunes : for the Worship of God. New
York and Chicago : Ivison. Blakeman, Taylor & Co. Dr. Hatfield’s Church
Hymn Book, has, as is well known, several conspicuous excellencies. Great

care has been expended on the text
;
out of 1,464 hymns, the authorship of

only 21 remains undetermined. The musical selections and adaptations

have been prepared with acknowledged skill, embracing 450 metrical com-

positions and 28 chants. This new and revised edition is brought out in

excellent style, and takes a high rank.

Gracefor Grace. Letters of Km*. William James. New York : Dodd &
Mead. These letters reveal the struggles and aspirations of a soul deeply

impressed with the need of a vital, peaceful, and constant trust in the Re-

deemer, “ by a simple and appropriating faith of his sufficiency and power,

when thus received, to free the soul from a sense of condemnation, and from

the intolerable and hopeless struggle for self-deliverance, and to establish it

in the peace, joy, and victory of an assured and realized salvation.” Thus
writes, in the preface, the editor of this volume, to whom many of the letters

are addressed. These letters are remarkable and deeply interesting. With-
out any pretensions to a new phraseology in describing the higher and more
fruitful experience, they do yet bring out the subject in its wide range and
great importance in a most impressive way. For convenience, the contents

are divided into different sections, which treat of the Gift of Grace, the
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Growth in Grace, the Fruits of Grace, and the Triumphs of Grace. Some in-

teresting sketches are added, written by Rev. Henry Neill, who edited a

former volume of sermons by the same author. Mr. James was a very able

preacher, but so fastidious that he allowed few of his productions to survive

him. The present volume will be found a comfort and guide to many souls

who are seeking for a more real sense of the peace and victory which the

gospel was designed to give.

Other Books Received.

The American Educational Annual. A Cyclopaedia, or Reference Book
for all matters pertaining to Education, comprising a History of the Past and
Present School Systems, and School Legislation in all the States and Terri-

tories
;
a history of Land Grants and the Peabody Fund

; Geographical and
Scientific Discoveries during 1873-4

;
the National Bureau of Education

;

Civil Rights Bill
;
Educational Gatherings during 1874 ; Educational Sys-

tems in other Countries ;
Voluminous American School Statistics for several

years past
;
Names of American Colleges, "Universities, Theological, Normal,

Local, and Scientific Schools ;
Names of Educational Journals

;
Sketches of

Prominent Educators deceased during 1873-4, and Lists of School Books
published during the year. Published annually. Vol. I, 1875. New York :

J. W. Schermerhorn k Co.

Opening a Chestnut Burr. By Rev. E. P. Roe, author of “ Barriers

Burned Away,” &c. New York : Dodd & Mead. The best of Mr. Roe’s pop-

ular works.

By Still Waters. A Story for Quiet Hours. By Edward Garrett. Dodd
k Mead.

In the Series of “ Ameiican Pioneers and Patriots,” Captain William

Kidd
,
and others of the Pirates or Buccaneers who ravaged the Seas, the

Islands, and the Continents of America, two hundred years ago. By John

S. C. Abbott. Dodd & Mead.

Another of the same series is The Life and Adventures of Rear-Admiral

John Paid Jones, commonly called Paul Jones. It presents the exploits and

traits of this remarkable man in the graphic and fascinating style of the

author, who is a recognized master in this department of literature.

Yale Lectures on Preaching. Third Series. By Henry Ward Beecher.

New York : J. B. Ford & Co.

Sweet Hours of Life. Edited by Mrs. Cora S. Nocrse. American Tract

Society.

Lilliej or the Little Christian’s Toilet. By Mrs. H. E. Brown. Ameri-

can Tract Society.

Only Believe ; or the Hungering Soul Fed. By James William Kimball,

American Tract Society.
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Father Tompkins and his Bibles. By the Rev. Willis T. Beecher, Profes-

sor in Auburn Theological Seminary. Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board of

Publication. A spirited tale, dealing with important questions in a popular

and able manner.

The Westminster Question Book. International Series for 1875, on Joshua,

Judges, and the Gospel of John. By T. Bennet Tyler and the Rev. W.
M. Rice, D. D. Also published by the Presbyterian Board, and very well

prepared.

The valuable and important works of Dr. Gillett, on “ God in Human
Thought 2 vols., and “ The Moral System ,” were received too late for

notice in this number, but will receive due attention in the next number of

our Review.

Art. XII.—THEOLOGICAL AND LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.
GERMANY.

Studien und Kritiken. I. 1875. Rudolph Schmid, on the theory of develop-

ment as stated by Darwin, its present status, and its relation to theology ;—an able

article, showing that Darwin, and cognate theorists,can not solve the question of the

origin of the world, or supersede the question of design and a personal Creator.

Prof. Piper, of Berlin, a master in Christian archaeology, examines two inscriptions

of Constantine found in the Arch of Constantine, and the Vatican Basilica. Two
shorter notices are devoted to Luther—one by Riehm of Halle,on Luther’s first in-

terpretations of the Psalms, and the other by Kostlin, Luther’s latest, and one of

his ablest, biographers, on his famous speech at Worms, April 18, 1521, declaring

in favor of Luther’s own report of that speech. There are also reviews of Lechler’s

work on “ Wiclif ’’—the fullest history of Wycliffe yet published ; another on Reiff ’s

“ System of the Christian Faith as the Basis of the Christian Theory of the Uni-

verse,” noticed by Weiss ; and a third on Immer’s valuable “ Hermeneutics of the

New Testament,” by Dtisterdieck.

Zeitschrift f. d. historische Theologie. Part IV., 1874.— 1. Dr. F. PirF.g. The

Christian Museum of the University of Berlin, 1849-1874—an excellent account of

this most valuable collection by the person best qualified to give it. It has cost

thus far about 10,000 thalers. 2. Studies on Wycliffe (Wiclif ), by Dr. R. Budden-

sieg, continued, chiefly biographical, in connection with ecclesiastical affairs ; to be

concluded. 3. Catherine von Bora, 1523-1524, as described in manuscript letters;

edited by Seidemann. 4. Dr. Wieseler on some Dates and Facts in Luther’s Life

—

(1.) Birth (Nov. 10, 1783) and Autographs. (2.) When he became a Monk, last

part of 1505 (not July 16, as Knaake has it). (3.) When did he go to Rome?
Not 15 1 1, but latter part of 1510. Parti. 1875.— i. Continuation »of Buddensieg

on Wycliffe; he gives Dec. 31, 1384, as the date of his death. 2. Dr. A. Harnack

on an old Bulgarian version of the 12th century of the work of Hippolytus, De Anli-

christo, of which an edition was published in Moscow, 1668, by a learned Russian,

K. Nevostzewjew, at the instance of the Metropolitan Philaretus. It was dis-

covered in the Tschudow cloister of Moscow in 1853. It was published both in
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Russian and German at Moscow. It is valuable as giving on some points a clew to

a better text than has hitherto been used for this undoubted work of Hippolytus

.

3. Theod. Zahn on various difficult patristic passages from Justin Martyr, Clement.

Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, etc. 4. II. Rdnsch continues his valuable labors

on the Itala by giving a complete text, with criticisms, of the Old Testament Itala,

as found in the writings of Cyprian.

Zeitsehriftf d. lutherische Theologie, etc. IV. 1874.—A. Vogele, Joshua’s com-

mand to the Sun. A. Wetzel, on 1 Cor. viii
;

1-3. W. Engelhardt, Origen’s

Doctrine of the Resurrection. Krummell, the Passion-Play in Oberammergau.

Jahrbucher f. deutscke Theologie. Kohler, the Doctrine about the State, by the

Reformers before the Reformation. Wagenmann, Century Memorabilia in Church

History. Gloatz, the Freedom of the Will, with special reference to Scholten’s

work on the subject. Prince Louis Solms-Hohensolms-Lich on Christ’s Question

to his Disciples, “ But whom do ye say that I am ?” etc.

H. Rdnsch, well known by his diligent work on the Itala and Vulgate
,
has pub-

lished the first complete edition of the Book of fubi/ees, often called the Little

Genesis—with a revised text from a Latin fragment in the Ambrosian Library, and

a Latin version from two ALthiopic MSS. by Prof. Dillmann. This work belongs

to the group of Apocryphas, in a wide sense, being a Jewish and Palestinian work

of the first century, of which the original is lost. Dr. Krapf first brought the

Aithiopic version from Abyssinia ; and a Latin version of a fragment was found by

Ceriani in 1861, in the Milan Library. It is called the “ Little Genesis,” because

it is a free abstract of Genesis and 12 chapters of Exodus. The name “ Book of

Jubilees ’’ is given to it, because it is chronologically arranged after the Jubilee

periods of the law. The present edition is thoroughly edited.

Dr. Chr. K. von Hofmann, of Erlangen, in the last published 'part of his “ Com-

mentary on the Are~cu Testament," on the Epistle to the Hebrews, vigorously de-

fends its Pauline authorship. It was addressed, he maintains, not to Christians in

the Holy Land, but to those outside, previously in Antioch. It is significant how
•German critics often retrace their steps. The advanced criticism has scouted the

Pauline authorship of the Hebrews with great assurance ; but Dr. von Hofmann

meets the critics on their own ground, and every scholar concedes his great skill in

.exposition.

ENGLAND.

British and Foreign Evangelical Review
, October, 1874. 1. An excellent paper

on the Capabilities of Presbyterianism, by Rev. Wm. Taylor, A. M., of Stirling.

2 A defense of the scriptural doctrine of the Nature and Origin of Sin, by the Rev
;

John Macpherson, against certain modern German speculations, e. g. of Martensen

and Julius Muller, especially the theory of its extra-temporal origin. 3. A con-

tinuation of Rev. John C. Moore’s interesting articles on the Synagogue and the

Church. 4. Kev. T. F. Henderson discusess the question, Is Christianity Super-

seded ? with reference to modern infidel theories, particularly those of Strauss,

whose influence it seems to us is too highly extolled. 5. William Carsteres.by Alex-

ander Falconer, Esq. Two articles are reprinted from American periodicals, viz..

Rer. S. Merrill, of Andover, on Galilee in the Time of Christ: and Prof. Nichol-

-son, of Toronto, on Bastian’.s theory of Life and its Origin, taken from our Review.






